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CHAPTER 1

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Churches

America stand in need of transformation. We live in

across

and in

constant

change

the

"yesterday, today

or

same

declined because

desperate need of the timeless good news
and forever"

they have

Bama says that "the vast

not

majority

(Heb.

adapted to

13:8

a

world of

of Jesus Christ, who is

NIV). Many churches have plateaued

the culture in which

they

of Christian churches in America

serve.

are

George

either stagnant

or

decluiing. Relatively few of the nation's 300,000+ Protestant congregations are
increasing the number of people [in attendance] by at least

10%

a

year" (User 15).

In his

classic work, Understanding Church Growth, Donald McGavran says,
Wholesome

growth

churches

solid in their human matrix that

so

separated
churches
and

and

holy

can so

.

.

.

that

means

they

faithful obedience to God in

remain

pleasing

divorce themselves from their

infroverted, they

developing

grow, but also be
to God. It is tme that

they

cannot communicate the

can

neighbors that,
Gospel. (6)

so

sealed off

Congregations need to be equipped to proclaim the gospel to a changing world that some
say is at

a

hinge point

in

history.

Michael

post-Christian, post-literate world.
time,

or a

their aftermath

serve as

Worldviews and

such

as

the attack

vivid reminders that

assumptions

are

on

are

an

we

America

live in

contintially called

ready to respond with the unchanging gospel

Matthew
you

Post-modernity is

live in

in-between

a

post-modem,

time;

a

'not

yet'

hinge point in history" (Out 31).

Catastrophic events

to be

...

Slaughter says that "we

vividly remind us,

not alarmed. Such

The urgency in this

a

into

things must happen, but the
still

11

September 2001 and

world that

question,

can

change instantly.

and the Church needs

of Jesus Christ. The words of Jesus in

"You will hear of wars and

teaching that is

on

mmors

of wars, but

end is still to come"

see

to it that

(24:6 NIV).

timely and the Church must be ready to

cope
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with

a

world

constantly changing

Such

change.

and

urgent need places

an

an

itself We live in

questioning

world

a

on

edge.

urgency for churches to embrace and initiate

The truth is that tremendous resistance exists to transform

because of that resistance, leaders who desire

change

often have

congregations, and,

marginal

results. In his

book. Paradigm Shift in the Church. Christian Schwarz says,
I find

fairly often that pastors and churches make use of the practical tools
provided by our institute, but attempt to integrate them into their old (i.e.,
institutionalistic or spiritualistic) paradigms. It is understandable that the
results are unsatisfactory. (214)
Schwarz is not

Appendix A)
some

or

attempt

survey

new

making

and
at

disclaimer for his Natural Church

resources.

He is

in their old

paradigms

Churches often end up

are

limited because

rather than

they do not know their purpose

churches

are

just drifting.

and where

to say that

organized,

being purpose driven takes time

and

applied

often

mcluding my ovm,

Upon completion of the

Beeson Pastor

place

new

a

change.

but many

they

going. Many pastors

are

ideas

complete change into

healthy,

and must be

are

unhealthy
and

important issue

is

He goes

defined, communicated,

(93-94). The need

is great and apparent

St. James United Methodist Church.

Context of the

James United Methodist

cannot

they

by being purpose driven" (93).

in every part of the church

among coimtless churches

a

and churches do make

Rick Warren says, "Size is not the issue. The

this: Your church will be stronger and healthier
on

making

concluding they

The bottom line is that churches need to be
because

Development Survey (see

indicating that when pastors

transformation, the results

findings

paradigm.

a

Study

Program,

I retumed

as

senior pastor of St.

Church, Niagara Falls, New York, in June 2000. 1 have been the

pastor of St. James for nearly fifteen years and have served

a

total of twenty-three years

Kofahl 3

in fiill-tune

ministry (including the

Beeson

year).

I have been ordained for almost twenty-

five years. When I retumed, the staff consisted of a half-time secretary,

pastor,

a

part-time

music director,

custodian. The music director and
directors of music and the

a

part-time organist/keyboardist,

organist/keyboardist positions

youth pastor position is

and

are

in

charge

in transition at this

of the

half-time

a

part-time
listed

are now

treasurer, financial secretary, and assistant financial secretary receive
have two half-time teachers who

a

small

as co-

The church

writing.
a

youth

stipend.

pre-kindergarten nursery

We

school

program.
St. James is

week.

Average

a

program-based church with activities taking place

church attendance has often been

The central focus of the church has been to
movement to

active adult
collar with

become

ministry oriented.

participation.

some

The

keep

The

near

two hundred

the programs

going

with

St. James

was

make-up of the congregation is mostly working class,

Sunday

founded

Eve 1892 just before the

church

Overall

expenditures

school rooms, and

as

a

sanctuary that

St. James Methodist

Episcopal

began at a neighborhood site

in the

on

High

School that

fluctuations

show that

opened in the fall

through the years

after the

$200,000-

multi-use

Church

on

Christmas

in 1893. The

1964. At that time

the northeastern

and the

of 2000. St. James remained

move

blue

seats 250.

city where it remained until

city in an open area surrounded by the municipal golf course

Falls

a

are

city of Niagara Falls was officially incorporated

the church moved to its present location at 4661 Porter Road

the

some

Sunday school has remained strong with

professionals and school teachers.

several

of the

(see Appendix B).

250,000 annually. The building is well maintained and equipped with

fellowship hall,

days

most

new

edge of

Niagara

steady with some

in 1964. The United States Census records

population of the city of Niagara Falls officially peaked at 102,394

in 1960 at

Kofahl 4

the

height of the New

York State

population has experienced
2000 U. S. Census

a

HydroElectric

steady decline to

is part of an

Frontier that includes the Buffalo

area

population

metropolitan

area.

even worse.

While the whole

9.7 percent decrease in the

a

6,000 people in

a

city that had

Politics and

a

population of 61,840

today by the

a

of 1990"

as

many of them headed for

as

series of headline

droves of tourists pass

Niagara Falls, Ontario,

mistakes. The article cites poor vision,

on

and

graft,

the

the

year

later, "Niagara Falls:

on

possibility of casino gambling, makes the

state and

U. S. Census

a

decline of about

news

articles

region.
on

the

In

city

particular article,

city

looks back

on a

torrent of costly

political blunders that have

the

an

through Niagara Falls, New York,

the American side in contrast to the Canadian side that is
one

contmues to

("Falls").

of Niagara Falls called Wonder of the World: How Niagara Fell. One

another article

the

Niagara

in the downfall of the

major role

a

Buffalo News carried

"Wasted Wonder," states that

area

population of Niagara Falls,

conniption have played

September 2000, The

on

according to

The Niagara Gazette indicated in

20 October 2000 that "esthnates to be released

Bureau show

of 55,593

of westem New York State called the

decline, the situation in Niagara Falls is
on

a

Project. Since that time the

(see Appendix B).

Niagara Falls

article

Power

growing

and

been

costly

prospering.

In

Brink," the Buffalo News, reporting

case even

that will be

bungled by the

city as well (NC 1).

The "brain drain" is
The movement of many

caused great

significant in the

area

of politics and in the life of the chtirch.

people out of the area with leadership capabilities and vision has

difficulty finding and training new leaders.

discipling and training young adults

for

We have had the

ministry and leadership only to

away. Factories have continued to close at

a

experience of

see

faster rate than the rest of the

them

area

move

and
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people have

continued to

changes have

been

a

move

out of the

Niagara Falls area in search of jobs.

These

factor in the life of the churches in the area; most have declmed

closed. Westem New York Conference Joumals indicate St. James declined from

or

an

average attendance of 212 in the later 1960s to 152 in the late 1970s and grew back to
stable average of almost two hundred

by the

late 1980s

a

(see Appendix B).

In the past twelve years while St. James has lost
many members to death and

ongoing relocation to

other states, it has maintained

growth has been from people coming
Methodist Church
the

m

closing

the infamous Love Canal

1980s due to the toxic waste

early

from

a

consistent attendance. Most of the

chxorches

neighborhood,

an

1950s and 1960s. I knew

under old

only real

changes

paradigms myself,

numerical

most of the

I

an

in

no

come

on

was

United
abandoned in

declining churches.
a

surge in three years
over

paradigms

down the road, but

hurry to implement change.

growth was from other churches troubled me.

youth growing

a

average of 194

healthy and vibrant operating

would need to

was

left

experienced

average attendance of 21 1, but it settled back down to

next ten years. The church seemed

which

situation) and others who

When 1 moved to St. James in 1987, the church
to

(including

the

of the

operating

The fact that the

I also observed that

up in the life of the chvirch would leave home and live like

everyone else in the world without strong Christian values. 1 observed the frustration of
some

people within the

with stable

church who wanted to grow

attendance, bazaars, and church dinners.

the chvirch would have to

change if it was going to

1 would describe the chvirch

as

spiritually.

Most

people

I knew I would have to

survive in the

were

happy

change,

and

long-term fiiture.

being conservative but not really evangelical,

although some very strong evangelical aspects are growing. Many

still have

time

lost and not

comprehending that the ministry of the church is reaching the

a

difficult

spending

Kofahl 6

all its time and effort

taking

care

of itself

Many long-time members of the church belong

to the Masons and the Order of the Eastem Star and

mentality to

the church. These

budgets. They take

care

consider these

they

thought has

carried

As I grew

to realize

that

of their

buildings

into their

through those

things

had to

when these

perception of the

change.

things

a

fresh look at

The church

was

being the church.

We

were

not

are

on

read about vital

began to

our

own, 1

increasingly came
much with

running the

church rather

reaching the unchurched of our city.

Our

worship

was

fraditional and

real

question has been how to transform a self-satisfied established church into

only satisfying to

our own

and

maintamed, and this

bogged down so

adminisfrative stmcture that most of our energy focused
than

rights,

church.

with the status quo and

eyes, took

initiation

service club

or

charity work. Therefore,

and raise money for

a success

spiritually restless

churches and then,

fraternal order

a

organizations have their rituals,

organizations
over

bring

people and

other people just like

part of the body of Christ. With this in view, 1 determined that

a

us.

a

The

living

strategic plan had to be

developed and implemented.
Over the past five to ten years

we

have

gradually made

bringing more change will be an ongoing challenge.
more

blended

moved from
stmcture

a

style

of worship with

a

mixed

We have

some

changes,

gradually adapted to

reception from the congregation.

powerfiil church board (adminisfrative council) to

a

a

We have

church cotmcil

that empowers the individual teams and committees to do their work vsdthout

being second-guessed by a group of people that need everything explained all
We have taken the

persons in
are

and

Lay Leader position and tumed it into

leadership.

These

a

Lay Leadership

over

again.

Team of six

changes have the approval of our district superintendent and

within the bounds of the United Methodist Book of Discipline.
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The

biggest task

health. 1 have

a

congregation.

We

solid

core

run

change

begun

^to

�

of people who understand where

the extremes between the

transform the church to

the need for

is to continue what has

high

bring
we

need to go

excitement of the

facing the reality of having many people

and often

strongly

oppose any

vital

needs. 1 believe very

spkitual

reach into

our

relationship systems

strongly that God is bringing us to

the need for

at work in the

are

mentoring,

an awareness

and

city have

point

in time to

was

in the Beeson

issues of vision, and the various
We need to

identify and focus on

diagnosed, leadership, mentoring,

by the study. The patient may be willing to be diagnosed, but these tools and

healthier

bring the patient along to accept the process

Transformational
world and

of transformation

body.
Theological

facing

the Church. The

says,

a

people

of systems at work will be needed to deal with the issues

skills will be necessary to
a

challenge in a

ongoing transformation of the

congregation.

critical issues of church health. Once the church is

to

a

Catholic

in the past and events that have occurred while 1

Leadership issues,

revealed

is

unchurched

predominantly Roman

program revealed issues that will be involved in the

vision, and

challenge to

community.

Experience

church.

as a

who don not understand

change. Ministry

declining commumty with low self-esteem, yet many unreached,
many disenchanted Roman CathoUcs in this

St. James to greater

all the

mimstry demands

a

Foundation

theology

of ministry.

Living

changes that confront us creates an ongoing crisis

ministry of the

church needs to be rooted in

Scripture.

in

a

sinful

in the life of

Thomas Oden

"Scripture provides the primary basis for understanding the pastoral office and its

functions"

(1 1).

We need this constant reminder because of the

perpetual tendency to
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move

away from

Scripture.

foundation. We need

gifts,

by

a

tradition that

to pay attention to the context of our

become flesh. We also need
exercise God's

We need to be informed

we

to

ministry so that the

recognize the diversity of gifts

feel his

pleasure.

We need the

through the

natiure of ministry. This radical

The

Program.

change in the

represented by the
decline

or

newer

years the radical

Holy Spirit to

change

is the

Church I have

change

Lectures).

in the church and in the very

observed, in a positive

death of traditional churches and

gives

me a

in

real

a

sense, is

negative

sense

James

are

consistent among

begiiming to

Over the years,
churches

(albeit as

an

sense

administering the

Seminary (1976-79)

as a

evangelical),

church.

of urgency to continue

convinced that the battle

growing evangelical churches.

I have sensed the

with traditional

Church to reach out to the

way that old forms cannot. With

the

worship

challenge has become

even

Greg Ogden issues

a

at St.

a

ever

people

world

of

and the traditional way of

v^ith the liberals. While 1

the liberal elements of the Church than

equip the

laity

increasing dissatisfaction

My Master of Divinity training

was

Some

laity for

traditional pastor in traditional United Methodist

in the traditional mode. I went

was

renewal

the urgency.

serving

spiritually growing people

a

Beeson

sense, in the

the transition of St. James. A call for renewal and the empowerment of the

ministry has been

we

balance the mix of

primary reason I applied for the

grovying teaching churches and,

Word may

in the Church. When

similarities and differences in the life of the Church (Seamands
I have observed

balance and

gives

at

Asbury Theological

through college

see even

and

seminary

greater difficulties with

before, 1 believe that the real challenge is to
of our

living

on

post-Christian, postmodem culture
the

edge, waiting

for the next

in

a

disaster,

greater.

challenge to complete the "unfinished business of the
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Reformation" when he says,
The New Reformation seeks

than the radical transformation
we see ourselves as vital channels

nothing less

of the

self-perception of all believers so
through whom God mediates his life to other members
Christ and the world. (12)
This

new

which

reformation involves

Ogden believes

is

little distinction between
a

Church back to

clergy

and

laity.

A continued

a

lay movement.

emphasis

transforming

Gordon Fee addresses the dissatisfaction and

Holy Spirit's

being

I have

growing churches today have empowered the laity and have

critical component of any strategy for

associate with

body of

acknowledgement of the priesthood of all believers,

bringing the

observed that the most vital

needs to be

an

of the

on

a

empowering the laity

Church.

irrelevancy that

some

people

church, and he believes the main issue is experiencing the reality of the

presence.

player in the believer's experiencing and living
brought about in Christ; the Spirit both
forms the church into God's new (eschatological) people and conforms
them into Christ's image through his fruit in their lives; and the Spirit gifts
them in worship to edify and encourage one another in their ongoing life
in the world. (7)
The

Spirit is

the essential

out the salvation that God has

When I reflect

on

my frustration about the lack of discipleship and the

Christian beliefs, 1 understand that Fee's call to recapture the
a

major part of the

1786, John Wesley

dynamic life of the Spirit

solution. This goes back to the very heart and

Methodist movement. In

an

article entitled

conmients

on

ignorance of basic
is

begirmings of the

"Thoughts upon Methodism," published in

the fundamental doctrine of Methodists,

their fundamental doctrine? That the Bible is the whole and sole
rule both of Christian faith and practice. Hence they leamed: (1) That
religion is an inward principle; that it is no other than the mind of Christ;
What

was

words, the renewal of the soul after the hnage of God, in
righteousness and tme holiness. (2) That this can never be wrought in us
but by the power of the Holy Ghost. (3) That we receive this and every
other blessing merely for the sake of Christ; and (4) that whosoever hath
or

in other
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the mind that

was

in

Christ, the

same

is

our

brother, and sister and mother.

(Wesley 527)
Churches need better

growth, and they need

congregation
the

setting

to allow

this to

atmosphere

in which

and

opportunities for personal spiritual

happen corporately as leadership teaches the

the Bible and to be God's

and

priesthood.

discipleship training

eschatological people. Worship

people

can

truly worship

needs to

and fimction

as a

We need to be open to the movement of God. Nathan and Wilson

We should lookfor God.

[original emphasis]

at

times,

even

awesome!

How God chooses to

Evangelicals
and the

not

claims of Jesus Christ.

Stephen

claim what

we

believe about the truth of the

but also to claim its power in
Seamands shares this

key to

before

us.

He is

manifest. When

ministry

is to be

gospel

reaching the world with the

important key to ministry:

open and available to the risen
Christ that He is free to manifest Himself in the situation. He has gone

The

fioiitfiil

and to cry out

of life.

only need to

inspiration of the Bible,

permit it,

(172)

Individually, people need to hunger and thirst for the Spirit with openness
desperately for the Spirit to be in all

whole

conclude,

manifest his presence is up to him. But very often, if we simply
God would come in a way that would be memorable, perhaps

extraordinary, and,

provide

so

already there.
we

Now His presence needs to be made
do this, whatever needs to happen in a situation will

happen! (Conversation 84)
Pastors need to be
power of the

challenged to

go

beyond truth and to

go into

a

deeper experience in the

Holy Spirit and proclaim that message to their congregations.

We

are

challenged to continually revitalize worship, to emphasize the teaching of the Bible, to
live the Christian life

opportunities,

and to allow the

local church. The

church.

through Sunday school,

small groups, and other

ongoing growth

Holy Spirit to be free to infiltrate the whole life of the

laity need to be equipped and empowered to

do the

ministry

of the
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The greatest

Spirit to

challenge

of all is continued

personal growth and allowing the Holy

saturate one's whole life. Maxie Dunnam shared

McChane: "The greatest need of my
Transformation
without it

begins

on our

congregation

is my

quote of Robert Murray

own

personal holiness".

knees in prayer for which there is

nothing can happen. Bishop

Through prayer! Prayer is

understand their mission and to

substitute, and

no

Sundo Kim, the senior pastor of Kwang Lim

Methodist Church in Seoul, Korea, observes, "How
purpose and confidence?

a

can

churches reclaim

a means

of

a sense

for chvirches to

clearly

gain confidence" (48).

Prayer must be the priority of a pastor's personal life, and the challenge of a
pastor is

to

make prayer central to the life of the church. Jim

challenge to the

Church at

Have you

C3mibala gives

a

strong

large:
noticed that Jesus launched the Christian church, not while
preaching, but while people were praying? In the first two

ever

someone was

chapters of Acts, the disciples were doing nothing but waiting on God. As
they were just sitting there
worshippuig, communing with God, letting
God shape them and cleanse their spirits and do those heart operations that
the church was bom. The Holy Spirit was
only the Holy Spirit can do
does
it
about
our churches today that God birthed
out.
What
say
poured
the church in a prayer meeting, and prayer meetings today are almost
extinct? (Fresh Wind 71-72)
.

.

.

In his other

(67ff)?

thinking" (69) and have
tomorrow will

bring;

God knows all

God is

.

.

book. Fresh Faith, Cymbala offers

tmst God to lead me"

our

.

an

we're

We need to

a

great challenge with the question, "Can I

"honestly

inquiring heart for God.
only guessing

let God's Word

shape

He says, "We know

our

spiritual

nothing of what

about the future and what it will hold.

.

.

.

But

things and has all power" (82). Prayer and placing complete tmst in

absolutely essential to the transformation of a person and

a

congregation.

Purpose
The purpose of this

study is to determine if the application of research based

on
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the

eight

central

of healthy churches

qualities

book, Natural Church Development,

as

defined

Christian A. Schwarz in his

by

implementation of changes stemming

and the

this research wdll fransform the life of St. James United Methodist Church in

a

from

declining

area.

Research

Questions

1. What is the current health of the St. James United Methodist Church

congregation compared against the eight quality characteristics
2. What past

changes have

3. What effect will the

of a

congregation

in

a

defined

by

Schwarz?

led to church health?

application

of church health

principles have on the health

declining region in the study period between the

summer

of 2000

and the fall of 2001?
Definition of Terms
In this

study, the principal terms

Declining area refers to
decline

over an

taking place

extended

from 1960

Natural Church
the
on

a

are

defined

as

follows.

region that is experiencing economic and population

period of time.

In the

case

of Niagara Falls, the decline has been

through the present.
Development (NCD)

is

an

approach to

premise that God causes the growth and that all humans
releasing the "divine growth automatisms" by which he

Schwarz discovered these

by studying Scripture.

He

church

growth based on

endeavors should be focused

grows his Church. Christian

principles through empirical research, by observing nature,
develops these principles

and

in his book Natural Church

Development.
Growth Automatisms is Christian Schwarz's term for the "all
term best

illusfrated in Mark 4:26-29. In this

parable, the

sower

by itself biblical

casts the seed and goes to
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bed; the seed sprouts and

grows

the crop

The

produce

by itself.

"automatic." Schwarz

indicates that certain

"automatically."
God (Natural

^how, the

�

key

applies this idea to

the life of a

literally meaning

congregation by saying that it

developments appear to happen "all by themselves,"

NCD

or

begms with the premise that these developments are the work of

12).

twenty-five

more

does not know. The earth appears to

Greek term is automate,

Established congregation refers to
over

sower

a

congregation that has been in existence

for

years. St. James United Methodist Church has been in existence for

than 108 years.

Eight Quality Characteristics
together,

can

be used to

are

eight aspects of church health that,

diagnose the health of the

Christian Schwarz's Institute for Natural Church

aspects

as

church. The survey conducted

by

Development identified these eight

empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality,

fimctional structures,

evangelism,

and

Health in
or

inspiring worship service, holistic

small groups, need-oriented

loving relationships. Harmonious interplay among

characteristics is the

sickness

when taken

key to

church

relationship to

disease and

a

eight quality

growth.

congregation is defined negatively as the

positively as the balance

eight quality characteristics.

all

or

"harmonious

Schwarz refers to the "65

interplay"

lack of
of Schwarz's

hypothesis," which means that all

eight quality characteristics measure at least 65 percent on a scale

of 100 percent in

healthy churches (Natural 40).
Maximum Factors of a church

on a

are

the strongest

scale of 1 to 100. NCD strategy involves their
Minimum Factors of a church

are

quality characteristics, measured

use on a

the weakest

church's minimum factors.

quality characteristics,

measured

on
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a

scale of 1 to 100. NCD

quantitative growth

pictures them

in the

as

the shortest staves of a barrel that hinder

way that short staves

same

on a

physical barrel

set the upper

limit for the amount of liquid it will hold.
Technocratic

significance

entire outlook

Paradigm

is shorthand for

an

entire outlook

is shorthand for the

on

life that indicates the

theological approach underlying natural

a

term Schwarz

uses

that

implies nothing less

laws of life God created. Instead of using the term "church

has chosen to call it "natural"

or

"biotic" church

than

worship

a

growth,"

rediscovery
Schwarz'

s

of the

institute

development.

Growth is the increase of the average number of persons

attending the principal

services each year.

Systems

are

purpose, stmctures,

organizational pattems that congregations
relationships,

Purpose Driven
a

life that indicates the

development.
Biotic is

out

on

of institutions, programs, and methods is underestimated.

Biotic

church

an

of institutions, programs, and methods is overestimated.

Spiritualistic Paradigm

significance

is shorthand for

Paradigm

process

or

means

and

follow to

keep their

spirituality in balance.

that the church has defined its purposes and then

figured

system for fulfilling those purposes (Warren 109).

Methodology
The

methodology was

ministry of St.

given to
over

its

a

single, descriptive case study, involving the life

James United Methodist

history,

its

organizational

Church, Niagara Falls,

stmcture

the last four decades. This information

Herb Miller consultation,

pastoral records,

New York. Attention

past and present, and

was

to

was

growth pattems

gathered from church records,

attendance

and the

a

1992

records, interviews with long-term
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members,

and the Natural Church

The

Development Survey.

resulting from the NCD Survey was

monitored in detail

made recommendations for

or

changes

adjustments to

impact of the treatments

by the lay leadership

team who

the church council and the

appropriate teams.
and

Population
The

Subjects

population in this study was the congregation of St.

James United Methodist

Church. This is reflected in the Data Sources and Data Collection. The

Survey

included

leaders

representing

a

population sample
a cross

of thirty

subjects

for NCD

representative lay persons including

section of the entire

congregation.

Data Sources and Data Collection
The collection of data for this

study was limited to

the past

forty-one year history,

1960-2001, of St. James, interviews, and two NCD Surveys. These
and decline and

growth,

the

move

to new

years reflect

growth

property in 1963, and the pattem of ministry

until recent years.
Data

was

collected from available archival records. The

the archival records
Board/Council

are

the official minutes of the Official

meetings,

and studies made of the church

principle

sources

from

Board, Administrative

(including

the 1992 Herb Miller

consultation). Long-time members vdth a history of the church were interviewed.

conceming the pastoral records

of the

congregation was taken from the joumals

Data

of the

Genesee/Westem New York Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Data

conceming the health of the congregation was collected by the use of the

Natural Church

lay persons.

Development Survey (see Appendix A), given to

The survey

interview of selected

was

given in the

summer

of 2000

participants (see Appendix G).

After

a cross

section of thirty

accompanied by an informal
one

year of implementing the
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recommendations

resulting

progress and selected

from the initial survey, it

participants

was

will be interviewed

taken

again to

measure

any

(see Appendix O).

Instrumentation
The Natural Church

leaders and other members. The Institute for Church
first

developed the

survey that

was

on

the basis of eight

an

gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality,

by the

American

characteristics:

lay

Germany

subsidiary

leaders to

inventory that asks

quality

located in

Development

translated and revised

ChurchSmart Resources. The instrument is
health of a church

both past and present

Development Survey was given to

grade the

empowering leadership,

fimctional structure,

inspiring worship

services, holistic small groups, need-oriented evangelism, and loving relationships. The
results

are

tabulated

through a computer program and

a

complete

"church

profile"

is

mailed back to the church from ChurchSmart. The

profile provides suggestions for

raising the

for consultation.

lower

quality characteristics

The instrument is the most

date. While it has

and

comprehensive study

generated much controversy

church health characteristics. More than

thirty-two countries took part
and

access

one

in the initial

and discussion, it

thousand churches

with

reliability, and validity. Approved methods from
(Schwarz,

Natural

health of the church and its

church

growth

covers a

on

rigorous

a

were

19). This instrument is being used to

broad range of

social scientist

standards for

social science

and health to

six continents and

project. Christoph Schalk,

psychologist, designed the questiormaire

of the data

on

objectivity,

used for the

measure

the

analysis

perceived

impact on the growth of the congregation.

Variables

The

dependent variable of this study, the health and the resulting growth of the

church, is defined as

an

increase in the average

worship

attendance. The

independent
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variable is the programs
structure and

spiritual

characteristics:

life of the church

and

measured

was

quality

characteristics. The

by the quality of eight

inspiring worship services, holistic

loving relationships.

In this

vitality of the church influenced the rate
addressed the

address weakest

empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality,

fimctional structure,

evangelism,

implemented to

study,

the

small groups, need-oriented

organizational

of worship attendance

and the

growth.

spiritual

The church

quality characteristics that were the weakest compared to the stronger

characteristics measured

by the NCD Survey.

Delimitations
This

study is focused on St.

York, and is limited
was

also limited to

to

forty-one

James United Methodist

years of its

thirty lay persons who

leadership team to represent a cross
on

were

on

on

from 1960-2001. The NDC

selected

section of the

psychological characteristics or staff but

bias is focused

history

Church, Niagara Falls, New

Survey

by the pastor and the lay

congregation. This study

perceptions

of the

lay

is not focused

leaders. A built-in

leadership.

Generalizability
The

findings

of this

study have direct implications for

Church. Generalizations about other

denomination
attention to

or

of other size and

congregations,

makeup,

demographics. Similarities

can

may

or

St. James United Methodist

within the United Methodist

only be made with caution paying
may not exist among churches

experiencing transition.
Overview of Study
In

Chapter 2,

The biblical

selected literature and research

precedents

for transformation

are

pertinent to the study are reviewed.

explored. The chapter highlights issues

of
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leadership
growth.

and transformation,

The

eight quality characteristics

Development
In

mentoring, vision, systems theory,

are

of church health

identified

by Natural

Church

presented and evaluated.

Chapter 3,

the

problem

and purpose of this

Explanation is given for the design of the project,
of data

as

and church health and

study

are

restated in summary form.

research methods, and the

methodology

analysis.

In

Chapter 4, the findings of the study at

presented including the two
In

Chapter 5,

the

surveys,

St. James United Methodist Church

follow-up interviews,

major findings

and

interpretations

recommendations for the future of St. James.

and historical data.

are

summarized with

are
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CHAPTER 2

PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE
Over the years 1 have felt

that the last few

a

frustration with the serious lack of real

generations have experienced in the main line

the United Methodist Church. This lack of discipleship is

churches

are

unhealthy. My heart goes

fully understand the body

out to these

discipleship

denominations

why I believe

so

including

many

people because they really

of Christ and many basics of the Christian faith.

do not

Having

grown

for

up in the Methodist/United Methodist Church has

given me empathy and patience

people who

Church of the New Testament. The

mean

well but do not

comprehend the

overall issue is the transformation of an

George Hunter,
34).

traditional church into what

in his book Church for the Unchurched, calls

The central issue for

book

inward-looking

me

is stated well

Michael

by

"Apostolic

an

Slaughter when he

church"

(28-

says, in his

Spiritual Entrepreneurs,
Church renewal is

more

than

an

increase in numbers and

budgets.

.

.

.

Until

faithful to the will of God, their

become coimnitted to

being
meaningful than membership in any other human
organization or club. Church renewal consists of people in community
with one another, dreaming God's vision, believing Christ's victory, and
living out the Spirit's work. The evidence of renewal wall be seen in
transformed lives. (19)
people

attendance is

Slaughter defines
our

himian

is not yet

experience

something

no more

our

current age

comes

else.

These "in-between times"

as a

an

a

question of health.

The

in-between time;

the context of the

Methodist Church. The local church must be
is

He says, "The

after the age of modernity, Christendom, and

Postmodemity is
are

postmodem world.

challenge

ready to

challenge is greater in

a

a

not

timing of

literacy but it

yet time" (Out 31).

I face at St. James United

deal with the

declining

newspapers the Buffalo News and the Niagara Gazette have

area

people

that

our

of this age. It

local

reported very clearly.
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Transforming a congregation is, perhaps,

the most difficult and controversial

aspect of ministry. Changing mind-sets and pushing people
never

been easy. A team of pastors/church

Congregational Change,

consultants,

out of comfort

zones

has

in their book Leading

writes:

Congregational transformation is a balancing act in many different
respects. Change leaders will be pulled between daily demands of
managing the congregation's routine activities and the need to devote
considerable time to the long-term change process. Change itself needs to
be balanced between leading the congregation forward and pausing to
allow members to catch their breath. .Transformation. .involves
.

a

.

balance

among making progress on the change process, fostering spiritual and
relational vitality, and mastering the leaming process. (Herrington,

Bonem, and Furr 158)

Breaking with old ways

of doing

things to accomplish change have

consequences.

Lyle

Schaller says,

Changes have consequences. One of the keys to a happy life is a
willingness and an ability to live with the future consequences of current
actions. One of the keys to effective planning for the twenty-first century
by both congregations and denominational agencies is the capability to
understand and adjust to the consequences of discontinuity with the past.
(Discontinuitv 187)
The interrelation between transformation,

change,

and transition

are

all involved in the

subject of church health.

According to

Webster's Dictionary, "transformation" is "an act, process,

instance of transforming

or

being transformed" (940).

composition or stmcture, change the
character

or

condition of

all the above,

change being

place,

or

or

appearance

of,

to

"change in

change

in

(940). Certainly the transformation of a congregation involves
at the very

transformation is "transition." The

state, stage,

outward form

To "transform" is to

or

subject to

core

of its

meaning. Closely related to

dictionary defines transition as the "passage

another"

(940).

From this

from

one

definition, I would conclude
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that transformation is the

and transition is the vehicle. Transformation of the

change

Church is what is needed, but transition
much of the

books

difficulty

dealing

with

in

effecting

transition,

real

or

transitions involved in the

change.

William

Bridges,

transforming

cause

author of a number of

says,

It isn't the

changes that do you in, it's the transitions. Change is not the
same as transition. Change [original emphasis] is situational: the new site,
the new boss, the new team roles, the new policy. Transition [original
emphasis] is the psychological process people go through to come to terms
with the new situation. Change is extemal; transition is intemal. (3)
Limits to the Literature Review

This
relate to the

chapter seeks to give
congregation.

After

an

overview of the issues of transformation

establishing

chapter explores the important roles

a

as

they

biblical basis for transformation, this

of leadership,

mentoring, vision,

and issues of

systems theory in dealing with the process of transformation. A history of chvirch growth
and health, and the issues involved, is discussed followed
Schwarz's

eight quality

by

an

examination of Christian

characteristics of church health, which form the basis of this

study.
The amount of literature and biblical

is

enormous.

The amount of literature

increasing rapidly.
literature

insight conceming church health and growth

being published and released

This literature review seeks to

conceming the health issues

cover

of transforming

a

key issues

on

and

congregation.

this

subject is

highlight related
This

study will be

brief compared to the amovmt of literature available.
The Bible and Transformation

The Bible is filled with

images

for transformation in the Church.
word in Greek,

metamorphoo,

of transformation and

change and sets

a

precedent

Specifically, transform relates to the New Testament

fi-om which

we

derive the

English word metamorphosis.
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This is the word used in the

passive voice

and Mark 9:2. Lxike's reference to the
have
uses

suggested to
the

Gentile readers the

phrase egeneto heteron,

White 1 160-1

found, but

161).

No direct

two passages

metamorphosis

"was altered"

some

or

in Matthew 17:2

transfiguration

transfiguration (9:29) avoids

linguistic

provide

for Christ's

of heathen

the term, which

might

gods, and, instead,

"became different"

Luke

(Vine, Unger and

links to transformation in the Old Testament

are

background.

In Exod. 34:29-35 the skin of Moses' face shone after his conversation
with God

on

Mount Sinai. This

experience

vision of Dan.lO:5ff does not involve
useful in the

apocalyptic imagery
transfiguration. Dan. 12:3 describes
resurrection. (Brown 861)
an

The

Apostle

conform any
your mind"

processes:

transformation, but does provide
study of the description of Jesus'
a

the

(12:2, NIV).

sacrifices," and verse

a

believers, "Do

but be transformed

The dedicated Christian life is

1 calls for

"wise" in the fiiture

shining of the

Paul in his letter to the Romans exhorts to

longer to the pattem of this world,

verse

underlies 2 Cor. 3:12-18. The

a

by the renewing

of

transformed life involved in two

decisive commitment, "offer your bodies

as

2 deals with the maintenance of that commitment

Complementary to

not

living

(Gaebelein 128).

the refiisal to be conformed to the pattem of this world is

the command to be "transformed." The two processes are viewed as going
on all the time, a continual renunciation and renewal. Our pattem here is

Christ, who refiised

Satan's solicitations in the

temptation and was
path that led to Calvary (Mark 9:2,

in his acceptance of the
transfigured
As
his
mission
could be summarized in the affirmation that he had come
3).
to do the Father's will (John 6:38), the Christian's service can be reduced to
this simple description also. (128)
...

Transformation is not
The
9:28-36 not

a

one-time event but

a

process.

transfiguration of Jesus recorded in Matthew 17:1-8,
only marks

an

important stage

Son of God, it also

brings the significance

Scripture together.

Moses and

Mark

in the revelation of Jesus

as

of transformation from the

Elijah who represent the

Law and the

9:2-8, and Luke
the Christ and the

entirety of

Prophets bear
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witness to the Messiah who
The

supercedes them.

transfiguration is

...

a

focal

point in the

revelation of the

kingdom of

God, for it looks back to the OT and shows how Christ fulfills it, and it
looks on to the great events of the cross, resurrection, ascension and
parousia. Peter was wrong in trying to make the experience permanent.
What

was

voice.

The

needed

(Marshall

transfiguration brings the

was

et al.

was

and will be

except his physical body

1200)

whole concept of transformation into the very nature of

Jesus, himself. The transfiguration
nature, of who he

the presence of Jesus alone and attention to his

or

transformation of Jesus

(John 1:1-2, 14;

^his nature was,

�

was a

Rev. 1 : 10-20).

is, and will be the

glimpse

Nothing changed

same

(Heb. 13:8).

believers and the Church need to be transformed into his likeness in

experience
want to

of growth and renewal. The
like Peter, and hold

pitch tents,

the time. Even when

acknowledge his

son

the voice of God

continually.

into his likeness with
The

to forms and

way. The

and "listen to him"

an

ongoing

congregations

constant

challenge from the

temptation is to

very voice of God is to

(Luke 9:35) and the key is to keep listening to

as

"being transformed

is

effecting the change that is ongoing in a believer's life,

being transformed into the image of Christ (Vine, Unger and White 1 160).

about

by the gospel

believer has

an

is to

ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the

Holy Spirit

experience of Moses

Individual

experiences that are important at

Paul describes believers in 2 Corinthians 3:18

apostle

Spirit" (NIV).

on

of individuals and

visionary people work for change, the

"pitch tents" at any point along the

The

tendency

of his true

in Exodus 34:29-35 is

is not temporary,

an

as was

imperfect model because the glory brought

the radiance in Moses' face. The Christian

enduring, "open relationship with the Lord of glory,

fransforming effect" (Brown 864).

The

which has

a
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What is true for individual believers is also true for the Church, the

Christ, which is made up of individual believers. No individual
Christiikeness yet, and

no

congregation can claim to

transformation needs to take
true church is the church

in

place

truly

an

image

and renewal.

of the

original" (Ortberg 23).

While the term

generally speaking,
cover.

in the

change

and

We

hidividually or

divided

cover

of spiritual

to be to Christ

are

as a

as an

congregation is to

the Bible is the story of change and transformation from

more

are

stories of tremendous

specifically on our planet.

change

The Bible reveals

scattering

The Bible

kingdom, the exile,

Pentecost and the

a

moves on

to

the retum, the

cover

effected

go

to

by

God

story of ongoing

as a

result of the

through all the patriarchs, and the move

to

Egypt

enslavement, the Exodus, the

wanderings, entry into the promised land, the judges,

resiurection,

change

ongoing hopefhl process

molding process:

of

perspective

transformation is not used extensively throughout Scripture,

merely get us through Genesis.

kingdom,

of Christ, but

of hope. Richard Neuhaus says, "The

and transition. The creation, the fall, the flood, the

wildemess

perfect body

complete

of Jesus Christ.

Tower of Babel, the call of Abram

From

a

an

To stagnate

The creation stories in Genesis
cosmos

It is

"Spiritual growth is

against the very nature

claim

seen; it is this church transformed in the

hope, based upon divine promise" (1 1).
growth

atmosphere

be the

can

body of

the

prophets,

united

coming of the Messiah, the

Church, the spread of the gospel, and the final apocalypse.

to cover, from age to age, the biblical

story and the human story

are ones

of

and the need for transformation.
These events and all the events and individual stories in between of calling,

disobedience, and repentance,

are

faith,

filled with uncountable instances of change and

transition. The Bible is the story of God

seeking to redeem his people and fheir response
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to him and it is also a

resistance.

Throughout,

atmosphere
good

story of the resistance
first and

and the sorry resuhs of that

change

to

foremost, real transformation takes places only

of love. Neuhaus says, "Whom you would

you must first love"

�

(16).

He goes

on

change

�

lastingly,

in

an

and for the

to say,

[I]n pastoral ministry, it is precisely our passion for change that must stir
up the gift of love. We all know how insidiously it happens that a pastor
begins ^perhaps at first unconsciously ^to assume an adversary posture
toward his people, to speak of them as the enemy. Then it is forgotten that
prophecy is an office of love and not of contempt. Then it is forgotten that
Amos, Hosea, and others speak so straightforwardly precisely because
they loved so recklessly, thinking so much more of the people of God than
they thought of themselves. Then it is forgotten that the prophetic and
priestly ministries are not antithetical but are forged together by the
knowledge that whom we would change we must first love. (17)
�

�

The Church is still in the middle of the

loving story of redemption

to move like our ancestors of the faith with

Leadership

Transforming churches have
have observed and studied
the

common

thread of visionary

train other leaders.

foresight and
church

some

are

of the

not

more

Mind:

thing

Jesus, listening to his voice.

in common,

largest churches

healthy growing leaders.

in the United

States, 1 have

a

than

a

book,

An

As 1

seen

and the commitment to train leaders who then

bogged down by the past

healthy church.

or

"The

the present. The

key

goal

are

not afraid of

is not

simply

issue for churches in the twenty-

[original emphasis],

not church

characteristic of church health; it is

implementing the findings of this study.
this way in his

on

and Transformation

leadership

first century will be church health
is

eyes

Healthy churches have healthy pastors/leaders who

growth; the goal is

Leadership

one

our

and needs to continue

a

grov^th" (Warren 17).

critical tool for

Erwin McManus describes the needed

Unstoppable Force: Daring

leadership

to Become the Church God had in
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The Marvel of leading
measure

New Testament

a

of leadership is not

community is that the genuine
calling out of the extraordinarily

in the

simply

and talented. Instead, it is the creation of an environment where
each individual discovers and develops her unique gifts and talents. The

gifted

of an

apostolic community is not in the legends created by heroic
acts but in the quality and the texture of what the community considers
ordinary living. Perhaps the images the gospels give us are glimpses into
the future of God's people. (212)
measure

John Maxwell often says,
it this way,

"Leadership

is influence.

(Developing wdthin You 1).
you

are a

"Everything rises
.

.

.

Leadership

He also believes that

follower who is just

beginning to

leader who

already has followers,

is to have

clear vision for the future and

a

you

and falls

can

Knowing that effective leadership

discover the
a

healthy

can

obtain followers"

be leamed: "Whether

impact of leadership

better leader" (21 Laws

outlook in

be leamed is

can

He defines

leadership."

ability to

leadership

become
a

is the

on

or a

xxi).

natural
A

key

ministry.

encouraging.

Peter Dmcker

says,

Effectiveness

is

that

complex of practices. And practices
But
always
simple, deceptively so
practices are always exceedingly hard to do well. They have to be
acquired
by practicing and practicing and practicing again. (Effective
23)
...

a

habit;

is,

be leamed. Practices

can

a

are

.

.

.

...

He lists five habits

or

practices:

Effective executives focus

strengths

^their

�

ordinates; and

own

on

the

on

1. Effective executives know where their time goes, 2.

outward contribution, 3. Effective executives build

strengths, the strengths

of their

strength of the situation,

executives concentrate

on

outstanding results, and,

the few

that is,

superiors, colleagues,
on

what

they

can

do,

on

and sub
4. Effective

major areas where superior performance will produce

5. Effective

executives, finally, make effective decisions. (23-

24)
John Maxwell raises another

key question:

"Am I

raising up potential

leaders?"
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He says, "Great leaders

keeping good people is
leader,

you must

...

a

all have

develop the

been

recognized

first century. James

thing in common. They know that acquiring

important task.

leader's most

The transformational

long

one

other leaders around

leadership

If you want to be

you" (Developing

needed in the Church to

in the secular world

MacGregor Bums

...

as

the most effective

in The Leader's

a

successfiil

around You

develop

and

2).

other leaders has

leadership

for the twenty-

Companion, edited by

J. Thomas

Wren, differentiates between transactional leadership and transforming leadership.
Transactional

leadership "occurs when one person takes the

with others for the purpose of an
between leader and followers is

exchange

one

interest that ends when the mutual
leader and follower

together in

Transforming leadership,
[original emphasis]
to

on

a

of valued

of mutual

goal

a

one

of "mutual support for

relationship is to bring about change
institutions

(Shriberg

et al.

Nothing is mutually binding the

ongoing pursuit of a higher purpose.

The

common

in

one or more

persons engage

way that leaders and followers raise

higher levels of motivation and morality."

follower is

contact

things" (101). The relationship

the other hand, "occurs when

with others in such

making

dependence for a particular short-term

is achieved.

mutual

initiative in

one

another

relationship between leader and

purpose" (101).

The purpose of this

people's lives, attitudes, behaviors,

and in their

208). This relationship is precisely the kind of leadership

needed in the church.
Transformational

leadership

in the secular world and in the Church

requires reflection and analysis: it asks on whose behalf we use our power
and makes a place for all voices and arguments to be heard.
In this
view, leadership is a political and courageous act to empower followers to
become leaders themselves. (Shriberg et al. 21 1)
...

An

important caution needs to

be headed in this empowerment of other

leaders,

the
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theory of Vertical Dyad Linkage.
high degree
that is

a

leader and

of mutual attraction and influence, the

highly

committed to the leader

organization who

as

overall

performance

group"

(Shriberg

et

balance between empowerment of those
know

they

are

important in the

Transformational

can

(Exod. 18:13-27), which accomplishes

workload,

so

too,

can

people

is

a

an

"in

group"

in the

be divisive to the whole

they

are

part of

transaction between leaders and

When leaders share power with others,

al.l21) Transforming leadership recognizes
capable

a

of leadership and

making everyone

the

else

life of the Church.

leadership

father-in-law convinced him to

to create

deal with it is to make everyone feel like

benefiting in the process.

grows.

small group of followers share

the rest of the

According to Social Exchange Theory, leadership

followers with everyone

a

temptation is

opposed to

feel like outsiders. This "in

organization and the best way to
it.

When

be observed

more

biblically in the "Jethro Principle"

in less time

through other people.

share the vision and the

pick out and train leaders to

pastor/leaders

must leam the same

As Moses'

principle today to have

maximum

effectiveness. Maxwell's thirteenth "Irrefiatable Law of Leadership," the Law of

Reproduction, states,

"It all starts at the top because it takes

leader. Followers can't do it. Neither
show one, and grow one" (21 Laws

can

141).

a

leader to raise up another

institutional programs. It takes
Maxwell's book

raising up potential

potential leaders,

leaders? 2. The Leader's

3. The Leader's

The Leader's Cmcial Task:

Key Question:

Am

Toughest Challenge: Creating a climate for

Primary Responsibility: Identifying potential leaders, 4.

Nurturing potential leaders,

Requirement: Equipping potential leaders,
Developing potential leaders,

to know one,

Developing the Leaders

around You, outlines the task of reproducing leaders: 1. The Leader's
I

one

5. The Leader's

6. The Leader's

7. The Leader's

Lifelong

Daily

Commitment:

Highest Retum: Forming a dream team of
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leaders,

8. The Leader's Greatest

Finest Hour:

Realizing value to

Contribution:

Joy: Coaching

and from

Defining leadership guides

"When I

use

of others"

the term leader I

(16). Robert

man or woman

with

leaders

him

people

as

the

in

you can, then

who

guides

"leadership

influences
Peter

a

development.

is

a

or

and

Ted

develops the

direction deemed desirable

adoption of new ideas,

around You
is

group of God's

Everett

leaders

shows

up"

leaders is to
Great

influencers"

Rogers

says,

''Change agent

is positively related to the

[original emphasis]

"

(354).

The

change agent's task is to

a

seek

she may also try to slow down diffiision and undesirable

iimovations. Diffiision "is the process

by which an iimovation is communicated to certain

time among the members of a social system. It is

communication, in that the messages

opinion leaders to assist

people

who "influences clients' innovation-decisions in

by a change agency" (27).
or

a

3).

influencing the

change agent,

through the opinion

and he

in which

Wagner acknowledges that "among the

"leadership

as one

says,

activities

develop them into the best leaders they can be.

context of being a

she works

and the

Engsfrom

dynamic process

specific

securing the adoption of innovations by clients

over

Lasting

key to surrounding yourself with other

says that

Rogers defines the change agent

channels

one

and

growing churches, dynamic leadership consistently

Galloway often

extent that he

use

recognition

group" (14).

Maxwell says, "The

(Leading 65). In the
success

see

its

produce other leaders" (Developing
Dale

10. The Leader's

challenges the business world, government,

God-given capacity

factors discovered in

find the best

leaders, and,

J. Clinton says that

toward his purposes for the

(Leading 10).

dream team of leaders, 9. The Leader's

Reproducmg generations of leaders (v).

The definition of leadership
Church.

a

are

in diffusion

concemed with

campaigns.

The

new

a

special type

ideas"

of

(5). Change agents

opinion leader is defined by
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Rogers

as one

informally

in

The
viewed

who "is able to influence other individual's attitudes

a

desired way with relative

the insider

as

congregation

and effect the necessary

agent and

opinion leader

to be

an

an

one

�

effective leader to the

as an

outsider while the

The pastor who is

(Rogers 27-28).

overt behavior

frequency" (27).

often viewed

change agent is

or

cannot

do both at the

point of being

seeking to transform a

must know the

change

a

opinion leader is

same

difference between

a

change

time. The pastor who seeks

change agent must leam to

influence the

opinion leaders in the church. Galloway says,
Don't be naive

vitality,

conceming

and relational contacts

support of influencers
(Leading 69)
An

must be

Just

money, spiritual
congregation, the
continually and purposefiilly cultivated.
are

people.

needed to lead

as

a

important caution Rogers bring to light is that "change agents

innovators for
the first to

opinion

leaders.

this situation

a

sometimes mistake

Opinion leaders have followers, whereas

adopt new ideas" (354). Many

change yet cannot relate

at

influential

individuals

are

innovators

are

quick to accept new ideas

and

well with others who need to be convinced. I have

nimiber of times in my

congregation.

A person

times, but they become part of the problem because they do

and/or cannot relate to others who need to be

Leadership is, therefore,

a

or

group

not

experienced

support

a

change

interpret the need well

brought on board.

matter of influence and

training.

It is

a

relational

capacity that grows with experience

as one

develops the quality of his or her leadership.

of getting

things

done

It

can

be defined

as an

art

through people

in order to achieve

together the predetermined common goals. People need to be trained or mentored
task and

developed m their areas

who is committed to

of strength. A leader who transforms

give guidance to the members

of the

a

church is

for this

one

body of Christ and develop
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ministries.

Mentoring

will be another

key tool

Mentoring

for

implementing this study.

and Transformation

The Bible contains several strong models of mentoring
critical to the

ongoing transformation of the people

Moses and Joshua, Nathan and David,

Silas, and Paul

apostle

Paul's

Testament corpus. It is

developed

Epistles through a period
Christian until he became

relationship

with

mentoring relationship

of God, such

Elijah and Elisha,

and Titus. Next to Jesus'

Timothy

as

Jethro and Moses,

Bamabas and Paul, Paul and

with the twelve

is the best

one

and described from different

a

main leader in the

people

is

the

angles

in Acts and the

Timothy was

a new

Ephesian church.

^Aquila and Priscilla, Silas, Titus, Onesimus,

�

Philemon, and Julius. Paul's theology of mentoring, and the

people's live,

disciples,

described in the New

of approximately sixteen years, from when

Paul mentored several other

much time in other

relationships that were

expressed

in the

reason

he choose to invest

so

following two references:

We

proclaim him, admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom,
we may present everyone perfect in Christ. To this end I labor,
stmggling with all his energy, which so powerfully works in me. (Col.
1:28-29, NIV)

so

that

For you know that

we

dealt with each

one

of you

as a

father deals with his

and

children, encouraging, comforting
urging you to live lives worthy
of God, who calls you into his kingdom and glory. (1 Thess. 2:1 1-12,
NIV)
own

Leroy Eims mentions three distinctives that are
to mentor others into

1

.

discipleship

and

a must

for the person who wants

leadership:

He must have

clearly in mind what he wants them to know and
things of God: he must know what are the basic
ingredients in the life of discipleship.
He must have a clear picture of what he wants these disciples to
imderstand of the

2.

become. He must know what bedrock elements of Christian character
people they should be.

must be theirs and what

3. He must have

a

vivid vision of what he wants them to leam to do and

a
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workable
All three distinctives

are

fomid in Paul's

God gave him to

strength

Christian

discipleship

is

Paul

he

saw

theology and ministry.

bring people to maturity.

growth.

process of contributors in

Timothy,

plan to help them accomplish. (36)

He

people's

He believed that the very

recognized that he

life. In

some

Paul worked with all the

of the

was one

people

participant

essence

in

a

long

he worked with, like

great leadership potential. These particular people he decided

simply played his role in the growth process

of

of each mentoree's

to mentor.

[author's term]

life

(Elmore 125).
The very nature of mentoring presumes the transference of something valuable

from the mentor to the mentee. Mentees

they do
human

beings

possess what

are

not

self-reliant, fiilly

and, therefore,

or

autonomous entities.

must enter into

they need. Mentoring then

person, the mentor, empowers

needs

receive from the mentor because

not have what the mentor offers and believes it to be

outside of themselves

one

[author's term]

is

a

profitable
They

are

and suggests that

in need of "things"

relationships with others who

social relational

experience through which

another, the mentee, by sharing a resource the

wants. This resource can be many

mentee

things including wisdom, experience,

information, confidence, status, insight, skill(s), and more (Stanley and Clinton 36).
Cultures

navigate

steeped in individualism have a growing awareness of the inability to

life alone. However, few systems
In

are

in

place that allow more experienced

report by the National Education Association of

persons to mentor younger

people.

the United States, teachers

nearing retirement reported significant levels of frustration

over

the absence of any vehicle

years of wisdom to

Christianity,

newer

the desire for

a

through which they could pass on their

teachers

(Holcomb

mentoring may

and Green

stem from the

accumulated

26). Within North American

growing lack of self-discipline
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in the culture and the

numbers of people

relationships that
The

performed
Leona M.

growing need for healthy boundaries and accountability. Increasing

can

provide

exchange

in

a

product of dysfimctional family systems

the

are

a

between

and need

pathway toward wholeness (Stanley

a

mentor and mentee is not

pimctiliar moment but the result

of a

simple

and Clinton

act of

50).

commerce

mutually-benefiting relationship.
mentees within the educational

English traces the research on the benefits to

vocation. These include "increased

a

mentoring

risk-taking behavior, communication and survival

skills, instructional skills, leadership qualities, professional attributes, and how to
standards and achieve them"
States claims that

different

"through conferencing, observing,

and Green

(Holcomb

10).

and

achieve

Mentees receive

and

coaching,

a

teachers

more success

greater

accoimtability (Stanley

and Clinton 67). A Harvard Business Review

Wall Street business executives observed that

mentor

of job and

of personal

more

study of over 1,200

than two-thirds had mentors and

satisfaction than those who did not have

a

(English 7).

Specific to
the mentee: 1
awareness

strategies

.

Christian

Help

in

of spiritual

for

mentoring, Stanley and Clinton list the following benefits for

assessing their spiritual

and

strengths and weaknesses,

healthy growth, and,

.

3. Assistance in

.

.

2. Greater

setting goals and

Perspective on and accountability

in the field of education

mentoring studies
Mentors

4.

ministry development,

Mentors also benefit from the

strategies and goals (67).
various

career

leam

strategies for transformation and

and weakness,

goals

can

in the

awareness

development, strengths

reported a higher level

high

The National Education Association of the United

(21).

methodologies and strategies to help them

classroom"

set

relationship.

In

for the above

evaluating

English notes.

report having experienced growth in their

own

teaching as

a
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result of participation in the process. These positive results are consistent
with insights from adult development literature suggesting that

experienced educators

need to nurture and fmd

choice and to share this with younger

meaning in their career
colleagues. (23, 22)

Theorizing a correlation between these findings
Christian life may be
mentee and conveys

often
and

experience

appropriate.

mentoring within the

As the Christian mentor builds

meaningful aspects

of faith and

renewal of devotion to her

hunger for a life-impacting ministry

mentees "shake our

and

or

relationship with the

a

ministry experience,

his faith. Also,

should result.

convictions, refreshingly keep us

a

deepened

the mentor will
awareness

of

Stanley and Clinton write that

on our

toes, and

multiply our

ministry for His Kingdom" (167).
Mentees and mentors benefit from the

benefit to the

surrounding

particular school,
the

faith

mentoring process with an additional

community. Referring to mentoring studies

Sandra Odell and

Douglas Ferraro

mentoring program tended to spillover to the

what

they

call 'a

multiplier effect'" (English 24).

extrapolated to mentoring lay leadership

positive change
Whether used
in the

and effectiveness in

as

interviews

monthly newsletters,

"observed that the

within

positive effects

1 believe this

spillover can be

in the local church. When

ministry, their story

shared

of

rest of the educational envirormient in

creates

a

laity experience

spillover effect.

during the worship service, video-taped, presented
or

a

through personal

Christians, these stories of positive impact nurture

a

as

articles

conversations with other

forward-looking, life-impacting

momentum in the entire church.

Mentoring wdthin the
upon

laity.

DNA the

local church is

The effective mentor-mentee

following three elements:

a

voluntary relationship.

It cannot be forced

relationship must, therefore, have within

its
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1 Attraction. This is the
.

and mentoree must

sense a

starting point of an effective relationship.

mutual connection that draws them to each other. This

connection may be found in similar

types,

The mentor

values, skills, vocational background, personality

etc. Mutual attraction is the seedbed of openness and trust that allows the

mentoring relationship to deepen and the

fruit of transformation to grow and be

harvested.
2.
must be

Responsiveness.

This element has to do with the mentoree's attitude. He/she

receptive to the leadership

appropriate
3.

of the mentor. Likewise the mentor must

display an

level of attentiveness to the mentoree.

Accountability.

process is without

a

Without this

compass

or

transformation will be limited.

mutually agreed upon element,

rudder. The

relationship will

Accountability

assures

clearly

travel

the

mentoring

aimlessly

defined

and life

expectations, and

regular review and is primarily the responsibility of the mentor (Clinton and Stanley 43,
44).
Within the above,

mentoring relationships will also

share additional

characteristics, though each will be unique in their application, order, and intensity.

Mentoring

includes

a

commitment to

listening

and

affirming, suggesting and sharing

experiences, teaching and counseling, questioning and correcting, befiiending,
prayer.

Implied

in these characteristics is the additional and critical characteristic of

regular and committed meetings.

How each of these characteristics is

experienced will

depend on the particular need of the moment and the accountability goals
mentor and mentoree

set

by the

(Clinton and Stanley 24, 25, 42; English 6).

Secular and Christian writers note similar
mentors.

and

They need to have

qualities that should be present in

been with the local church for

a

predetermined amount of
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time which allows the

local chvirch, their level of spiritual

are

additional

through the
Clinton

"rough edges"

qualities

sometimes

and their

maturity,

Potential mentors should demonstrate the
mistakes and the

ability to

encourage others.

potential

in

people

flexibility,

perspective

(Stanley

and

38).

ministry in

its

setting involves

What is the mission of a

Strategic Planning

clear vision of where

a

to

its

are

which will be

HEART

a

�

reality":

Commit

1. PICTURE

�

Get

picture

things

3. SOUL

you know your vision is God's will for your

life, 4. FOCUS

flilfillment of the vision, 5. ORGANIZE

accomplish the vision,

^to

success

God has

of yovir vision, 7. FAITH

do to

"It all

bring your
mind, 2.

Pray through until

�

Concentrate

�

the

on

6. RISK

^Risk failure

�

Put into action your faith

�

ui

the vision that

given you (33-40).

Vision involves

with the

to

of the vision in your

yovirself to the flilfillment of the vision,

�

important for

community? Dale Galloway often says,

clear-cut

a

effective

imfolding before the congregation?

with vision." In his book, 20/20 Vision, he lists "seven

vision to

going for the

health of a church and its

strategic planning,

What fiitvire is God

congregation to

they

Examining the

occur.

vision and

unplementation of this study.

gain

and

and matviration

frustrating process of transformation

transformation of a congregation

to

and tolerate

needed in mentors. These allow them to nurtvire the mentoree

Pastors/leaders must have

begins

see

ability to

of developing them. Patience,

Issues of Vision and

the

supporting the

to assess the individual's track record for

leadership

a

birthing process that needs

Holy Spirit to clarify

or

an

incubation

period in fellowship

crystallize the vision. George Bama says,

The vision entmsted to the leader
the way to do what
people of God seek to

simple matter of God paving
natiu-ally easy to the leader. Invariably, as tme
lead their chvirches, grasping God's vision for their

came

was
or

not

a
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ministry requires them to invest in the vision by attaining the vision itself
as well as implementing the vision. (Power 24)
The

period during

desires to make

which

sure

and that it is in his

a

vision is solidified is

a

time to check one's motives and

that the vision is God's, to make

perfect timing.

Vision

sure

that he

requires the following:

gives the

assurance,

"SEE GREAT THINGS

FOR GOD ATTEMPT GREAT THINGS FOR GOD AND REALIZE GREAT THINGS

FOR GOD

[original emphasis]" (Galloway

My vision as

the

as

Niagara Frontier.

a

strong small groups ministry, with

takes

people,

equipped to

I envision

in the next five years. I envision

all the

41).

senior pastor is to continue the transformation of St. James into

church that knows its mission and is

known

20/20

a

reach the lost in

vibrant

and that reaches out to the

portion of what

is

vibrant church that has doubled in attendance

church that trains the
a

our

a

laity

for

ministry,

a

church with

youth ministry, that ministers to the

community. Every ministry and

place will meet the criteria of our mission statement and

core

values

a

needs of

function that

(see Appendix

K).
Edwin Friedman comments

on

the

responsibility of a pastor,

primary responsibility for his or her own position as
or her own goals and self, while staying in
touch [original emphasis] with the rest of the organism, there is more than
reasonable chance that the body will follow. There may be initial
resistance but, if the leader can stay in touch with the resisters, the body
will usually go along. (229)
If a leader will take

"head" and work to define his

The

the mission and

more

project is

goals

are

in line with the stated mission and

convkiced to go

for

goals, the

an

individual

easier the

ministry or

congregation at large

is

along with the idea. The pastor's responsibility is to take leadership

especially where doubt, uncertainty,
reason

defined, and the more

and

a

lack of vision occur;

people to take leadership from that person.

Dale

otherwise, there is no

Galloway

says that

"visionary
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leaders do the

Visionary

Leader:" 1 Have

they

winning

are

or

influenced. It takes

team. 4. Be

a

people

6. Have

Transformational

not

Galloway

once

clear vision

[original emphasis]:

says,

but agaui and

a

a

person. 5. Have

be

winning

balanced life. 7. Never

"Reality

again with Murphy's Law."

over

Keep

up rLeading

effectively

can

and

people

a

away from

58-80).

of problems, snares, and

long without being

The worst

with bitterness,

can

or

struck

happen when least

give into

a

victim

Bama says, "One hallmark of effective church leaders is that

but

they

A senior pastor must be

also strive to
sure

the

communicated with leaders, influencers, and the
and

give

attitude.

is that you can't pastor very

they not only refuse to accept defeat,
doing" (Growing 87).

a

leadership recognizes the existence

mentality (On-Purpose 77).

over

No pastor

balance between task and cohesive leaders. 3. Build

expected, yet a leader carmot react negatively,

are

and he outlines "Seven Habits of a

she knows where to go. 2. Influence Influencers: Know your

negative thinkers.

defeats.

a

.

lead until he
how

right things for the right reasons"

again. Everyone will be kept in focus

improve whatever they

vision, mission, and

congregation as

a

core

whole

values

over

and the obstacles that will

are

and

come

will

conquered.
Systems Theory

Systems theory provides
out of fransformation,

including

a means

for

vision and

viewing

a

congregation's

concems

that arise

sfrategic plarming. Lindgren and Shawchuck

say.

fransforming process of a church is the totality of the means by which
the church fransforms its raw materials ^people, money, technologies, and
into its desired results conversions, spirituality, social services,
so forth
frained lay leaders. (35)
The

�

�

�

A way to sununarize the basic

premise

of systems

theory is to view an organization,
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family,
in this
an

group,

or

project as

an

organism. Systems theory applies

study: organizational systems

organism

they have

core

areas

of interest

A discussion of the Church

family systems.

is discussed later in the context of church health.

between these systems and
Peter

and

in two

Significant overlap

as

exists

concepts that govem each other (Buell 12).

Senge represents organizational theory

and

developed the

"Laws of the Fifth

Discipline."
1

.

Today 's problems

come

from yesterday 's

"solutions.

"

[original

emphasis]
2. The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back.

3. Behavior grows better
4. The easy way out
5. The

cure can

be

before

it grows

worse.

usually leads back in.

worse

than the disease.

6. Faster is slower.
7. Cause and effect
8. Small

10.

not

closely related in

changes can produce big results

leverage
9. You

are

can

are

time and space.

but the

�

but not at

�

Dividing an elephant in half does not produce
no

blame.

once.

two

small

an

organizational

system:
.

2.

elephants.

(57-67)

Lindgren and Shawchuck identify the components that comprise

1

of highest

often least obvious.

have your cake and eat it too

11. There is

areas

Input system (raw materials);
Transforming system (transforming of raw materials);
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3.

Output system (exporting
environment

4. Environment

5.

or

to

support other

(comprising

resources

all other systems that influence

church discovers its

areas

Friedman,

cover a

of a church's ministries and

multiplicity

systems); and,

rabbi and

a

areas

that

are

He lists "five basic

therapist, represents family systems theory.

1

.

The identified

concepts"

patient is

entire system's illness
2.

Homeostasis is the

the

or

one

no

occurs

He

in the

systems theory:
who

displays the symptoms

of the

problems;

system's ability to

it has found for itself,

3.

to his

as a

unhealthy.

observes that the emotional process at work in individual families also

congregation.

and

decisions). (32-44)

of areas and issues that may arise

of health and addresses those

a

of other

it);

loop (gathering information regarding the quantitative

qualitative effects
These laws and components

to influence its

organizations or causes);

Boundary (existing within the boundaries

6. Feedback

Edwin

of energy and

matter how

Differentiation of self is the

ability

resist

change

and

keep

a

balance

sick;

of a person to define his

or

her

goals and values while staying cormected to the system;
4.

The extended

5.

Emotional

family

triangles

field refers to the enture

are

situations in which two

uncomfortable with each other and
their

An effective

anxiety or pain to

family system; and,
parties feel

bring a third person or issue

another party.

to bear

(19-35)

pastor/leaders need to be in touch with congregations well enough to

know their reactions and

points

of resistance. Pastor's should have

a

firm grasp of the
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makeup of theu: churches.

James

Hopewell indicates that each congregation has

story. He says, "[W]ord, gesture, and artifact form

world, Abraham Lmcoln displayed

people

around him and the American

graspmg what both the
door policy.

field,

an

public

public

at

He

saying.

the enlisted

place

men

They react swiftly to

political

master of listening to and

always maintained an open

a

on

the

(Phillips 13-25).

"Systems need

or

calm and

sudden shifts and marked differences. The survival

being overwhelmed by unexpected or excessive change"

(How Your 43). If a chvirch is pushed into

difficuh, but is

own

in touch with both the

was a

He

In the

when information is withheld

at the last moment. Peter Steinke says,

instinct prevents them from

very

large.

and his staff were

commanding officers to

people

coherence.

language" (5).

amazing ability to stay

The greatest amoimt of conflict takes
on

local

During the Civil War, he deliberately kept in contact with the troops

firom the

sprung

a

its

a

natural reaction when

self-preservation mode effective change
people

are

is

pushed beyond their perceived

lunits.

Consistency is another important key to leading effectively.
Consistent

leadership is not using the same leadership style all the time,
but using the style appropriate for the followers' level of readiness in such
a way that followers understand
why they are getting a certain behavior, a
certain style from the leader. (Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson 138)
To

really be consistent,

a

pastors need

to conduct

themselves in similar ways in similar

situations for everyone concemed. Leaders should be

take the needed time to
A

on

board.

give the

prepared to take

extra measures and

situation the necessary attention.

major part of sfrategic plaiming is allotting the time necessary for people to get
Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson discuss readiness for transformation,

complex phenomenon that "is

a

fimction of,

or

is determined

a

by, the culture of the
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organization" (527).

An

organization must pay

attention to basic

assumptions

because

Basic

assumptions fimction as coping mechanisms [original emphasis] in
that they determine what information and events the organization will pay
attention to, how they will be interpreted, and how they will be acted on.
As such, basic assumptions are ability factors of the organizational
culture ^they make the organization more or less able to cope with events.
However, basic assvmiptions also are the preferences and motivational
fi-ameworks, or models, that the members of the organization share. They
play a major role in providing priorities and guidelines for selection and
choice in regard to ends and means. (Hersey 527-28)
�

Hersey, Blanchard,

and Johnson further say that basic

"motivational mechanisms" and
or

less

vsdlling to

"willingness factors"

pursue certain ends

Pastors/leaders need to be
oriented.

Aubrey Malphiu-s

assumptions

that "make the

(and means to ends)

aware

also

serve as

organization more

rather than others"

(528).

of the church's culture and needs to be fixture

says,

Leaders who think

strategically look

forward.

They begin with their
mission and vision because both articulate and paint a picture of where
ministry must go. Next, they look backward only in the sense that they
ask. Now that we know (mission) and see (vision) where we are going,
what will it take to get there? How will we have to act? "Looking back"
here means developing an entirely new strategy, not returning to the old
one. (151-52)
Pastors/leaders must know their

people well enough to know how to bring them along.

Looking back gives power to the strategy

so

that the fixture is not bound

today. Payuig attention is important to the past
chxxrch and the envisioned
Everett

effective

organizational

and present

by the limits

of

organizational culture of the

culture for the fixture.

Rogers identifies a "sequence of change agent roles" that sixmmarize an

progression a leader can use to
1

.

To

introduce

change:

develop a needfor change [original emphasis].

often

initially helps clients become

behavior.

aware

A

change agent

of the need to alter their
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2.

To establish

change

is

an

information-exchange relationship.

created,

a

Once

a

need for

change agent must develop rapport with his or her

clients.
3.

To

exchange problems.

clients'

change agent is responsible

for

problems to determine why existing alternatives do

their needs
4.

The

To create

.

.

an

.

from the clients'

analyzing
not meet

perspective.

intent in the client to

change.

.

.

.

The

change agent

seeks

to motivate their interests in the innovation.

5.

To translate

an

intent to action. A

clients' behavior
6.

To stabilize

...

[by] working

change agent
with

seeks to influence

opinion leaders.

adoption and prevent discontinuance. Change agents

may

effectively stabilize new behavior through reinforcing messages to
clients who have
behavior.
7.

.

thus

"freezing" new

.

To achieve

is to

adopted [new behavior],

a

terminal

relationship.

The end

goal of the change agent

develop self-renewing behavior on the part of clients

...

by

developmg the clients' ability to be their own change agents. (Rogers
337)

Ministry that looks
problem;

the

forward must be solution oriented. The person is not the

problem is the problem.

problem orientation where the
ultimately lead to
causes

a

The

focus is

on

temptation for leadership is to resort to
what is not working.

Blaming other people

dysfunctional quality in congregational relationships.

people to play mind games,

a

It is

it drains energy from the pastor and the

can

divisive, it

leadership

of
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the church, and

draining

is stifled. Steinke says,

creativity

life out of living cells... Critical, hostile

Host cells

contribute" (Healthy

alw^ays

look for others to join them,

high.

In my

experience,

causing

"[AJccusation is
people

59). People get

more

problems to

virus. It is

a

capable of

cannot create infection alone.

stuck

on

the

emerge and

I have observed many churches that

are

same

problems

and

keeping anxiety

stuck in these

levels

unhealthy,

dysfunctional pattems.
Fortunately the churches has hope. According to Steinke,
restorative powers. This needs

special imderscoring" (How

local church

family that has

as a

family, it is

families have resilience

teachings

from

(37).

a

ScriptuiQ, forgiveness,

churches could

key question

Thinking Cap

�

^to

body

37).

capability.

If Christians would take to heart

and get back to the business of being the
"the

recovery

Your

"Families have

move

one

If we look upon the

Steinke indicates that
of the most basic

beyond unhealthy pattems

of Christ. Steinke further indicates that

is how to transfer energy back to the House of Emotion and the
a sense

of conmiunity and

a sense

of purpose, in other words, to

compassion in concert with clarity" (40).
Solution-oriented
reinforces the need for
natural

thing

is to be

opeimess and avoids

atmosphere

a

ministry puts the spotlight on what is already working. This

clear

moving

of vision that

ahead toward

putting people

on

a

goal.

gives purpose and direction.

the defensive and

key to

kept on the goal.

solution orientation is

labeling them.

It creates

people involved have

Stick to the game

good listening habits.

develop
an

a sense

plan even if you are losing.
Good leaders

listeners and know how to ask

good questions. When good dialogue

the persons involved

the

can name

The

A solution orientation seeks to

of encouragement and seeks to empower. The

of direction if the focus is
A

sense

are

good

occurs, leaders and

problem together and separate the problem from the
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person. Michael Nichols

adds, "One of the

is to listen for both content and
commvmication is often
on

the

same

implicit feelings

implicit, and,

in what

improve vmderstanding

people say" (49).

when that is understood,

people

We also need to understand that what is

wavelength.

to everyone. He says, "Much

do two

most effective ways to

He says that

can

commimicate

implicit is

not obvious

misvmderstanding could be cleared up if we have leamed to

things: appreciate the other person's perspective and,

times, clarify what

at

usually remains implicit" (49).
Commvmication is

a

critical

communication breakdown is
of the

a

key to leadership

major cause

and effective,

of unhealthy

ministry.

healthy ministry,
1

can

and

trace almost

all

problems I have encountered in ministry to misconununication. I realize that

coimnunication needs to be

ministry.

I will be

McGinnis'

even more

key principles

the best about

our

a

priority, especially if I

am

serious about solution-oriented

intentional about it in the futvire. I agree with

in his

one

of Alan

book. Bringing Out the Best in People: "[I]f we

people they will

do

everything they can to

assume

live up to those

expectations" (160).
If there is to be
looked upon

as

a

healthy

something that

sense

of solution oriented

is constmctive and should

controversy include complaints and criticisms, which
which is future oriented. Used

'getting

out of the

particularly painful

be wasted.

Aspects

be

of

past oriented, and conflict,

says, "There

ones.

are no

shortcuts in

managing

Preoccupied with 'getting beyond it all'

or

mess,' the church family operates for the short run" (How Your 100).

Unmanaged, controversy
casualties

never

can

wisely and with grace, controversy can work in a positive

direction, but it must be managed. Steinke
emotional processes,

are

ministry, controversy

(Dinkins).

can

When

go from

one

complaints

is not dealt with

to criticism to conflict to crisis to

effectively,

it will lead to the next
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Conflict resolution needs to be conflict utilization, hi other words,

escalating problem.
you either get

on

"Conflict Skill
1

top of conflict,

church.

it gets

on

Know who is involved in the

.

conflict,

2.

Strive not to

3.

Increase communication time

4.

Constantly evaluate the
are

according to

They

top of you. Alan Nelson offers the following

Highlights:"

Boimdaries
of change

or

cross a

over

react,

cost and

fovmdational for
Loren Mead.

during conflict, and,

an

benefits of the conflict.

(98- 1 00)

understanding and searching

People

cross

boundary in choosing to

for the

many boundaries in the life of the local

go to

church, and they

cross a

boundary

from

being "not-in-the-congregation to in-the-congregation." (75) Boundaries

when

people

move

retirement, when
There

are

a

one

town to

pastor moves

another, from

of boundary

gives

a

a

congregation

one

job to another,

congregation, changes

to new

the boimdaries of change that

boundary between

the fiiture

from

meaning

people experience

are

crossed

between work and

in life stages, and death.

within the church and the

and the outside world. Mead believes that the concept

framework for

developing

(75-76). Boundaries certainly

affect

some

a

lay training needed for the church of

person's outlook

inside and outside the

church.

Systems theory is not only crucial
congregation and how it is affected by
the

for

understanding the organic nature

events and

changes,

it also becomes

of a

important to

understanding of what a person or family experiences outside the church and how

those
issues

experiences affect their perception

anticipated in this

implemented in

section

St James.

were

of changes within the church.

faced

as

church health

was

Many systems

researched and
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Church Growth

Any

discussion about

and

transforaiing a congregation

examining its health

is

incomplete without a discussion of the church growth model

of development. Donald A.

McGavran has

growth movement.

long been

middle 1930s, he

kindled

m

his heart

experiences
on

church

was

mission field,

influenced

a concem

in India

growth,

considered the father of the church

as a

for the

Bridges

applied them to

College where he began the

early colleagues

1937-1954. McGavran

evangelization,

Your Church

13).

Ralph

published his

Winter

(Schaller,

brought them to

growth.

opportimity is not

'to carry

'

on

were

Allan

Tippett,

Church Grovyth

C. Peter

launch

a

A

Wagner,

growth is

He

a

said, "The

great numbers and

as

rapidly

published the book that would become the

growth experts

sampling of "who's who"

limited to, W. Charles

as

growth movement. Understanding

decade of church

in 1965. His

church and mission work' but 'to church the

In 1970 McGavran

textbook of the church

national and

14-17).

disciples of all nations.

unresponsive unchurched' [original emphasis] in

possible'" (5).

in the

He established the World

In his book How Churches Grow, McGavran said that church

response to the Great Coimnission to make

first book

experiences

Theological Seminary when he moved there

in the movement and at Fuller

Arthur Glasser, and

and

through his

In 1961 he moved to Northwestem

first institute for church

School of Evangelism at Fuller

which carried

of God, in 1955. He drew from his

world

(Wagner,

Jarrell Waskom Pickett, who

growth of the church,

missionary from

entitled

intemational attention

by the Methodist bishop

In the

and

a

classic

Church Growth. This would

flood of church

in the church

as

growth books.

growth movement includes, but is

"Chip" Am (son of another giant in church growth.

Win

not

Am), Ron

Crandall, Carl George, Eddie Gibbs, Joe Harding, George Hunter, III, Bill Sullivan,
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Elmer Towns, and C. Peter Wagner
III

in

acknowledges
wanting to

Robert Schuller's contribution: "Robert SchuUer

understand imchurched

missionary congregation
of the debt the

Lyle

adapt in ways to became

in North America" (Church

early pioneer

an

effective

70). I have heard verbal recognition

foUovvdng church leaders owe to Schuller's contribution:

Schaller summarizes the church

removing barriers

areas

and

people

was an

Dale

Galloway,

Sundo Kim, and Rick Warren.

Bishop

on

(Wagner, Church Growth 227-78). George Hunter,

of church

extension

Growth

or

grov^h

obstacles to

43).

growth

�

include intemal

growth (missions),

and

growth movement by saying that
the

goal

is church

growth.

it focuses

Four different

growth (depth), expansion growth (conversions),

bridging growth (cross-cultural evangelism) (Church

McGavran suimnarizes church

growth:

Anyone who would comprehend the growth of Christian Churches must
see it primarily as faithfulness to God. God desires it. The Christian, like
his Master, is sent to seek and save the lost. Rather than gaining something
for oneself, finding the lost is to become "your servant for Christ's sake."
Church growth is humane action: the strong bearing the burdens of the
weak and introducing to the hungry the bread by which man lives.
Nevertheless, God's obedient servants seek church growth not as an
exercise in humanity, but because the extension of the Church is pleasing
to God. Church growth is faithfulness. (Understanding 5)
McGavran

acknowledges that church growth is complex when he

says.

Very many kinds of church growth are found in the world today, each
varying from people to people, from time to time, and from denomination
to denomination. Understanding the nature of church growth is impossible
unless the student

apprehends the many different types

and their various

stages. (8)
He is

emphatic that church growth is

a

movement of the

Holy Spirit (395, 457),

methodology works through "bridges to the imreached" (395).

people within a social unit and then spread to
These

bridges

involve the removal of growth

Faith is

another unit wdthin the
or

cultural barriers that

and its

spread between

same

subculture.

help persons

relate
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to the

gospel

within their frame of reference

C. Peter
on

(395-41 1).

Wagner believes the strong biblical roots of church growth are founded

the words of Jesus who said, "For the Son of Man

lost"

(Luke

perish,

19: 10,

and

on

come

to

NIV)

but everyone to

his

growth

is

uito cases

success

Pet.

grovsth when he

vitally interested in understanding
of failure and

in

to seek and to save what

longsuffering since he is,

repentance" (2

believes in the science of church

came

and

evangelistic

"not

was

wanting anyone to

3:9, NIV) (Your Church 39). Wagner

says, "The scientific

describing

efforts"

aspect of church

all the factors which enter

(43). Wagner lists

four steps of

growth:
1

.

People:

God works

2.

Motivation:

3.

Goal

through people;

People must have

a reason

Setting: Normally this has to do

to do

something;

with attendance

or

conversion

numbers; and,
4.

The strategy: This is the how-to part of the

do to achieve the
A

major criticism

sociological principles
technical that church
methods to

on

(Natural 6, 7).

people

will

growth movement has been its emphasis on

numbers. The

implication is that the movement is

grovsth is produced through human

produce spkitual results.

what the

�

goal. (Strategies 24ff)

of the church

and

plan

innovation. It

uses

Schwarz calls it "technocratic church

so

technical

growth"

Hemphill wams.
We may well add numbers of people to our attendance roles through
clever marketing strategies or novel methods. The great danger is that such
apparent success might cause us to think our human efforts have grown

the church.
In

Hemphill's view,

(26)

church

growth tends to

deal with symptoms instead of the illness of
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the church. He believes the

primary problem

Another criticism of the church

difference in percentage
McGavran wrote
remained

church

George

The

worship attendance

(8). Malphurs estimates the

are

having

little

or no

Bama says,

"megachange" and,
mind-set of many

even

"[AJttendance
are

in

loyal to

see

the

reaching unchurched

plateaued
as

or

is in decline

high

as

70-80

implications

of

respond to the post modem

people (8).
losing ground. Many will insist that the
Jesus

promised that the gates

(Matt. 16:18). Experience has taught that

large

less

has

Am observes that

not understand the

those that do do not know how to

ground and will never ultimately fail.
it

impact

number of imchurched in America may be

The American church is

overcome

1970 when

people increasingly

in most of these churches has

percent. He believes that the typical church today does

scattered

population since

years" (Frog 133). People

and local churches. Unchurched

"most churches older than 30 years

lost

not made any

irrelevant, uncaring, and lacking in integrity (137ff). Charles

as

people."

the American

Church Grovyth.

stable for the last twenty

religion, denominations,

physical but spiritual (10).

growth movement is that it has

growth compared to

Understanding

relatively

is not

churches will not stem the tide alone.

church health may be

church

Church has not
of hell will

never

growth and the growth of

Many believe

an

emphasis

on

an answer

Church Health

The church health movement grew out of the

concem

that the church

growth

movement was too "technocratic" in Schwarz's terms and had not led to any real church

growth compared to the American population (Natural 7; Hemphill 10;
Church

Macchia

14).

growth leaders insist they have been talking about church health all along. The

outward appearance is the

concem

for numbers, but the

goal

of church

growth is making
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disciples. Certamly,
the

both health and

twenty-first century

that

healthy

has been

a

growth go together.

flood of writing about church health with the theme

churches will grow.

Steinke defines health

as

wholeness. Church health

working together mamtaining balance.
a

whole. "Health is

a

conditions" (Healthy

quantity of life.
rather the

All the parts

continuous process, the

vii).

The health of the

Schwarz says that

quality,

body has to

that all the parts

interacting together to

do with its

quality

are

fimction

as

forces and

and not

ati;endance is not the ultimate

goal,

it is

"Because increased church attendance is the

it follows that

uistrument for 'success control'"

are

means

ongoing interplay of multiple

higher church

by-product of improved quality.

natural result of higher

strategic

The trend in the 1990s and into

monitoring attendance

can serve as a

(Natural 45). Church health and

growth are

related but not synonymous.
The New Testament

the church health

metaphor of the

approach to ministry.

church

as

the

body of Christ naturally fits

Steinke says, "To talk about

a

healthy

congregation is to talk about a congregation from an organic perspective. Only organisms
can

be said to be

healthy body

healthy or diseased" (Healthy viii).

The

apostle Paul uses the image of a

when he says.

unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though all its
parts are many, they form one body. So it is with Christ. For we were all
if one part suffers, every part
baptized by one Spirit into one body.
suffers with it. (1 Cor. 12: 1, 2a, 26a, NIV)
The

body

is

a

...

Gordon Fee says, "The
their common, lavish

conmiunity of God's people owe their life together as a body to

experience of the Spirit" (66).

organic analogy of the

church

as a

Thomas Oden says,

body with members,

interdependently in the body of Christ. They

all

"Using the

all of these parts cohere

complement one another" (161). Greg
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Ogden points out,

"In

describing the mutuality of suffering Paul draws

a

lesson from

our

physical body" (42).
Every body has

1:18).

a

head and the head of the

Transformation and church health

head of the

come

Wesley said, "[W]e receive

.

.

.

of Christ is Christ himself (Col.

together when the analogy

body is put together with the principle

the head. John

body

that members of the

every

of Christ

in Christ, the

the

body need to obey

blessmg merely for the

Christ; and, whosoever hath the mmd of Christ that was

as

same

sake of
is

our

brother,

sister, and mother" (527).
The biblical

analogy

emphasis for church health.

of the church described

as a

body offers

a

natural

point of

Rick Warren derives "Five Dimensions of Church Growth"

from Acts 2:42-47:
1

Churches grow

warmer

2.

Churches grow

deeper through discipleship;

3.

Churches grow stronger

through worship;

4.

Churches grow broader

through ministry; and,

5.

Churches grow

.

through fellowship;

larger through evangelism. (48)

Warren says,

"[HJealthy, lasting growth is multidimensional" (48).

does his part

by adding growth when the church does its part by fulfilling these five

purposes

or

dimensions. He concludes, "Church

health. Church health
balanced"

can

growth is the

only occur when our message

He believes that God

natural result of church

is biblical and

our

mission is

(49). Many church health writers who have developed their own lists

characteristics echo this

same

of health

theme.

The first two lists to be examined
movements and illusfrate their

bridge the church growth and church health

reciprocity and evolution.

In 1976 Peter

Wagner listed
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"Seven Vital

Signs
1

.

of a

Vital
a

Church" in his book, Your Church Can Grow.

Healthy

Sign Number One

possibility thinker

catalyze the

of a

healthy, growing

and whose

dynamic leadership has

entire church into action for

2.

The second is

3.

The third vital

a

well-mobilized

sign of growing

church is

a

pastor who is

been used to

grovsth (63).

laity (77).
churches in America is that

they are big

enough (95).

sign of a healthy, grovsdng church can be

The fourth vital

4.

expressed by this simple
Church

is

of a

sign

Congregation +

Cell

=

healthy, growing

church is that its

membership

composed of basically one kind of people (128).

The sixth vital

6.

+

(112).

The fifth vital

5.

formula: Celebration

best

sign of a healthy growing church is that it is using an

evangelistic method that works (160).
The seventh. .vital

7.

.

America is that
A strong

emphasis

evangelism (#6),
Wagner's #4

is

sign common to healthy, growing churches

they have their priorities straight. (1 74)

placed on the role

and vision and

is echoed

by

an

core

of pastoral

values

leadership (#1),

(#7) found

in

Church's

(Warren 169).

laity (#2),

emphasis at Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church on

emphasis on "Saddleback

The obvious church

at Saddleback

Valley

Sam" and "Saddleback Samantha"

growth emphasis is found in #3, which has a direct

stress on size or numbers and is not

seen.

mobilized

virtually all church health lists.

Celebration, Cell, and Call (Slaughter, Out On), and #5 is echoed

Conmiunity

in

directly found on any church health lists that 1 have
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Robert E.

Logan has the background of being

associated with Christian Schwarz

terminology
published

of "church health"

in 1 989, but he
1

movement with his

anticipated it with his
and

2.

Effective Pastoral

3

Culturally

.

list of ten church

Relevant

6.

Expanding Network of Cell Groups;

7.

Developing and Resourcing Leaders;

8.

Mobilizing

9.

Appropriate

10.

Starting Churches that Reproduce. (19)

Believers

an

Trinitarian touchstones for

According to Spiritual Gifts;

"These

are

an

of the Church based

on

the

of God, and the mmd of Christ. He believes that

experience of the

Church that is both biblical and

the biblical dimensions that

point to

commimity" (Radical 1 17).

questions applicable to

What is its

Programming; and,

ecological model

of the church, the Christian
asks

Worship;

and Productive

fellowship of the Holy Spirit, the people

organic model he

growth principles:

Disciple Making;

Snyder developed

culturally relevant.

preceded the

Philosophy of Ministry;

Holistic

cross

now

Leadership;

5.

are

He

is

Prayer;

Celebrative and Reflective

these

planting pastor and

book. Beyond Church Grovyth,

4.

Howard

organic model

church

through ChurchSmart Resources.

as a

Visioning Faith

.

a

any

hi

a

dynamic,

proposing this

organism:

How do all the parts fit together
and interact vnXh their environment? What is the ecological equilibrium

ecology [original emphasis]?

healthy church as it experiences the koinonia of the Spirit,
incarnates the mind of Christ, and fulfills its Kingdom mission in the
world as the people of God? (117)

that sustains

a

In his book. Signs of the

Spirit, Snyder outlines

five interrelated dimensions of
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renewal that, when combined,
1

.

can

revitalize

Personal renewal

a

lethargic

dramatic

a

�

or

diseased church:

experience

or

deepening of the Spirit's

work in the life of an individual;
2.

Corporate renewal

dramatic

a

�

of the church's life. A
in the work of the
3

.

of revival

congregation in renewal

or a

gentle quickening

is much

more

powerfiil

Spirit than a group of isolated Christians;

Conceptual renewal

�

God reveals

models and

challenges

spirit

causes

a new

vision for the church that

believers to rethink the purpose of the

church;
4.

Structural renewal
out

5.

life

^using the best forms

�

in the current times for

living

Christ; and,

m

Missiological

renewal

a

�

world focus

on

mission and service.

(295-

91)
These dimensions of renewal

apply to the

issues at hand at St. James United Methodist

Church and offer structures for transformation in the life of the

George Hunter,

III has maintained

for Jesus Christ and has been

would

see

church health
church"

as an

the

"apostolic

and

subsequent movements,

gospel

of early

a

as one

a

lifetime interest in

congregation.
reaching the unchurched

strong contributor to the church growth

extension of the church

that imitates the

one

movement. He

growth movement.

He

experience of the New Testament Church

that maintains

a

theology and message centered on the

apostolic Christianity and one that adapts to the

culture of the target

population in order to meaningfiiUy commimicate the message (Church 28).
Ten Features of the

1

.

emphasizes

He lists

'Apostolic Congregation:'"

Apostolic Congregations take

a

redundant

approach to rooting

"Top
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believers and seekers in
2.

Scripture;

Apostolic Congregations

are

they expect and experience
3.

disciplined

and eamest in prayer, and

God's action in response;

Apostolic Congregations understand,

like and have

compassion for

lost, unchurched, pre-Christian people;
4.

Apostolic Congregations obey the
warrant

5.

more as a

�

privilege than a mere duty;

Apostolic Congregations
what

6.

or

Great Commission

people,

as

disciples,

have
can

a

motivationally

sufficient vision for

become;

Apostolic Congregations adapt to

the

language, music,

and

style

of the

target population's culture;
7.

Apostolic Congregations
seekers, in small

8.

labor to involve everyone, believers and

groups;

Apostolic Congregations prioritize the involvement of all
lay ministries for which they

9.

The members of Apostolic
care.

They

are

in

are

Christians in

gifted;

Congregations receive regular pastoral

regular conversation with someone

who is

gifted

with

shepherding mimstry; and,
10.

Apostolic Congregations engage in many ministries to imchurched
non-Christian

Ken

people. (29, 32)

Hemphill, president of Southwestem Baptist Theological Seminary and

recognized authority on church growth, emphasizes that church growth is
of a

right relationship with the

occurrence

Lord of the church"

"when the local church

(10).

a

He defines church

supematurally and faithfiilly

a

"by-product
growth as an

fulfills the Great
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Commission in its

unique

eight "characteristics
church at Antioch

context and with

a

vision for the world"

of highly effective churches" that he derives from

(Acts

11

Supematural Power;

2.

Christ-Exalting Worship;

3.

God-Connecting Prayer;

4.

Servant

5.

Kingdom Family Relationships;

6.

God-Sized

7.

Passion for the Lost; and.

8.

Maturation of Behevers.

.

2.

Vision;

calls "Ten

(15f0

Wholeness is not attainable.

Illness is the necessary

The

body

has innate

congregation
4.

(But

on an

it

can

be

approximated.);

health.

(It is

all

right to be sick,

dovm.);

healing

abilities.

^what you don't
are

systems approach based

complement to

�

Agents of disease

a

of Health and Disease:"

Principles

feel burdened, and be
3.

model of the

Leaders;

Peter Steinke addresses church health from

1

a

lists

:26ff):

1.

organic metaphor he

(13). Hemphill

not

(No

one can

give you

or

�

the

already have.);

causes

of disease.

(All disease processes

are

enabled.);
5.

All illness is

6.

The subtle

7.

Every body

organism

biopsychosocial. (Wow! Everything is connected.);

precedes the
is different.

or

�

gross.

(Early detection is the best treatment.);

(There's no universal

congregation.);

treatment for every
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8.

A

healthy circulatory system is the keystone

of health and

healing.

(Feedback systems promote health.);
9.

Breathing properly

is

nourishing to

the whole

be active among the members of the
10. The brain is the

maintenance

largest secreting

Dale

Galloway,

and Church

Leadership

of the

body,

body. (The

the health

mind converts

realities). (Healthy 1 5)

Dean of the Beeson Intemational Center for Biblical

and the

Portland, Oregon, offers

leading pastors

of Christ.); and,

organ of the

organization (HMO)

ideas into biochemical

body

body. (The Spirit must

Founding

Pastor of New

imique perspective

a

as a

Hope Community

pastor, dean, and

one

Preaching

Church in

with contacts to

around the world. He presents "Ten Characteristics of Healthy-Grovying

Churches Plus One:"
1

.

A Clear-Cut

Vision;

2.

Passion for the Lost;

3.

Shared

4.

Empowered Leadership;

5.

Fervent

6.

"Flexible" and "Functional" Stmcture;

7.

Celebrative

8.

Cormecting Small Groups;

9.

Seeker-Friendly Evangelism; and,

10.

Loving Relationships.

Ministry;

Spirituality;

PLUS ONE

Worship;

�

You must evaluate your church

George Bama, the fotmder and president of the

continually ("Ten").

Bama Research

Group,
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in research for Christian churches and church-related groups. He has written

specializes

extensively on church health/growth issues, and,

in his book The Habits of Highlv

Effective Churches, he addresses the issue of how

"Significant impact demands

depends

on

evangelism.
the

needy.

"six

a

strategic approach to ministry" (15).

pillars of effectiveness" that characterized the early

Christian education,

community

He believes that when

"truly being the
Before

to be effective in

a

us

A

He says,

strategic approach

Church:

worship,

believers, stewardship, and serving

performing these

church is

Church that Christ intended

among

ministry.

to be"

elements of ministry, it is

(17-18).

listing his "Nine Habits that Matter," he lists the following "Harmfiil

Habits:"

�

Printing the Bible verses used in a sermon,
projecting them on a large

screen

(People

in the service bulletin

should be

or

encouraged to

bring their Bibles.);
�

�

Conducting

an

fizzles after

a

Maintaining
defined

�

by

a

annual Easter and/or Christmas event

few

years.);

rigid order of service in the weekend event (In

constant

change,

Expecting the pastor's

Requiring the pastor to be

world

(This is unfair

pastor's family.);

(This

people.);

Developing an information-laden web-site (Interactive sites
effective than information

�

to the

a

generations need variations.);

the chief fund-raiser for the church

undermines the trust of the
�

younger

spouse to be the catchall

financially and emotionally
�

(Their effect

are more

only sites.);

Assuming that community is

fostered

by a handshake (This

is not

bad,
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in itself,

during worship,

but it does not represent the fiill

meaning

of

community.); and,
church classes

Maintaining

�

drain

history (They
harmflil at
Some of these habits

dialogue
not.

occurs

habits

serve as

events

useful tools for

particular

event

challenge

St. James to get

As

a

ministry

ministry

or

as

are

to the benefit of having

effective in

simply bad habits.

Scripture

reaching the

on

merely

a

program?

the

are

screen or

ministries

�

The other bad habits listed

evaluated, positive behaviors need

a

directly

to be

incorporated

behavior, strategic behavior,

and biblical behavior. Bama believes these four elements and the

highly

effective

ministry (Habits 22-23).

His "Nine

Habits that Matter" are,

.

is

distinguish between positive and

habit desirable: intentional

habits that stem firom them enable

1

Much

unchurched. All of these

ongoing reevaluation of a congregation's

into habit pattems. Bama outlines fovir elements that

productive behavior,

Rely

or

beyond the superficial.

behaviors

negative habits and make

politics

and may be iimocuous at best and

recourses

like pet peeves of Bama's than

seem more

season

programs because of intemal

worst). (20-22)

among churches

Many special

or

upon

strategic leadership;
facilitate

highly effective ministry;

2.

Organize to

3.

Emphasize developing significant relationships within the
congregation;

4.

Congregants

5.

Engage

6.

Get

in

mvest themselves in

genuine worship;

strategic evangelism;

people involved in systematic theological growth;

a
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Bama says the

godly, gifted

7.

Utilize holistic

8.

Serve the

9.

Equip families to minister to

major

stewardship practices;

needy people

factor left at

a

in the

community; and,

themselves

leader's discretion is "the commitment to

leaders to facilitate such

a

Stephen Macchia compiled "Ten

ethnic

administered in
Vision New
in every

a

Healthy Church"

wide range of theological

denominational affiliations, and

1997 at the annual congress

England (20).

Macchia pomts out that the

of the characteristics

centrality of the

(18). The ten characteristics

God' s

are

Empowering Presence

2.

God-Exalting Worship

3.

Spiritual Disciplines

Level 2: How I relate with

My

Church

Family

4.

Leaming and Growing in Conmiunity

5.

A Commitment to

6.

Servant-Leadership Development

Level 3: How

7.

His

sponsored by his organization

Level 1: How I Relate to God

.

persuasions,

settings.

levels.

1

fi-om

also the resuh of a "church attitude" survey of 1,899 Christians

February

one

(25).

Characteristics of a

representing

diversity, congregation sizes,

compilation was

are

churches

deploy

ministry and an unflagging commitment to

become all that God intends for your church to become"

visiting one hundred

(24).

My

Loving and Caring Relationship

Church Ministers and

An Outward Focus

Manages

Bible and prayer

placed in three
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8.

Wise Administration and

9.

Networking with the Body

10.

Stewardship

and

are

characteristics of church health and growth.

compiled

from

numerous

the country and around the world.
stem from

previous

research and

of Christ

Generosity. (23)

The above lists of characteristics

these lists

Accovmtability

Many

Spirit,

mistake. Since the

beginning

issues of health and

picture of the

experience

in the church

overlap

occurs

an

Church

be observed in

experiences

across

in the 1980s and 1990s but

growth movement. Keeping

generational needs, frends,
church

growth

as

growth and church health are part

attempt

to look at church

characteristic

on a

purpose of this

and is

in

and

movements is

struggled

a

with

of the whole

of health. No list is

contribute to the

characteristics,

diagnosis of a church.
times,

A

or

Christian Schwarz's Natural Church

implemented through the Natural

Church

evaluate church health

Eight Quality Characteristics.

biblically,

many variations

particular list or a particular

circimistances. For the

Development will be explored

Development Survey (see Appendix A).

Natural Church

study will

and

exhaustive, but every list shows the need

list may address various needs,

study,

growth holistically

applicable to all sizes of churches.

in many of the lists of health

complexities
can

This

can

lists of

Church.

for health and

and

more

of the Church at Pentecost, leaders have

evaluating quantitatively and qualitatively,

illustrate the

themes

They were compiled mostly

polarize church health and

to

growth.

Church health is

While

common

kinds of research, surveys, and

mind all the variables of experiences, locations,
movements of the

of many

representative

Development

principles based on Christian Schwarz's

This is the tool of choice not

so

much because the

eight
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characteristics

quality

are

other lists but because

superior to

research and have resulted in

characteristics compare very

they

stem from extensive

effective tool that has been used around the world. These

an

closely with

other church health characteristic lists and stem

from his research outlined in his books, Natural Church

Development and Paradigm

Shift

in the Church.
Natitfal Church

Development was the first work to bring

base to the issue of church
data from

one

development.

thousand churches in

From 1994

thirty-two

an

extensive research

through 1996, Schwarz gathered

countries

on

six continents and

4.2 million responses. He believed that to decide which of the modem
success"

are

universally apphcable

research would not be

possible.

and which

The

are

simply "myths"

goal was to identify imiversal

analyzed

"principles

of

without this kind of

church

growth

principles (18).
Schwarz's main theme is that "natural church
church

growth based

on

the

on

grows his Church. Automatisms
are

releasing
are

Church

as an

be

a

"divine

certain

human

growth automatisms" by which God

important contribution of his Natural

Church

bipolar ecclesiology that refers to the distinction between the

organism ("spiritualistic paradigm").
essence

He believes both

are

or

technocratic

Related to the

of Natural Church

Church is made up of two elements,

(organization).

approach to

developments that seem to happen "all by

organization ("institutionalistic

church and the

an

actually the work of God (Natural 12).

Schwarz considers the most

Development to

is

premise that God causes growth and that all

endeavors should be focused

themselves"; they

development"

a

paradigm")

and

as an

study of the transformation of a

Development is

Schwarz's idea that the

dynamic pole (organism)

necessary for church

and

a

static

development,

pole

and both

poles
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are

implied in the New Testament concept of ekklesia (Paradigm 161.
The

as

organic,

grow,

organism aspect of the

pole

by words such

is the

organizational aspect of the

Church described

by

words

technical, build, order, and human made. It is concemed with the biblical

as

the mles of faith, and

development of the

canon,

episcopal hierarchy (Paradigm 15-18).

Schwarz believes both

Church

poles

as an

are

necessary in the life of the Church. The

organism inevitably

The institutions should aim to be usefiil in
an

Church described

freedom, and "all by itself" It is concemed with faith, fellowship, and

service. The static
such

is the

dynamic pole

leads to the creation of institutions.

stunulating the development of the Church as

organism. The danger is when the necessary reciprocal flow between the dynamic

static

poles gets out

growth.

In

one

of balance, and either

direction, the danger is falling

overestimating the significance
In the other

pole

can

and

actually hinder church health and

into the "institutionalistic

paradigm"

of institutions, programs, and methods (Paradigm 24-3 1).

direction, the danger is falling into the "spiritualistic paradigm" leading to

subjectivism, autonomism, dualism, irrationality and mysticism (32-48).
The

"biotic

paradigm

new

paradigm."

brings

a

biblical balance is the

Churches should not attempt to manufacture church

need to release the biotic
minimize the obstacles to
will do what he

Schwarz offers that he believes

potential that God has placed in every
growth,

promised to

"then church

do. He will grant

growth; they

church. The task is to

growth can happen

'all

by itself

God

growth (1 Cor. 3:6)" (Natural 10).

According to Schwarz "six biotic principles" that grow out of the biotic paradigm:
1

.

Interdependence

a

�

systems principle that recognizes the

interdependence between the individual parts of the church (Natural
66);
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2.

Multiplication

principle that healthy congregations grow by

a

�

reaching

believers and

new

Transformation

3.

a

�

4.

principle of creatively using negative

positive

Multi-usage

principle of multiplication and multi-usage of

Symbiosis

�

a.

�

personalities
6.

a

for the
a

�

a

fimction to

multiplying)

or

energy

of using

single

ministry (72-73);
and the

spiritual gifts

benefit of the

produce fruit,

either

variety of

congregation (74-75); and,

principle assuming that every one

of God's creations

quantitative (growing

and

qualitative (eight quality characteristics). (76-77)

Through his research, Schwarz concluded

that

growth was

often limited

by

a

factor," meaning that the growth of a church is blocked by the quality

characteristics that

are

least

developed.

A church

minimum factor (Natural 50ff). The "65

qualitative

(70-71);

energy of people in

principle

Functionalitvhas

"minimum

energy in the

church to create

opportunities and the
5.

planting churches (68-69);

occurred

Schwarz

(99.4

developed

per cent

a

an

grow to the

capacity of its

observation that when the

minimum of 65

(out of 100), quantitative

probability) (40).

from his research the

essential to church health of which

only

hypothesis" is

level of each characteristic reached

growth always

can

growth is

1.

Empowering Leadership,

2.

Gift-oriented

3.

Passionate

4.

Functional Structures,

5.

Inspiring Worship service.

Ministry,

Spirituality,

a

eight quality characteristics that are

natural

byproduct:
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These

6.

Holistic Small

Groups,

7.

Need-oriented

Evangelism, and,

8.

Lovmg Relationships. (Natural 22-37)

eight quality characteristics are present in a congregation when the poles

balance. If a church focuses
healthier and
as

more

background

inclined

for the NCD

on

are

in

the "minimum factor," Schwarz believes that it will be

to grow. Each

quality characteristic will

be

briefly

examined

Survey tool being used as the research instrument of this

project.
Schwarz's Ten Action

healthier

Steps provide

a

useful outline for

working toward a

congregation:
1.

Build

2.

Determine your minimum factors.

3.

Set

4.

Identify obstacles.

5.

Apply biotic principles,

6.

Exercise your

7.

Utilize biotic tools.

8.

Monitor effectiveness.

9.

Address your

spiritual momentum.

qualitative goals,

10. Multiplv

your

Critiques

strengths,

new

mmimum

factors, and.

church. (Natural 103-125)
of Natural Church

Development

Aspects of church growth and church health methods

scrutiny; Natural Church Development is

no

and ideas

are

under constant

exception. Many who consider themselves

part of the church growth movement have interpreted

some

of Schwarz's comments

as an
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attack and have

responded with sharp

criticism.

In the Joumal of the American Society for Church Grovyth. John Ellas and Elavil

Yeakley

claim that the research methods of NCD

are

about Schwarz's work is that he does not provide
researchers to

replicate

replication (83). They
results

his

and that is

study,

also claim

occurring by change

are

a

"significance

not

fatally flawed (83).

enough information

levels" that indicate the

Yeakley claim that

Schwarz's

are

grandiose

(Simpson 58).

Daniel

Simpson accuses

blovymg them away (61). Perhaps

more

a

strong

biblical

approach.

the information

a

This

study takes into

church

use

of the

growth/health lists

complex and the world

Development has flaws,
NDC

"arrogant tone"

men

and then

picked up when Schwarz

gives his more balanced or

usefulness of a research method, its tool, and the results that stem from

gathered with the tool is important.

Certainly

him of an

accoimt that no research method is flawless.

its

is

The

question is whether or not there

study worthwhile.

Usefulness of the Natural Church

are

given (85). Ultimately,

Schwarz of setthig up straw

tone of arrogance may be

usefiil results achieved that makes

issues

areas

principles of church grovyth is

even accuse

statement vyithout any attribution and then

Ascertaining the

are

of

claim that has not been demonstrated.

Other criticisms make similar claims and

makes

probability

approach is "pseudo-scientific" (85). They

believe that Schwarz's claim to have discovered universal
a

not

of

principle

and correlation coefficients for

where Schwarz claims to have found strong correlations

Ellas and

for other

violation of the scientific

reported (84),

One flaw noted

Development Survey

of characteristics have their flaws because the

changing so rapidly.

While Natural Church

quality characteristics are very

similar to other lists, and its

Survey instrument has been vyidely used for research for dissertation projects.
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church surveys, and

regional denominational

Implementation Guide to Natural
results with the

Church

expressed purpose

Development is

Schalk

Church

his

the NDC

is taken,

an

with the survey

implement the

Development m their own church"

Pierce, author of the dissertation "Developing

Health and Growth for Northgate Free Methodist Church
use

along

Survey

7). According to Asbury Theological Seminary Professor Dr.

Burrell D. Dinkins, Mitchell

first to

sent

of helping "interested Christians

principles previously described in Natural
(Schwarz and

surveys. After the NCD

Survey for

study "provides Northgate

a

dissertation

project.

Free Methodist Church

needing attention, identifying its strengths

m

Structures for

Batavia, New York,"

was

the

Pierce notes in his dissertation that
an

analysis

and weakness in the

of the critical factor

eight

essential elements"

("Developing" 92).
During

findings

a

phone

of the NDC

church. The

It

on

10

May 2000, 1 asked him if the

Survey have been usefiil for dealing with the health issues in his

following
�

interview with Mitchell Pierce

is

was

a

summary of his observations:

usefiil for

identifying key issues that were addressed. Average

attendance has increased from 250 to three hundred in two years;

useful for

�

It

�

It led to

was

a

consultation with Bill Easum' s

additional
�

plaiming fiiture strategy;
orgamzation that led to

changes;

His annual conference, the Genesee Conference of the Free Methodist

Church, utilized the NDC Survey for a conference-wide study of the
individual churches in the

redoing the
Northgate;

summer

survey to recheck

of 2000. He looked forward to

quality health characteristics

at
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Overall he found the tool to be useful and

�

a

viable instrument for

use

in the local church.

Pierce also recommends, in

again at Northgate

developed

over

5 in his

dissertation, that the

"in six to twelve months to

time"

utilized the NDC

Chapter

see

Siu^vey

in the

summer

dealuig

with issues of church health and

quality

characteristics also have

a

Characteristics
process of transition

growth. Many viable models exist,

assess

but the
The

common

to

eight

use

of

the health of St. James United Methodist Church

healthy, growing churches. They

of characteristics of healthy churches, but

the life of a

a

brief review of each characteristic. These characteristics describe

essential elements

listkig

and involves

recognized instrument in the NDC Survey.

eight quality characteristics to
a

advisement and

of 2000 and agam in the fall of 2001.

Transforming a congregation is complex

necessitates

how their minimum factors have

(93). This study took this recommendation into

Eight Quality

the

survey should be taken

they

do

are

eight

not an exhaustive

provide eight focused areas in

congregation that demand attention.

Empowering Leadership
Schwarz asserts, "Leaders of growmg churches concentrate
Christians for

ministry" (Natural 22). Lay workers are more

part of an inverted pyramid of authority

God-given spiritual potential.

so

mere

other

empowering

"helpers;" they are

that the leader assists Christians to attain their

These leaders have

a

"bipolarity"

relationship-oriented people who equip, support, motivate,
enable them to become all that God wants them to be

apostle

than

on

of being

goal

and

and mentor individuals to

(22) echomg the words of the

Paul:
It

was

he who gave

some

to be

apostles,

some

to be

prophets,

some

to be
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and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God's people
for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up until we all
reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and

evangelists,

become mature, attaining to the whole
(Eph. 4:1 1-13, NIV)

measure

of the fullness of Christ.

Scripture clearly teaches that God has given leaders to the body
empower others for the work of ministry. From

examples
sections

of people who

on

"Leadership

"Issues of Vision and

were

and

equipped to

cover

equip

lead and mentor the

people

of God. In the

Transformation," "Mentoring and Transformation,"

must be

empowering more

and

to cover, the Bible contains

Strategic Plaiming," more leadership

greater detail. Leadership

of Christ to

and

issues have been covered in

leaders to transform the church to

health.
Gift-Oriented

Ministry

Schwarz says, "The

gift-oriented approach reflects

sovereignly determines which Christians
24).

He believes the role of church

and

use

them in the

they

are

in this

gifted.

leadership

appropriate ministry.

in the power of the

strength and more

In this way

should best
is to

assume

help

Christians

the conviction that God
which

positions" (Natural

its members

identify their gifts

generally depend less

Holy Spirit when they

serve

in the

on

area

ordinary people accomplish the extraordinary.

their

in which

The breakdown

ministry occurs when the principle of the "priesthood of all believers" is

achieved. This happens when

"[T]he discovery

and

watchword of 'the
Schwarz calls for

formula

use

gifts

is the

only way to

priesthood of all believers'" (24).

a

"third reformation" not to

(first reformation),

structures to

people simply do not know their spiritual gifts.

of spiritual

or

find

new

own

not

He says,

live out the reformation

In Paradigm Shift in the Church.

develop (or rediscover)

a new

theological

spirituality (second reformation), but to

put the issues of the first reformation into practice (11).

create
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Greg Ogden believes the Reformation
to

being a lay movement

�

stopped
not

considered to be

rediscovered the

gifts

of the

Holy Spirit as

1 Corinthians

teaching

on

Wagner,

smce

Your

people

are

ministers

centers

entrance

generation has

on

(12).

four passages: Romans 12: 3-8;

the 1970s

are

on

Spiritual Gifts).

all for the

the

and

Experiences).

building

of the

body of Christ.

Much has

subject of spiritual gifts (e.g., Flynn; Kinghom;

In the

All

a

All of the above passages indicate many

leadership.

ensuing

years, many instruments have been

Creek's "Network," and Saddleback's "S.H.A.P.E."

whole

an

should

of direct encounter with God, and

developed uicluding the Wagner-Modified Houts Spiritual

Personality,

baptism

body of Christ but also

means

but it

12-14; Ephesians 4:7-13; and, 1 Peter 4:7-1 1. Gift-oriented ministry is

for many kinds of service

been written

the

spiritual gifts

natural extension of empowering

gifts

He believes

He says that the past

minishy (212).

many have rediscovered that all of God's
The biblical

clergy continued.

initiation rite into the

an

of all Christians into Christ's

Chm-ch back

acknowledgement of the priesthood of all believers,

an

short because the dominance of the

only be

beginning to bring the

was a

are an

attempt to

Gift

Inventory, Willow

(Spiritual gifts. Heart, Abilities,
retum

ministry to the laity

^the

�

body of Christ.
Gift-oriented

ministry is

a

charismatic

approach rather than an institutional

approach to mimstry

in the Church. Schwarz says this

he

growth automatisms"

means

by

"divine

church will grow

when

�

approach best demonstrates what

people discover and use their gifts the

(24). Grovdng, healthy churches have people serving in ministry

according to their gifts
churches of any size.

rather than

filling

slots

on

nominations sheets,

as

is tme for
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Passionate Spirituality
Passionate

often related to

spirituality is a far cry from the common "performing one's duty"

legalism or a club membership mentality.

revealed that the prayer life of Christians is

characteristic. It is not
or on

specific liturgical

spirituality is
lifestyle

a

and

on

complete, heartfelt conunitment to

Never

he

was

Wesley described
The

essence

non-charismatic

prayer and

Cymbala says
Gospels

that the

was

spiritual persuasions

Jesus

as

joyfiil

one

Passionate

faith with

a

thing that amazed

show

a

Jesus

by anyone's

education. But he

recognizes those who

Methodism

a

Jesus astounded

impressed with anyone's

thing: people's faith" (39).

in him. John

or

non-liturgical spiritual practices fNatural 26).

of worship and witness. Jim

righteousness.

directly related to this third quality

charismatic

faith. He writes, "Never in the four

was

one

dependent

Schwarz's surveys have

was

amazed

by

sfrong personal faith

passionate spirituality when he said.

of it is holiness of heart and life; the circimistantials all
long as they are joined together in the people called

point

to this. And as

Methodists,

no

weapon formed

against them shall

prosper. But if even the

circumstantial parts are despised, the essential will soon be lost. And if
ever the essential parts should evaporate, what remains will be dung and

dross.

(529)

Jesus said the greatest commandment

was

"'Love the Lord your God with all your

heart and with all your soul and with all your mind'"
churches maintain
Christ.

84).

passionate spirituality

Stephen Seamands

sees

body, emotions,

buzz' but for

sick

and

with

a

conviction that

nothing

less honors

says, "His presence needs to be made manifest" (Conversation

Nathan and Wilson write,

God, that regularly
with

a

(Matt. 22:37, NIV). Healthy

"Imagine

a

church that

people healed,

experiences joyful intimacy with

that tunes in to God's voice and

worships

Spirit, but employs the power of the spirit not for a 'spiritual

evangelism and world missions!" (34) The call is to

move

beyond
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orthodoxy (as important as it is)
Macchia

says it is

(27).

places

"something

we

The heart of that

of prayer.

Only

when

tum" (Fresh Wind

church

God's

all

and live the faith

empowering presence as

long

for from the

experience
we are

58).

enthusiastically

is prayer.

full of the

Sundo Kim lists

his first health characteristic and

deepest recesses

Cymbala says,

Spirit do
seven

we

and share it joyfully.

of our

"The

spiritual being"

Holy Spirit is

feel the need for God

integral relationships

the

Spirit

everywhere

we

between prayer and

growth:
1

Without

.

We pray to

develop a personal relationship with God;

2.

We pray to receive

3.

We pray to accept

4.

We pray to

regain spiritual vitality;

5.

We pray to

experience signs

6.

We pray to exercise

7.

We pray to offer

spiritual

spiritual leadership;

and wonders;

spiritual gifts; and,

spiritual worship to

passionate spirituality there

is

no

church

consistently seeks to

vitality

and health and it all starts with the

grow

power;

real

sense

(48-49)

of health in the Church. When

spiritually, God will
pastor's

God.

answer

own

that prayer and

holiness

a

bring

(Dunnam).

Functional Structures

Schwarz says, "One of the
stmcture for church

He believes

expressed at creation.

an

recognizing the significance of

(29).

'stmcture' and 'life'

are

intimate connection exists between stmcture and

When God breathed life into the unformed

form sprang forth. Whenever God pours out his
stmcture and form

to

development is the widespread view that

opposites" (Natural 29).
life first

biggest barriers

earth, life and

Spirit into the Church, he gives

it
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While structure is not the
a

effective

healthy,

people

congregation.

free to share the

are

to be fluid and

changeable

often the structure of a
structures and

mission.
It is

a

.

.

.

our

ruuied. No,
In

calling

are

will burst the

for radical

says the difference between
an

and

either-or choice. His

open,

so

that

"No

one

pours

new

skins, the wine will

poured

of ministry. Too

"Both
our

our

purpose and

into

new

wine into old wine skins. If he

run

out and the wineskins will be

wineskins"
in the

(Luke 5:37-38, NIV).

congregation, Thomas Bandy

declming church system and a thriving

premise

organizational

flexible, changing" (Pierce, "Developing" 46).

organizational change
a

important aspect of

organization

changing needs

constructs need to harmonize with

wine must be

new

growing

congregation determines the minisfry.

Healthy churches

an

and carry out the mission to the world. Structures need

to meet the

conceptual

new wme

of the church, it is

Effective churches streamline

gospel

question of new wineskins:

does, the

be

primary nature

church system must

is that,

[S]ystematic change precedes organizational change. First, the system
[original emphasis] of congregational life changes. The purpose, process,
movement, and flow of congregational life shifts from a declining system
in which people were initiated, emoUed, informed, supervised, and kept
to a thriving church system in which people are charged, gifted, called,
equipped, and sent. (19)

�

Organizational restructuring will not change anything other then rearranging the fiimiture
unless the

systematic change

occurs

first.

Bandy's organizational model is based

on

these

premises:
1

.

// embraces the

emphasis].
...

apocalyptic character of biblical visioning [original

The vision of the church is not created

It is revealed

only through

God reveals the vision, it not

a

by the participants.

spirituality of waitmg for God.

only changes the

direction of

When
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organizational

life. It

radically changes the corporate identity of the

organization;
2.

It is

designed to facilitate personal and social transformation. [Key to

this

study.] Among the anticipated results

most

and

a

fvindamental goal is
shift in attitude

3.

//

4.

// extends

or

a

of organizational

life, the

revolution of spirit within the human heart

spiritual perspective

in

society;

recognizes the simplicity and spirituality of the "Body of Christ";

ownershipfor identity and policy direction

to

the whole

congregation; and,
5.

It

incorporates the unique leadership of the Christian "pastor.

the church has
than what

a

leader of a

spiritual

Carl
fluid and

generally been more

congregation plays

leader is not

"Chief Executive

a

simple
on

the

structure

is

an

of a church structure that is

example

using "cells"

pre-Christian

as

the

building

blocks of the

ministry fimctions of the church within their ovm

according to their particular purpose
church at

is not,

organization. The

such do not thrive in the

twenty-first century. (21-23)

It is

'pastor'

Officer," and congregations

world of the

groups, and other small groups fimction

for

decisive role in the

spiritual leader as

church. Small groups carry

gathering

a

a

that treat the

adaptable.

a

While

pastor is, the church has recognized that the spiritual

George's "meta-church" model

gathering of the

clear about what

"

as

specialized ministry teams that fimction

^ministry, administration, mission,

�

etc. The

large on the corporate level is "celebration." This is the large

worship, large-scale study gatherings,

and

special

Another issue of fimctional structure is the church

events

(59-60).

building. Snyder says,

"Our
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church

buildings

.

witaess to the

.

.

immobility, inflexibility,

class divisions in the modem church" (Problem 73). He

offellowship, pride

lack

and

radically advocates having no

church buildings, utilizing homes for small group cells, and renting facilities for the large
celebration

Church,

gatherings.

not the

building.

allow the

building

buildmg,

should

more

Such
A

key issue

to dictate the

never

is

change

radical, but the point

is that the

in the transformation of a

ministry.

congregation

Rick Warren says, "A

be allowed to become

a

barrier to

important than property" (46). Saddleback

people

a wave

building,

or

of growth.

are

the

is not to

lack of a

People

are

grew to ten thousand attenders before

they had their first building.
For many years, Frank

because

they force churches towards "creative

in the world, not at

a

that the church got

along

"The church
have

been

Tillapaugh has

was

decentralization." The church

fine without church

it is that

we

and still is. If the

out

He recalls

He says,

parachurch ministries

necessarily have to have

don't

belongs

buildings until the third century.

everywhere the believers were,

a

church

building to

ministry" (88).

Organizational

and

but the Church needs to be

physical

stmctures

organized,

and

leading of God and then go

are

not the

Church, in and of themselves,

people need to meet

that all stmcture needs to be open and fluid
to the call and

advocate of modest facilities

particular address that he calls a "fortress mentality."

taught us anything,

have effective

an

somewhere. The

key is

enough to allow the congregation to respond

out into the world and be the Church.

Inspiring Worship Services
Schwarz has the

inspiring, the people
begged to

come.

premise that worship

is another divine

will be drawn to the services

Opposition to

growth automatism.

If it is

^they will not have to be coerced or

�

this characteristic is often

by people

who go to church to
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fialfill their
are

often

"duty" to

God

or

the pastor, not for

caught in the trap that worship

of worship that externalizes the faith.

is

a

only

joyous
inner

an

Inspiring to

and

inspiring experience. They

experience

Schwarz

and

are

often afraid

means

[A]n inspiredness which comes from the Spirit of God. Whenever the Holy Spirit
truly at work (and His presence is not merely presumed). He will have a
concrete effect upon the
way a worship service is conducted including the entire
atmosphere of the gathering. (Natural 31)
is

Marva Dawn describes
countercultural

change" (68-69).

that it

She states that

for Dawn is

those who
for

so

Holy Spirit empowers us

Worship

are

a

can

our

by the

faith.

�

Knowledge

Essential #3:

Vulnerability

�

Worship

�

into the world to effect social

as

possible" (68).
sensitive to

Sally Morgenthaler outlines essentials

Presence;

Centered

on

Christ;

Opening Up to God; and,

^Participating in a Relationship with God and

�

(97-123)

says that Christians and Christian

worship

should be

willing to risk

protective bubbles of the unchurched, and touch their need (123).

Robert Webber stresses that
as

of

"captive only to Christ's lordship;

Sense of God's

a

Essential #2:

churches function

sense

Christian and engage the seeker:

Others.

of the

God

transforming experience. Worship also needs to be

seekmg or inquiring about the

break the

worship

minds need to be

Essential #4: Interaction

set

unique praise to

go from its

Essential #1: Nearness

offending,

"the

to use the brams God created as well

worship that challenge the

Morgenthaler

as

conmiunity that equips that community with a sufficiently deep

itself in relation to God

the

worship

if knowledge

experience precedes knowledge; whereas,

most

precedes experience (87). That may have fit the mind

Enlightenment and the modem mind of the eighteenth, nineteenth,

and

early
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twentieth centuries, but it does not fit the mind-set of the

holds

to the

principle in Latin,

lex orandi lex credendi,

mle of faith." This expresses the idea that

early

Church

a sense

as

described in Acts

worship is

postmodem worid.

literally

Webber

"the mle of prayer is the

experience shapes the

way

we

believe. The

placed a high priority on the experience

of worship. In

"faith in motion." Webber states,

[T]he primary purpose of worship is to experience faith in the community
of worship in such a way that the Christian faith is not merely known
but experienced as
Christian faith is taught by being

intellectually,

Inspiring worship

in

discipleship, personal growth,
Holistic Small

of God

and

experientially. Small settings

universal church

groups that go
to

indicates, and

growth principle.

an

almost endless number of sources

than

concem.

of these groups

Small groups

attending worship

Schwarz say that

larger the church, the

essence

more

are

are more

services. In

supplement, much of the

further

continuous

free to

verify

multiplication of small

they must be "holistic"

beyond simply discussing Bible passages to applying the

daily life. Members

personal

the occasions for

interpersonal development

(e.g., George, Macchia, Wagner, Warren) that
a

are

Groups

Schwarz's research

is

kind of worship, the

needs to be celebrative and engage the

large settings

congregation with the presence

reality. In this
caught. (89)
a

bring up

groups

small

biblical message

and deal with issues of

important to the personal growth of a Christian

growing

churches small groups

are

much

more

than

of tme church life is worked out in small groups. The

decisive the small group

principle will be with respect to

growth (Natural 32-33).
Carl

George

considers the cell group

or

small group the fimdamental

block of the church. His meta-church model calls for

a new

building

set of organizational

a
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priorities that are people centered, ministry centered,
groups address "four dimensions of ministry:

Galloway

discipleship, shepherding,
categories

nurture groups that

particular tasks

or

are

doing (duties that

oriented

or

are

those outside

serve

evangelism,

group falls under two

61). Each small

discipleship

task groups that exist for

existing groups that George calls "corals." They

governing themselves

want new members but

them. The

challenge

cells" that

are

than

reaching

out to

new

are more

people. They

say

they

subconsciously close new people out unless they are just like

for

prone to

congregations today is to

growth and create

more

grow

more

of what

"side door" entry

threatening for unchurched people to than to

service for the first tune

(70-81).

Gospel

Church in Seoul, Korea, has grown

George calls "yeast

opportunities. Joining a

small group is often less

Yoido Full

(78). Small

ministries.

Often churches have
concemed about

and

says that the four basic piuposes

and service (Small

�

centered

care

loving (pastoral care), leaming (Bible

knowledge), deciding (intemal administration),
the group)" (89). Dale

and

go to

a

church

smaller

larger by becoming

utilizmg the meta-church model. They now claim (spring 2000) 850,000 contributing
members, making it the largest church in the world.
group

Ten to twenty

(George considers ten a maximirai for effectiveness) and

people make up

are

led

a

cell

by over 55,000

home-group leaders (George 22).
Holistic small groups
"live in
one

harmony with one

another in love"

are an answer

another"

(Eph. 4:2),

to the call to "love one another"

(John 13:35),

(Rom. 12:10), "accept each other" (Rom. 15:7), "bear

"submit to

one

another out of reverence for Christ"

5:21), and "encourage each other" (1 Thes. 4:9) (George 129-131). Holistic small
demonstrate the words of Jesus: "Where two

or

three

come

(Eph.

groups

together in my name, there

I
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am

with them"

(Matt. 18:20, NIV).

Need-oriented Evangelism
Schwarz's view of evangelism is that "it is the task of every Christian to

her

gifts to

serve

non-Christians with whom

one

has

a

personal relationship,

to

use

see

that they hear the gospel, and to encourage contact with the local church" fNatural
He believes the

key to

evangelistic efforts

on

a

the

methods that tend to be

evangelism focuses

growmg church is for the local

on

questions

(or are

specific gift

discem those who have the

George

Christian faith to the
to Reach

13).

His

often viewed to

gift and direct them to

growing numbers

answer

is the

to it

35).

focusing on

be) manipulative, need-oriented

of evangelism.

Hunter has asked the

or

to focus their

and needs of non-Christians. Rather than

cultivathig relationships with non-Christians.

of all Christians have the

For years,

congregations

his

Growing churches

the proper

question,

of 'secular

areas

are

percent

able to

of ministry

(34-35).

"How do you communicate the

people'

"apostolic" church.

Less than 10

in the westem world?" (How

Effective

apostolic congregations

know,
1

.

People who

2.

Lost

3.

Church is

aren't

disciples

are

lost;

people matter to God;
primarily

a

mission to lost

people, not primarily a gathered

colony of the faithfiil;

importance of high expectations for their people;

4.

The

5.

What to

6.

The

importance of understanding, loving,

7.

The

importance of accepting unchurched people;

8.

The

importance of using music that

change

and what to preserve;

and

secular

liking

secular

people;

people understand;
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The

importance

of starting

10. The

importance

of involvement in world mission.

9.

Hunter goes

on

to list what effective

1

Research the

.

community

"Profile" their target

3

Define

and the unchurched

(144-54)

population.

population.

clear mission and

a

congregations; and,

apostolic congregations do:

2.

.

new

plan for the

future.

4.

Develop

5.

Deploy their laity

in

6.

Train their

for Christian witness.

7.

Offer

8.

Challenge people to

commit their lives.

9.

Open their hearts to

the presence and power of God.

a

and

implement a strategy

people

for

reaching unchurched people.

ministry.

"seeker sensitive"

Sunday worship

10. Want other churches to join them in

service.

reaching out to

secular

people.

(154-169)
Stan Toler and Alan Nelson

emphasize that Christians

and realize that excellence and service
world. In

comparing

things

Pastor Steve

we

have the

highest

(18).

done with great love will

Sjogren calls

kindness of God

to reach the non-Christian

in excellence and customer service because

The mission statement of Vineyard

"Small

important traits

put their best foot forward

churches to the business world the statement is made, "Churches

ought to be the leaders
stakes�etemity"

are

must

servant

by offering to

(Conspiracy 17-18).

He

do

believes,

Community Church in Cincmnati, Ohio,

change the world." This is

evangelism.
some

He defines it

as

a

sununary of what

"demonstrating the

act of humble service with no

"Free service offers

a

picture

is

strings

attached"

of the grace of God,

a
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priceless gift which

cleaning public toilets, single
snow

removal from

water at

be

can never

repaid" (20).

mom's free oil

These acts of humble service include

change, neighborhood windshield washing,

and sidewalks, free coffee, free coke

driveways

on

the

highway,

free

sports events, coins in expired parking meters, free corrmiumty dinners, shopping

for shut-ins
many ways

Cuiciimati

�

^the list is endless

as

possible,

in the

(215-26).

name

The strategy is to "touch"

of Jesus, to show the he

cares

as

many

people,

in

as

about the Greater

Mefropolitan area.

Sjogren is constantly looking for ways to ignite the dynamic power of the Holy
Spirit (Servant 172).

He says his greatest fear

"the fear of apathy

not

�

oriented

evangelism is

even

bothering to

as

make

he gets older is not fear of failure, but
a

difference"

(176).

The model of need-

effective model of demonsfrating the love of Jesus Christ to

one

the secular world.

Loving Relationships
A

the

quality characteristic of healthy congregations is

people

and

a

a

high degree

of love between

love for outsiders. Jesus said, "You must love each other, just

loved you. If you love each other, everyone will know that you

are

my

as

I have

disciples" (John

13:35, CEV). Growing churches have leaders who continually encourage and praise their

people. They encourage opportimities
the church and outside the

for

congregation.

developing and deepening relationships within
Schwarz says.

Unfeigned, practical love has a divinely generated magnetic power far
more effective than evangelistic programs which depend almost entirely
on verbal communication. People do not want to hear us talk about love,
they want to experience how Christian love really works. The more
technocratic a church, the more difficulties it will have in living out the
Christian commandment to love. Since the technocratic paradigm
understands faith primarily as the fiilfillment of dogmatic and moral
standards, it produces a deficit among Christians in their ability to love.
(Natural 36)
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Win Am, the

long-time church growth specialist,

defines this kind of love

as

"intentionally doing something caring or helpful

for another person, in Jesus' name,

regardless

(25).

of the cost

consequence to oneself

or

please his neighbor for the good,

to build him up. For

Paul wrote, "Each of us should
even

Christ did not

please himself

universal

principle that is

(Rom. 15:2, NIV).

Hemphill
created

by

We live in

God.
a

observes the need to be known and loved

Loneliness, isolation, and alienation are

transient

society with many people

as a

words in

common

our

culture.

rootless and homeless. He says,

"Tragically people seeking community come to our churches and often find only
film of family

promises

innate desire to
the

man

belong,

to be alone'

with the substance of family
to

Scriptures

and

we

lordship

fellowship of believers in the
coimnunities,
seven

we can

to be

known, and to be sheltered.

.

.

...

.

People have
'It is not

build

need to be loved and

.

an

good

for

of Christ, and

Church

knowing

(97).

and

we

accepted by God, led by the authority

need to

When

we

belong to

each other in the

really know our surrounding

caring relationships.

He outlines the

directives:
1

thin

(Gen. 2:18)" (104-105).

Macchia says that
of the

know,

relationships.

a

Express unconditional

love and acceptance;

2.

Encourage authenticity, transparency, honesty, integrity;

3.

Exhibit grace, mercy,

4.

Communicate and resolve conflicts;

5.

Establish

6.

Welcome

7.

Equip

means

for

forgiveness;

bearing each

diversity into

families

your

other's burdens;

fellowship; and,

through intentional

ministries.

(98-1 10)

following
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Living

in

to the Church to

love that

only

a

self-centered and often

culture presents

impersonal

develop loving relationships. Every community stands

God

can

magnets for those who

great challenge

a

in need of the

provide through his people. Loving, joyful, happy churches are
so

desperately

seek acceptance and love. The first great

commandment is to '"love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind.'

.

.

.

[T]he

second is like it: 'Love your

(Matt. 22:37-39, NIV). Everything rests

on

neighbor as yourself"

these commandments.

Methodology Literature
The
NCD

methodology of this study was

Survey, interviews,

a

single, descriptive

and historical data of the

congregation.

historical data

provided the quantitative research and the

research. This

study

fits William Wiersma' s

commonly associated with,

describes

a case

The survey and

interviews

provided qualitative

description of a case study:

but not limited to

using quasi-experimental research is

study utilizing the

case

qualitative research.

A

study" (Educational 17).

"Case studies

are

single subject study
Paul

Leedy

descriptive research.

employing this method, researchers do two things: first, they observe
with close scrutiny the population bounded by the research parameters;
second, they make a careful record of what they observe so that when the
In

aggregate record is made, the researchers

can

then retum to the record to

study the observations that have been described there. In this sense, survey
research involves, in common with historical research, the study of
records. (Practical 1 86)
Robert Yin says, "case studies have

describes five different

a

distinctive

place

in evaluation research" and

applications:

The most

important is

explain [original emphasis] the causal links in
are too complex for the survey of
experimental
second application is to describe an intervention and the
to

real-life interventions that

A
strategies.
real-life context in which it occurred. Third, case studies can illustrate
certain topics within and evaluation.
Foiuth, the case study strategy
...

.

.

.
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may be used to explore those situations in which the intervention being
evaluated has no clear, single set of outcomes. Fifth, the case study may be
a

This

study

"meta-evaluatiorf'

utilizes tables and

by introducing

or

�

of an evaluation

study

a

study. (Case Study 15)

figures, according to Corrine Glesne,

summarizing categories

discussed

m

to

"supplement text

detail in the text" (Becoming

166).
Conclusion
The transformation of a

complex,
who

are

theory

and

being transformed

skills

through

painful process.

are

congregation from

The Church is the

into his likeness.

important tools

for

St. James United Methodist Church

characteristics that
resources

are

lowest

on

the

U. S. Census

and

difficult,

of Christ made up of people

guiding

a

and systems

congregation to change

the very tools 1 used to

through the

explore the health

survey process, to deal with the

of

quality

scale, and to lead the church to greater health. Other

I used for the purpose of this

Discipline,

are

livmg body

a

Leadership, mentoring, vision,

exploring

and in the love of Christ. These

decline to health is

project include the

United Methodist Book of

data, the Joumals of the Genesee/Westem

Conference of the United Methodist Church,

a

Hew York

1992 Herb Miller consultation held at the

church, St. James Administrative Board/Council minutes, 50-Day Spiritual Adventure
Series, and

a

booklet

Years." The process

future, and
prayer

compiled by the congregation called

required patience,

most of all the

by the leadership

The

of the needs and vision for the
was

bathed in

and many others to bear fruit.

conceming church health is available to the Christian

challenge was to

Niagara Falls, New

gradual unfolding

Through the

leading of the Holy Spirit. The whole process

A wealth of material

community.

a

"St. James

York. The

discem what is useful and

eight quality characteristics

applicable to the

are

not

situation in

exhaustive, but they
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are

representative

and

health of the Church. I

provide
concur

a

reasonably

sound statistical basis for

with Linda Adams when she says, "One of the

benefits of the NCD approach is its ability to
realities"

(86).

The

quantify what may be

seen as

eight quality characteristics represent time-tested,

health/growth principles that have
quantitative

evaluating the

nature of the survey

primary

intangible

church

effected transformation around the world. The

was

balance with the

qualitative

form of research of the

interviews.
I

means

also be

to

anticipated that the study would prove to be
diagnose the

a means

usefiil

starting point by offering

a

current health of St. James United Methodist Church and would

to reevaluate in another year and offer more direction for the fiiture. Our

congregation had
Hunter's terms,

a

a

an

place to begin the transforming process of becoming,

"apostolic church"

m

the

in

George

city of Niagara Falls, New York.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROBLEM
St. James United Methodist Church

become the

City

downsizmg

the whole Niagara Falls
its

city, to

original property in an

throughout the 1970s, the

city in

1964.

attendance has

with the continued downward trend of population of

even

While St. James has much

area.

soon

strong church that has gone

the outer, northeastern side of the

in the late 1960s and

been stable since the mid 1980s

congregation,

a

The church facilities moved from the

interior residential section of the
some

founded in 1 892 in what would

of Niagara Falls, New York. It has been

through many cycles.

After

was

tendency has been to be

activity

inward focused,

in the life of the

growing mostly by

fransfer

from other churches.
A

growing number of people

who have

a

congregation are willing to

desire to reach the unchurched for Christ. In recent years

opening up opportunities
a

in the

for Bible studies and outreach. The

focus outward and

we

have been

youth ministry has become

greater priority in the church. Worship has gradually moved from being traditional

blended and

now

includes

been downsized to free

more

the time to become trusted
Beeson Pastor

my

ministry.

an

had to be faced and

time for

ministry.

service. Administrative structure has

As the pastor for fifteen years, 1 have had

by the congregation. My participation for eleven months

Program was

While the

early, contemporary

a

to

real sfretch for the

in the

congregation and has tested their trust in

congregation looked forward to my retum,

fallout from the year

expectations were high that big things were going to take place when

I retvuned.
The time

was

ripe to

assess

the health and the direction the church needed to take.

My calling to ministry had been recharged,

my vision had been

broadened, and I had
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been

and

equipped with numerous tools

those who have had

a

who had the desire to

hard time
move

absence. Transformation is the
James. The time had

come

to

the

adjusting to

ahead but

assessment of where the church

care was

taken not to overload

changes already taking place

weary from

were

nature of the

move

Great

resources.

keeping things moving

of Christ, and it is

body

ahead, but with clear vision and

was

and where it is

and others

going

in my

imperative for
an

St.

accurate

in relation to church health.

Purpose
The purpose of this
the

eight central qualities

study was to

determine if the

of healthy churches

as

defined

application of research based
by

on

Christian A. Schwarz in his

book. Natural Church Development, and the implementation of changes stemming from
this research would transform the life of St. James United Methodist Church in

a

declining region.
Research

Questions

1 What is the current health of the St. James United Methodist Church
.

congregation compared to the eight quality
The

eight quality characteristics are

characteristics defined
a

significant way

St. James United Methodist Chmch. Perceived

definitive

understanding of those weaknesses

results of the NCD

Survey served

as a

guide,

areas

changes

The intent of this

the

growth

events

of weakness exist, but

is needed to address them
a means

a more

effectively.

The

of substantiating the need for
St. James.

have led to church health?

question was to

and decline of St. James, and

affecting health.

Schwarz?

of determining the health of

change, and provided motivation to bring about greater health to
2. What past

by

After the

chart the

provide

early 1960s, the

a

area

demographics,

compare them to

comprehensive narrative

area

of the

key

began the steady economic and
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population dechne
1970s. In the

which affected the attendance of the

early to

congregation especially

mid 1980s, the attendance grew and then stabilized.

natural attrition due to death, church families continued to

employment, yet attendance

has remained stable.

move

Enough was

Along with the

away to seek better

done in the church to

people coming and attract new people from other existing or dying chvirches
become

a

application

of church health

principles have

congregation in a declining region in the study period between the

and the

area

to

numerically.

displaying

Most churches that

are

This

church in

region with a declining population.

factors revealed

study observed the

by the

a

growing

population.
a

on

the health

summer

of 2000

of 2001?

summer

Research shows that churches
grow

in the

keep

part of the congregation.

3. What effect will the

of a

in the

effect the

balance of health characteristics will
are

also in

areas

with

increasing

application of health principles had on a
Attention

was

given to

the minimum

survey.

Methodology
The

methodology was

ministry of St.
given to
over

its

a

single, descriptive

James United Methodist Church,

history,

its

organizational

structure

the last four decades. This infomiation
1992 Herb Miller

case

study, examining the life and the

Niagara Falls, New York.

Attention

was

past and present, and to growth pattems

was

gathered from conference records,

consultation, pastoral records, attendance records,

church records,

a

interviews with

long-time members, and two Natural Church Development Surveys (see

Appendix A).

After the first survey identifies the mimmum factors of the

eight quality

characteristics, the following freatments took place:
1

.

Discussion of the issues took

place

at

meetings of the Lay Leadership
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Team,
2.

our

leadership-visioning

A Church Council retreat revealed the results of the survey and

discussed issues in

as

4.

necessary;

Core Values

group
5.

were

reviewed and shared in the
and

discussions,

Emphasis was placed

began to implement what

of leadership,

depth;

Teams, Church Council, and Aimual Church Conference took action

3.

I

group;

mentoring,

visioning,

involved. Treatments included

starting

utilizing the lay leadership team

as a

children's/youth/adult ministries,
Reviews and other

small groups.

I leamed in the Beeson

and

adjustments

consultation with ChurchSmart

or

with

a

second

adding

Program and concentrated on the

working

awareness

worship

pilot/model

and

were

a

sermons, small

membership classes; and,

new

on

pulpit in

areas

of the systems issues

service in the fall of 2000,

cell group,

restmcturing of

other treatments recormnended

by NCD.

initiated after the second survey. Further

another church

consulting organization and the

completion of this project was anticipated.
Data Sources and Data Collection

Collection of data, pre and posttests, and interviews for this
the past

forty-one-year history, 1960-2001,

decline and

study was limited to

of St. James. These years reflect

growth, the move to new property in 1964,

growth and

and the pattem of ministry until

recent years.

Data

records

are

meetings,

was

collected fi*om archival records. The

the official minutes of the Official

and studies made of the church

principle

sources

fi-om the archival

Board, Administrative Board/Coimcil

(including the

1992 Herb Miller

consultation).
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A

of members of the church

sampling

conceming the attendance records

were

of the

interviewed after both surveys. Data

congregation was taken from the joumals

of the

Genesee/Westem New York Annual Conference.
Data

conceming the

health of the

congregation was

Natural Church

Development Survey given to

sixrvey that

given in the

was

October 2001 for

lead

lay

of preselected

Appendix ^,

of 2000

data. Mere

quantitative

qualitative insight the
m

summer

a cross

was

logistics

questions

in

Appendix ^.

by the

section of thirty

use

dictated the

participants representing
lay

a

of the

lay persons.

actually taken again after one

delay into the

leader conducted informal interviews,

the first survey. After the second survey, the lead
the

collected

The

year in

fall. For

utilizing questions

cross-section of participants

leader conducted interviews

1 trained and oriented the lead

lay leader who was

m

using

involved

in the entire process to conduct the interviews.

Population, Sample Boundaries,
The

subjects of this study were

Church. The NCD

persons

NCD

and Control

Survey

included

a

the

congregation of St.

population sample

including leaders representing a cross

Siurey's

criteria for these
1

.

James United Methodist

of thirty

representative lay

section of the entire

congregation.

The

participants are,

The pastor considers them to be

actively involved in the

center of

church life;

actively involved in a ministry in the church; and,

2.

They

3

They must be

.

are

a

member of a small

group/cell group/home group/ or

Sunday school class.
I, in consultation with the Lay Leadership Team, made the selections. Care
follow the NCD

Survey criteria and be inclusive of age and gender.

was

taken to

A strong attempt

was
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made to

keep

the

same

second time due to the

group

siu^eyed both times,

but

new

added the

were

persons

first time

unavailability of some who participated the

(see

Appendix J).
Instrumentation
The Natural Church

Development Survey was given to both past

leaders and other members. The Institute for Church
first

developed the

survey that

was

health of the church

on

the basis of eight

an

American

by the

characteristics:

fimctional structure,

services, holistic small

evangelism,

results

are

tabulated

through a computer program

and

mailed back to the church from ChurchSmart. The

a

and

to

grade the

empowering leadership,

gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality,
groups, need-oriented

subsidiary

mventory that asks the leaders

quality

lay

Development located in Germany

translated and revised

ChurchSmart Resources. The instrument is

and present

inspiring worship

loving relationships.

complete

"church

profile"

The

is

profile provides suggestions for

raising the lower quality characteristics and access for consultation.
The instrument is the most
date. While it has

comprehensive study

generated much controversy

church health characteristics. More than

thirty-two
and

one

countries took part in the initial

on

and discussion, it

thousand churches

and

validity. Approved methods from

of the data (Natural
the church and its

growth and health to

covers a

on

19). This instrument is being used to

a

social scientist

standards for

social science

were

measure

broad range of

six continents and in

project. Christoph Schalk,

psychologist, designed the questionnaire with rigorous

reliability,

church

objectivity,

used for the

the

analysis

perceived health of

impact on the growth of the congregation.

Variables

The

dependent variable of this study, the health and the resulting growth of the
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church, is defined

as an

increase in the average

study

is the attendance of all

is the

organizational

spiritual

Sunday moming worship

stmcture and the

attendance. Attendance for this

worship

services. The

spiritual growth of the church.

life of the church will be measured

by the quality

of these

independent variable
The stmcture and

eight

empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, passionate spirituality,
stmcture,
and

inspiring worship services,

loving relationships.

spiritual vitality
church

In this

characteristics:

functional

holistic small groups, need-oriented

study,

it is

evangelism,

anticipated that the organizational

of the church will influence the rate of worship attendance

plan is to

address the

quality characteristics that are the

weakest

and the

growth.

The

compared to the

stronger characteristics measured by the NCD Survey.
Delimitations

This

study is focused on

St. James United Methodist

York, and is limited to forty-one
was

also limited to

years of its

thirty lay persons who

leadership team to represent a cross

history from

were

selected

section of the

Church, Niagara Falls,

1960-2001. The NDC

by the pastor

and the

New

Survey

lay

congregation.

Generalizability
The

findings of this study have

Church. Generalizations about other

denomination
attention to

or

of other size and

direct

implications

for St. James United Methodist

congregations, within the United Methodist

makeup,

can

only

be made with caution

demographics. Similarities may or may not

paying

exist among churches

experiencing transition.
Data Collection

The NCD
four pages

Survey is

a

(see Appendix A).

paper-and-pencil instrument with ninety-one questions
It

was

administered to the selected, mvolved

on

lay persons in
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a

group

setting

in the

of 2000 and fall of 2001. The surveys

summer

ChurchSmart for tabulation and
first survey

Appendix

utilizing questions

G

were

in

Informal interviews

Appendix

congregational historical data,

comparison to

the

descriptive analysis

mailed to

conducted after the

using the questions

were

studied to

on

including annual
gather attendance

dependent variable.
Data

A

O. Interviews

were

conducted after the survey in 2001. Church records,

conference joumals and
statistics for

analysis.

were

of all

Analysis

independent

and

dependent variables was

to determine whether a correlation exists between the

conducted

eight central quality characteristics

and the transformation of St. James United Methodist Church. All information

derived from survey data, church records, and interviews.

was
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Before I could

even

begin the study

my retum from the Beeson Pastor

of St. James United Methodist Chxurch upon

Program in Jvme 2000,

1 had to recoimect and

credibility with the congregation after a very difficult year.
many

and

the interim pastor, and

particularly upsetting to
to install

that

The church had gone

changes including organizational stmcture, worship style changes,

adjusting to

was

a

permanent

some

screen

in the

readjusting to my retum.

very short

As

experience.

for video

noose

one

my time away

An issue that

presentation for worship.
was

exhausted. I

was

I

came

was

back to

congregation." Renewmg

a

church

mentally exhausted from

parishioner told me upon my retum, "Pastor,

with many in the

through

congregation was moving the cross behind the altar

divided, and lay leadership that

the Beeson

regain

you have

a

contact with the

congregation informally and recoimecting and encouraging my leadership was important
before I could

begin to

deal with Research

St. James United Methodist Church

characteristics defined
not look very

What is the current health of the

congregation compared against the eight quality

Schwarz? At the inunediate time of my retum, the church did

healthy!

Initial contact

through worship
was

by

Question #1:

began with the congregation in two ways beyond regular contact

and normal

pastoral

duties. One way

was

accomplished through what

called "Dessert Night with Dave and Diane." The other way

with my

leadership to

The dessert

share vision and

nights were

congregation to

meet

an

attempt

plan for the Natural

to create

with my wife and

questions (see Appendix C),

me

an

Church

to meet

extensively

Development Survey.

informal forum for members of the

and to hear what

and share their

was

we

experienced,

ask

questions and concems for the church.

1

was
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able to get

a sense

of the

general

attitude of the church that would be

the results of the surveys in 2000 and 2001. We set up six
6

July for people

two

to

people ranging

nights

offered

church who

questions

voluntarily sign up

largely supportive

group

of the

1 : What is

years that you view

as a

one

change the

June and

convenient for them. A total of thirty-

signed up

represented the more

changes occurring

church has

for five out of the six
active

people

of the

in the church, but many had

(see Appendix E).

experienced in the past several

positive change?

Most responses centered

on

worship: contemporary

and traditional music

were

appreciated with many long-time members favoring traditional and most newer

people favoring contemporary music. Age was

regardless of age,

indicated

attraction to the church

experiences
many

was

a

that it

was

upbeat

in other churches. The blended

people; worship being too traditional

responses included younger

church

now

that it seemed

not the

years

was

and

style
for

of my

was

Question

2: What

people,

of music. Part of their

of worship tended to be

a

frustration for

and too "loud" for others.

some

mentioned

more

consistently.

Other

streamlined. Others felt disenfi-anchised

longevity (thirteen years

going to stay at

new

My

typical

people coming to church and better organization of the

important being frequently mentioned
long I

most

refreshing compared to past

administrative system. Most everyone considered the

significance

key factor here;

genuine liking for the newer styles

growth in preaching through the

The

evenings between 21

and reservations about the current state of the church

Question

both

was

in ages between the 30s and the 80s

(see Appendix D). This

were

when it

helpful interpreting

as a

by the new

paid youth pastor to

to that

be

a

positive.

date) became increasing

positive with an underlying question of how

St. James.

one area

of the church has

helped you to

grow

spiritually

over
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the past several

years?

The most consistent response

was

the United Methodist

opened many people (young

and

lives. Over

(1992-94 during Lent),

a

three-year

span

Adventure Series created
as an

in the church

mentioned better

Sunday

to a real

by Mainstay

important part of the

fiiendships

old)

church's

study

school

Bible

study that

of the Bible for the first time in their

participated in the 50-Day

we

Church Resources, and that

spiritual growth in the

consistently brought up

were

Disciple

90s.

was

often mentioned

Fellowship and

in the conversations. Some

teachers, drama in worship, and small

groups

as

important helps to spiritual growth.
Question

eflfectively?

To

3: What

are some

fellowship

A need for

was

for the older

came

more

out of the

small groups,

often mentioned. The older

people of the congregation.

Stephen Ministries was

an

articulating how the

a

intimacy, loving relationships, and authentic

participants

voiced the need for

Some mentioned that the

community. People had

church should reach out into the

should be done. Some of the

congregation as

conversations fell into the category of

more

whole to have

a

I started

support

started

difficult time

conununity, although many said

a more

open attitude to
more

drama in
for

as

worship,

Sunday

being more

more

ministry

school teachers,

prayer chain.

meeting with the lay leaders to plan for the NCD

it

for the

change as well

opportunities in general, more training and accoimtability
need for

a

progressive people voiced the need

invitational to others. Others voiced the need for

a

recently

more

encouraging beginning. Another idea included more

interaction with other churches and the

and

more

Niagara Falls?

The greatest need that

relationships.

ways the church could minister to you

survey and

began to
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share vision
statement

along the

lines of core values

adopted by the

church at

a

(see Appendix K)

church conference

Research

Question

on

and

11

enlarging

February

on

1996.

#1

What is the current health of the St. James United Methodist Chm-ch

compared against the eight quality
On 1 1

Survey to

be

July 2000

given

(Appendix F).

on

I sent

23

a

August

1

.

The lead

survey

Lay Leadership

would be chosen

Survey

limit of thirty

2.

One person from

3.

A

cross

an

immediate

section of the members of the

congregation by

current

leadership,

5.

A member of a

made,

survey

Question

we

Sunday

had

our

school

class, small group,

group of thirty

went

as

long-time

age:

and past

or a

leadership.

Bible

study.

participants who took the

Maggs, mterviewed eight persons immediately

(Appendix G).

(see Appendix H)

selection team

family;

Active involvement in the life of the church; and,

Will

a

participants;

4.

were

by

Team

The criteria included,

myself.

lay leader.

completed the

congregation of the coming NCD

thirty participants

members, short-time members,

After contacts

congregation

by Schwarz?

2000 after consultation with the

The letter indicated

of lay leaders and

characteristics defined

letter to inform the

the mission

The responses in the interviews

after

survey.

they

following the

follows:

1 : Do you think that the NCD

Survey will reveal anything

about

our

church?
Most

would
as

people generally responded that the questions were good and that the

help because

to whether or not

it covered many aspects of the church. Some

people answered tmthfiilly,

and

one

concem was

person said that

some

survey

expressed
questions
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were

The overall

"iffy."

that it would be

consensus was

a

good starting tool to give

feedback about the chwch. Everyone

was

willing to give the

Question 2: What changes do

you

anticipate

The

different

styles

general

response to this

viewpoints expressed much anticipation

awareness

Hope

of grumbling from

a

chance.

in the fiiture?

question was very positive

of services sometime in the fall.

with the

process

and

hopeful. People

long-time members

expectation was expressed that the

and grow.

Hope was expressed that the

with

about the idea of having two different

existed for the fiiture of the church

years. The

some

about the

changes

even

in recent

church would reach out to the unchurched

church would be

"happy" again after all the

turmoil of recent years.

Question 3:

How would you describe the

pastor's leadership style?

My leadership style received very positive responses. People expressed that I had
the

ability to delegate responsibility and

grow in the fiiture. With all the upset
was

willing to trust me
Question 4:

people to

directly.
a

Two

good way")

the

How does the

answer.

Few

church at the time, the

being.

pastor's leadership style
me

that both

suggestions

congregation

Questions

were

need to

change?

3 and 4 seemed very awkward

offered to the issue of my

leadership style

people mentioned that I should be more aggressive and confrontational ("in
and not to try to

congregation more

"please everyone."

from the

Question 5:

The

sense

pulpit and communicate

"find ways to share his rationale with

As in

going on in the

at least for the time

My lead lay leader told to
for the

communicate where the church had to go to

more

that I needed to

more

effectively was given:

people."

What other comments do you have about the

Question 1,

challenge

most responses were

survey?

positive toward the

survey while

some
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vague and

thought the questions were
given for comments

was

shared that

the church any

more are

especially when
know what is

feeling by

going on before
moved

out,

hearing about the

relieving

some

it

over

These exit interviews
had been

some

that

themes I had heard

I retumed. One

cross was

were

do not have

they

throughout the

shared

happens, brought up the

for the video

proved to

no

place was

more

going

on

in

away and heard

was

out the need for

frustration felt

by

people to

some over

the

screen.

state of the church

talk and become

beyond

Lack of

say in what is

a

be valuable in two ways:

of the frustration that

expressed.

year I

interviewee, again pointing

and

provided

people were

said that those interviewed felt awkward at

they were able to

was

few wished to make additional comments

a

asked, and here is where the finstrations of some

communication and the

way the

Some frustration

about the state of the church.

My lead lay leader
what

general.

not

first, but with

candid

as

a

they reinforced what I

forum for

bemg heard.
some

some

to

speak

The interviewer

prompting and patience,

they began to

share.

Within two weeks ChurchSmart Resources mailed back the results of the survey

including graphs,
other

conmients about the survey and how the results of St. James compare to

churches, and

comments about the minimum and maximum factors. We also

received Schwarz and Schalk' s book.

Implementation Guide to Natural

Church

Development.
The results of the first survey

(see Appendix I)

are

presented in Table 4.1 below.

indicates "that 50 is the median

or

'average.'"

The

cover

letter
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Table 4.1

Characteristics, August 2000

St. James Profile of Quality

St. James Results

Quality Characteristic

42

Functional Structures

43

Inspiring Worship

Holistic small groups

37

Evangelism
Loving Relationships

41

AVERAGE SCORE

42

seven

for St. James

health. The

Survey

pastor's

forty-two. Only the

The

glaring needs to be

Spirituality,

also takes into account the attendance trend

survey asked for adult

during the worship

service.

and the

Groups.
as an

indicator of

attendance, but St. James records kept locally

and sent to the annual conference of the denomination
groups present

was

Minimum factor. Passionate

second lowest minimum factor. Holistic Small
The NCD

quality characteristics were below the

Empowering Leadership, hit exactly fifty.

by the church were the

(Min)

48

out of eight of the
score

(Max)

46

Service

national median of fifty. The average

addressed

31

Need-oriented

This survey revealed that

maximum factor.

50

Empowering Leadership
Gift-Oriented Ministry
Passionate Spirituality

only record the total of all

Using the totals

conference, the attendance trend is shown in Table

4.2.

age

submitted to the annual

Figure 4.1 graphs these numbers.
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Table 4.2

Average Worship

Attendance

Worship
Percent Change

Attendance 1995-2000

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

200

191

188

181

194

193

-4.5%

-1.6%

-3.7%

+6.7%

-0.5%

Figure 4.1
St. James Attendance 1995-2000

downward trend, the attendance jumped in 1999 and leveled off in

Although there was

a

2000

including

preceding

and

my time in the Beeson

Research

What past

changes have

A review of the past

Church reveals
shows

a

Question

Program.
#2

led to church health?

forty-one years of the history of St.

fairly steady attendance

while the

James United Methodist

population of the City of Niagara Falls

sharp decline (see Appendix B). Researching the GeneseeAVestem New York

Conference Joumals also reveals that church attendance records

1964. The

only

similar statistic

As stated in

Chapter 1,

were

only kept after

kept in prior years was the church membership.
St. James has been

a

very active church

involving people
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in church diimers, bazaars, and administrative conmiittees

recall involvement

not

a

priority

other than

1960s St. James had the momentum of a

Niagara Falls area had

1970s

industry.

saw

leveling

new

being relegated to

building

from the New York State Power

Bell

Aircraft,

a

major employer,

some

dips

in the 1990s

Project

was

key changes and

events that led to

committee. In the

and the

already

on

the

height of the

downswing.

picking up

The

in the 1980s

(see Appendix B).

Church records, historical records, and interviews with

the

a

and the momentum that the

the worst decline in church attendance with recovery

off with

some

evangelistically in the United Methodist New Life Missions and Key

Events, evangelism was

chemical

years. While

through the

long-time members

keeping the church active,

if not

reveal

healthy by

Schwarz's definition.
1964

The

�

1964

February

move

from the

proved to be

original neighborhood site to the present site

the most

the first erected in 1 892 and then the

was

newer

the site of the first two

and much

larger "yellow brick

church" erected in 191 1. While this caused much controversy within the

the

move

to a new location

(five acres) with ample parking

key to the

survival of the church. The location

central to

outlying townships proved to

new

16

significant change to have far-reaching implications

for the fiiture health of the church. The old property

buildings,

on

near an

be critical

as

space and

interstate

congregation,

room

to grow was

highway and more

families moved out of the

city.

The

building included a Christian education wing and a multi-purpose fellowship

hall/sanctuary with plans
1960s in the

for

a new

sanctuary

m

the future.

city of Niagara Falls that did not make

similar

Many active churches in the
moves

have either died

or are

dying.
The

congregation made the decision to purchase the present property outside the
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neighborhood

section of the

rapidly changing

city

neighborhood surrounding the

in 1960. The

in the 1950s and the decision

was

made

an

addition to the current

Groundbreaking took place
the old
and

building

was

in the

sold to

growing under the

same

a

last

1967

1969
the

forty-one

summer

as was

being planned

of 1962, and after

pastor. Rev. Glerm Raybon,

yearly

years after the

move

still

^New parsonage

�

no

at this tune of writing.

(see Figure

4.2 and

highest

Appendix B).

occupied

on

the

same

grounds

United

as

the church.

Merger with

Brethren) Church adding

some

significant growth in attendance. Many former Albright members

^The mortgage

�

was

1973

was

paid in fiill

made to continue the
The St. James

�

for the

new

building

and

grounds,

Most students have

has established a

come

and the

building project to build a sanctuary.

Pre-kindergarten Program was

established

as a

Christian

outreach to children of St. James and to children fi-om the greater Niagara Falls

the

thriving

Baptist church or dropped out completely.

1972

decision

occupying the new building,

Seventy-fifth Anniversary Celebration.

�

members with

went to a

of

in the 1940s and 1950s.

average St. James attendance went to its

Albright United Methodist (former Evangelical

new

to relocate instead

Baptist Afiican-American congregation that is

Attendance records show that the

peak in the

building

was

by the congregation with the

strong encouragement of Rev. Chester Beebe (pastor 1949-59)

building

church

fi-om the closest

neighborhood to the church

good reputation m the community.

area.

and the program

Some families have become part of

congregation the through the Pre-K ministry.
1975

of St. James
exposure.

�

The St. James Seniors,

as an

a

social/travel group,

ecumenical outreach that has

given the

was

established

church additional

by members

community
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1980

and

was

Under the

�

leadership

formally occupied

attendance in the years
1982

on

of Rev. Arthur

Northrup, the

16 November. Records show

Closing of the Wesley United Methodist
Many active members transferred

During the

sharp

was

built

increase of

following the completion of the new sanctuary.

�

of Niagara Falls.

a

sanctuary

new

1980s Rev.

Northrup placed

a

Church in the Love Canal section

to St. James and remain active.

high emphasis

community involvement. New Life Mission and World

Mission

on

aduh

Sunday school,

evangelistic events,

and

strong Bible teaching that had been lacking for several years. As United Methodist

congregations

and other

congregations

to St. James came from those

Long-time members
congregation
their

length

in

spite of the

service

dwindled

or

closed around the

city,

most

growth

congregations.

also attribute
downward

steady pastoral leadership to the

survival of the

population trend. Table 4.3 lists the pastors

contributing to the forty-one year history of St.

and

James from 1960 to

the present time:

Table 4.3

Pastors of St. James United Methodist Church 1949-2002

Chester C. Beebe

1949-1959

Keith M.

Dewey
Croop
William H. Jessop
Wayne C. Byham
Arthur O. Northrup

1959-1963

Berfram M.

1963-1968

David W. Kofahl

1987-(todate)
July 1999-May 2000

Harold

1968-1974
1974-1979
1979-1987

"Rusty" Thomas (Interim)

Chester Beebe and 1 represent the

longest tenure

as

10 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
5 years
8 years
15 years
11 months

pastors in the entire 1 10-year history
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of St. James, ten years and fifteen years
who

interim pastor while I attended the Beeson

was

7.6 years. If Chester Beebe and I

Arthur

are

had the

Dewey

and Bertram

highest attendance

in the

close to retirement, and Wayne
attendance

during their time

if the

Croop,

younger pastors

forty-one

at St. James.

during their time

year span of this

Byham retired

congregation was going to

of the

the death of William
Much of his time

was

occupied taking

changes

such

some

in

in 1970

care

as a

of his

1991-92, and peaked

one

in my life

a

chronology of events

leading up to the

1987

�

Beeson

The transition to

predecessor Arthur Northup.
infroduce

me

to

the

new

sanctuary and

attribute to the

ongoing vitality

difficult time for the

and

Many recall

congregation.

dying wife.
growth trend continued to

last time in 1993 before somewhat

leveling off (see Appendix B). My early years at
usual." Below is

as

All pastors of St. James in

When I started my pastorate at St. James in 1987, the

1990, dipped

major

survive. Arthur Northrup, while close to

leaner attendance years of the 1970s.

Jessop's first wife

Jessop was

St. James would have to make

steady record of ministry that many

congregation even through the

William

James,

Many older members, however, remember

attempted to bring a new evangelical vitality to the church.
a

study.

at St.

from St. James and both had the lowest

retirement age when he left St. James, initiated

Table 4.3 have had

average stay has been

above the average between 1960 and 1990.

Wayne Byham warning the congregation that
changes

Program, the

factored out, the average stay is still 5.6 years.

Northup's stay of eight years is
Keith

Excluding Rusty Thomas,

date.

respectively to

St. James

were

mostly "business

as

changes in the life of the congregation and

Program and this study.

Niagara Falls went smoothly vdth the help

We met twice before the move, and time

key church leadership and driving me

arotmd the

was

of my
used to

city acquainting me
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with

funeral homes,

hospitals,

yoimg pastor who had

people he knew,

eight years experience

paradigms myself, my adjustment to
to the

etc. The church was

of fiiU-time

St. James went

parsonage.

Worship

smoothly,

traditional, yet vibrant.

was

Life Mission that led to the establishment of a new

study that
1988

aquatics
senior
the

ministry. Operating
and the

under old

congregation took

youngest pastor they had since the mid-1960s and the first young family in the

(1969)

Bible

ready for a new,

^To connect

�

one

Sunday school

class and

a

a

New

men's

attended the camp

congregation today.

1998. This became the

attending.

with the

more

youth

of the church, I directed

a

senior

high

of the denominational conference camps. Eleven out of twenty

high youth who

conference and

fall, the church held

I led.

camp at

forward to

In the

new

It

I continued this

from St. James;

responsibility one

camp that senior

summer

was

were

also

a

some are

week each

high youth from

active adults in

summer

through

St. James would look

time of mentoring future camp directors for the

inviting people to be counselors

who would later lead the

youth

group at

St. James.

Julv-August 1988
Graham Crusade had
members who
groups. The

a

�

Full

major impact on the

eventually became key

St. James

leaders. It

Buffalo-Niagara Billy

congregation and ftiture

St. James

spawned Bible studies and many prayer

day brought many people together.

Fall 1988

^At the request of my district

�

Ecumenical Task Force, which

to the

Greater

fellowship that took place on the church sponsored charter bus trip to

Buffalo each

Love Canal

participation in the

tragedy

was

of the

the ecumenical effort to resettle the victims of the

in the late 1970s and 80s.

community, other clergy, and

superintendent, I joined the board

gave

My participation in ETF

me a

real

sense

of the

gave

me

exposure

pathos of a nationally-
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known

tragedy that very much contributed to

worse, the

community's declining self-image.

many of my

from the
chvirch

parishioners

Wesley

through,

not

I received

1989

Love Canal

dump

greater vmderstanding of what

experienced the

but many who

were

death of a very active

site.

I attended the Fuller histitute How to Break the 200 Barrier Seminar

and

saw

For the first time since

the difficulties of pushing

that invisible barrier. While

no

direct results

were

seminary,

a

I

was

refreshed in church

church the size of St. James

share and pray with

over

immediately realized from this

conference, I became increasingly unsettled with traditional church forms

principles

even

�

Pittsbvu:gh, Pennsylvania.

growth principles

a

only losing their homes,

United Methodist Church and

virtually next to the
April

near

went

the decline of Niagara Falls and

and

began to

key people who had a heart for spiritual growth. Many of the

shared at this conference

were

far

beyond comprehension for many long-time

leaders of St. James at that time,
March 1990

featuring

Frank

�

a

church

Tillapaugh and John

Fuller conference the

January 1991

charged to

previous

�

Administrative Board
council

1 attended

growth conference

oversee

Anderson, Indiana

Maxwell. This remforced what I leamed at the

year.

Change in adminisfrative

(the

at

official adminisfrative

stmcture of the church

board)

ministry committees) to

a

and Council

United Methodist Book of Discipline. While, in

small

was an

April

it

1991

Elmbrook Church

group

ministry.

near

fact, this

initial step of simplifying the adminisfration of the

I attended

�

Ministries

a

(the

single Adminisfrative Council

according to the

change,

on

by combining the

was a

very

congregation.

Serendipity workshop led by Lyman Coleman at

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

I

gained

a

greater understanding of small
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January 1992

�

St. James

participated in a district-wide Congregational

Growth/Eyangelism Consultation by Herb Miller,
Texas. This

a

study included gathering demographic

parish

consultant from Lubbock,

information from the church,

county. Mr. Miller made the following recommendations from demographics,

congregational

city

and

a

survey, and interviews wdth leaders.

(1) Clarify

and focus

include effective

goal

our

which God calls every
is the mandate to

"go,

members)

services

�

�

make

a

since

Consider

one

our

more

increase in the

out in its

commimity

people to

visit

than 75 percent of people who join

worshipers

moving in the

to

of the missions to

members to invite

someone

within

direction of a

our

a

invites them.

strategy in which laypersons make

home of all first-time

(4)

since

so as

disciples."

church attend the first time because

(3) Organize

congregation

congregation in the living

Use methods that encourage

worship

as a

evangelism methods (and consequent

mmiber of active church

(2)

orientation

a

friendly visit to the

thirty-six hours.

paid nursery

staff rather than

a

volunteer staff.

(5) Strengthen the assimilation process by which each new member
becomes involved in

joining and

a

group in the church within six weeks after

involved in

some

sort of role or

responsibility in the

church within the first six months.

(6) Organize

in ways that increase the number of members who

actively involved
(7) Study and

are

in various ministries of our church.

seek to understand methods that encourage young adults of
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this

generation who

are

in the age of twenty to

involved with Christ and the church

�

accomplished

is

now

forty to

since the

somewhat different than

means

become

by which this

they were three

is

decades

ago.

(8) Strengthen the involvement/participation of young
range of twenty-five to

adult

(9)

aduhs in the age

forty through strategies that enlarge the "young

fellowship nucleus"

of our

congregation.

Use methods that increase the likelihood of our present adult classes

growing larger.
(10)

Consider

expending

staff by

employing a half-time

Christian

education-youth director.
(11) Strengthen our leadership procedures
with the size of our
churches
Most of these

are

smaller than

ours).

through the

cracks

(#5) would still be

study.

important graph from the Herb Miller study indicated the dates the present

members of the

congregation joined the church.

churches, it emphasized the imperative to

and it gave

consistent

recommendations, after prayer and consideration, found their way into the

issues in the current

other

are more

congregation (85 percent of United Methodist

life of the church. Reconunendations that fell

An

in ways that

hope

substantial

congregation active.

See

It reflected the influx of people from

grow if the church

growth had taken place

Figure 4.2 below:

was

going to survive,

in the past decade that

kept the
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Pre- 1950

1950-59

F^ure

4.2

Dates of Present Members

Joining St.

(1991)

James United Methodist Church

The consultation would prove to be useful and
on

1990-91

1980-89

1970-79

1960-69

target, and those with which

we never

prophetic.

dealt with

The recommendations

proved to

were

all

be issues in both NCD

Surveys.
February-April 1992
Adventure Series created

with the theme, "The

study series,

and I

as a

St. James

by Chapel

participated m its

of the Air

Family God Wants

response to the

was

the

an

Us to Be." The entire

Simday school used the

A

greeting ministry called

spiritual challenges of the Adventiu-e
were

on

first-time

and the Herb Miller

also established. The creation of

illustration that the Adventure had

1992-Spring

Church Resources

established to welcome guests and follow up

congregation the findings of the Herb
Fall

50-Day Spiritual

Ministries/Mainstay

consultation. Other visitation groups for shut-ins
these ministries is

fnst

preached from the reconunended material.

the "Sonshine Committee"
visitors

�

a

positive effect

of reinforcing to

Miller consultation.

1993�Celebration of the Centennial of St. James United

Methodist Church that included

a

banquet and special worship

service in October. A
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booklet, "St.

Through the Years," containing

James

the

history of the church, record of

pastors, memories of long-time members, and other information

was

compiled, printed,

and distributed to members and friends of the church. Much of the historical information
for this dissertation is from this booklet. The aimual Christmas
was an

occasion to conunemorate the

service

was

held

on

Christmas

Day

"yellow brick"

John Vincent took

preached his

1892. A

church

place

first sermon, and first

building

on

on

Sunday

21 March 1993 and

as

St. James Methodist

1 8 December.

Founding pastor.

school classes

centennial celebration

highlight of the

school program

of St. James. It recalled that the first

founding

18 December 1892, and the formal dedication

Episcopal Church by Bishop
Rev. W. J. West,

Sunday

was

were

held

going back to the

sharing a joint service

on

old

with the

congregation of Trinity Baptist Church, the Afiican-American congregation that bought
the

building

in 1964.

12 January 1993

�

^Visitation Committee

February- April 1993
Adventure Series created

�

St. James

participated

of the Air

by Chapel

inaugurated.
in its second

50-Day Spiritual

Ministries/Mainstay

Church Resources

entitled, "Spiritual Skills for Changing Times."

September
inaugurated at
training

1993

The United Methodist Bible

�

St. James after

and start

a

Disciple

a

lay woman came to me

group. The first

graduated the following June.

This

percent of the Bible would prove
wife and I and two other

than

sixty people,

thirty-six

to

Disciple
lesson

I group started in the fall and

study that covers more than 75

change the spuitual

Disciple

I and II

many of whom

were

are now

in

was

and asked if she could go to the

level of the whole church.

lay persons took the Disciple training

1994 and led fiiture groups.
more

study series Disciple

offered

course

over a

teaching

and

in the

seven-year

My

summer

of

period with

leadership positions,
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completing

the

study.

September

This would
^Men's

1993

January- April

�

1994

entitled

course

"Daring to

by Chapel

participation

of the Air

congregation with less

September 1994

and organ.

a

pay

the

youth leader,

youth ministry.

My wife,

the first

future years.

a

50-Day Spiritual

had run their

opening to

the

worship

service

director, began the

leader.

�

This

in

who had been choir

^After much discussion and

1994

near

than enthusiastic response in 1994.

Choruses became part of the

gradual transition to worship

September

in

Ministries/Mainstay Church Resources

�

accompanied by piano

change

Again." Apparently the 50-Day Adventures

Dream

in the life of the

for

Fellowship/Bible study begun.

St. James third

�

Adventure Series created

lay the groundwork

some

controversy

over

the need to

part-time youth coordinator was hired and began to

was

in response to the recommendation of past

oversee

unpaid youth

leaders and the Herb Miller consultation.
27 February 1995

After much prayer and discussion with church

�

gathered together a group of eight visionary
prayer and discussion
as

over

also

an

representing most age

the fiiture of the church. This group

the Vision Committee and would

It would

leaders

develop

a

direction of the church and how
27 March 1995

for

me

at

a

time when I

myself to guide members of the Administrative Coimcil

was

held to

vision for the church. This
and

knovm

was

wrestling with the

long I would remain as pastor.

and

evaluating present ministry

eventually became

was

^A Vision Adventure Conference led

a

groups for

in the next few years and

�

begin shaping

I

church mission statement for the first time.

eventually lead the church through major changes

accoimtability/support group

leaders,

new

directions for

was

growth.

by the Vision Committee

and other interested

the

beginning of the

The whole group

people
church

was

divided
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into four discussion groups that deah with four

key

areas

of the church:

Worship,

Outreach, Instruction/Equipping, and Fellowship/Community.

Spring

1995

�

On the recommendation of a

Playing Church,

Beyond

revolutionized my

thinking about the

member of the Vision Team

team),

and

by the

a

as

I read Mike

Spiritual Entrepreneurs.

future of the church. I

(we changed the

name

Slaughter's book,

This book

purchased

and function from

copy for every

a

a

committee to

a

end of the year all had read the book.

18-19 May 1995

Leading

published

now

friend,

Magnetic

I attended

�

a

"Building and

Herb Miller seminar entitled

Church."

22 June 1995

^Five members of the Vision Team and I attended

�

sponsored seminar in Batavia,

New

a

conference-

York, featuring Michael Slaughter, author of

Spiritual Entrepreneurs. By telling the story of Ginghamsburg Church, Slaughter shared
some

key principles including a passion to

multimedia and contemporary
my

This

day-long

importance

seminar had

a

of

lasting impact

on

lay people.
Julv 1995

an

worship.

reach the lost and the

�

Choruses

replaced the first hymn of the worship

integral part of worship rather than a prelude to the
September

1995

�

service and became

service.

new

youth coordinator was hired

new

sound system

after the first

one

resigned

and moved to Florida.

November 1995
controversial event

quickly.

I

was

("What do

laughed

we

need that

was

installed in the sanctuary,

for?") that would impact worship

standing aroimd the new sixteen-channel soundboard with

visionary leadership,
We

�

and

we

and

we

joked that "we could plug

a

very

some

rock band into this

joked about it never dreaming it would happen,

a

of my

system."

but in two years

we
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would have

a

The

praise band.

utility of the system was demonstrated right away with the

annual Christmas cantata in December.

^Adoption of the

11 Februarv 1996

�

K) by the

St. James Mission Statement

(see Appendix

Aimual Church Conference.

Spring

1996

^Two

�

guitar players and

accompany the choruses and

special

music.

Stadium in

trustee, and

bass

By fall,

playing time together, they accompanied the
12-13 Julv 1996

a

who

^I attended the Promise

�

accepted

as

confidence and

they gained

choruses every

Sunday.

Keepers gathering

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania with four key
one

player began to occasionally

leaders

at Three Rivers

(lay leader,

trustees

chair,

Christ at the event who would became the financial

secretary).
November 1996

I heard about the Beeson Pastor

�

a

fiiend

currently in the program.

to understand how to grow

and in my circumstances

While the

(middle

The

spiritual
at

a

high school,

group attended

a

'96 with five thousand

and

leaving

St.

at my age

James).

three-day Youth For Christ
youth from

all

over

the

Many youth made first-time commitments to Christ and came back on fire. The

level of the

well-received

year the

youth

Niagara Falls called Niagara

northeast.

thought of going seemed like the final piece

age, children in

�

in

for the first time from

church, I quickly dismissed the idea as impossible

a

26-28 December 1996

Rally

Program

youth group

worship

was

changed,

service where the

and the

Niagara experience was presented

youth shared their Niagara experience. Each

"Niagara" events have continued to impact youth and

who have volunteered at the
3-7 Februarv 1997

rally as

coimselors and the many

My wife and

�

I attended the

adults from the church

positions needed.

Asbury Theological Seminary

Ministers' Conference that had the theme of worship and featured Robert Webber of
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Wheaton

College.

of worship. The

The conference modeled contemporary,

challenge we took home

one

that

was

traditional, and blended styles

worship

should be done with

excellence and without dead space, the awkward silence in the transition between

portions
God to

of the

worship

apply to

discussed the
17-19

service. Another effect

the Beeson Pastor

possibility with Dr.
1997

April

Ginghamsburg Change
through Teams"

at

whole conference,

Along

�

Program

Dale

on

me,

personally,

was

sensing the call

of

in context of returning to St. James. I

Galloway

and Dr. Ellsworth Kalas.

with members of the Vision Team, I attended the

Conference that had the theme

"Transforming

Your Church

Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church in Tipp City,

Ohio. The

including the worship, completely challenged our paradigms of the

church. The conference

crystallized the concept of team ministry

for all of us and gave

the first real introduction to

worship through media and exclusive contemporary music.

For the first time

we

younger

all felt

we

generations.

and sensed

a

worshiped in a style that would reach our generation and

We observed

true balance and

us

lay persons

who

were

empowered to

lead and to teach

equality between clergy and lay staff.

The eleven of us who attended met in

Ginghamsburg Church, and we

felt

a

a room a

strong call

layperson arranged for us

to lead

our

at

church in the direction

we

experienced at Ginghamsburg with the challenge to adapt what we leamed to Niagara
Falls. A mistake
discussion at

we

our

made the

worship

congregation at large to
negative

sense to

the "Team" and

result of the

following Simday was to have

service. It

understand.

many in the

was

a

Ginghamsburg style panel

too much information all at once for the

Eventually Ginghamsburg became the

congregation.

The Vision Team

simply became

began a study of felt needs and the tools needed to

Ginghamsburg experience.

"G" word in

known

a

as

meet those needs as

a
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13-14 June 1997

who

were

I attended another Promise

�

Keepers gathering

members and non-members of the church at Rich Stadium

with

near

eight men

Buffalo, New

York.
June 1997

lead

a

laywoman who

�

pilot Vital Christianity class

as a

something to adapt for a membership
7 Julv 1997

�

The Team

attended the
Bible

study

Ginghamsburg conference began to
for the

summer

to

see

if this

might be

class for St. James.

reported the following findmgs to the Administrative

Coimcil, and the council endorsed the report:
Felt Needs of St. James
1

.

Basic Christian Education for all members

leading toward

a

committed

membership;
2.

Community Ministry and Outreach;

3. Total Generational
4.

Reciprocal

Mimstry;

Communication

(Effective

Communication

Material); and,

5. FOCUS.

Tools for Felt Needs
1

.

Disciple and Vital Christianity;

2. Service Ministries

(i.e. free transportation, phone ministry, visitation

ministry);
3.

Stewardship Campaign;

4. Additional

Staff; and,

5. Multi media.

August 1997
sessions to

evening

^Vacation Bible school,

�

sessions for the first time,

an

aimual event, switched from

giving the opportunity

for

moming

working adults
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and parents to teach and
4 October 1997

help

�

out for this event.

Four

lay

men

accompanied me to the Promise Keepers'

Christ and indicated that he

the

Gap

D. C. One of the

men

accepted

is

drummer. Within four weeks he joined the

now

maturing praise band,

a

became

event at

Washington,

complete.

leader and

a

Praise songs became

more

upbeat, being

Stand in

led

by my

and the band

wife

worship

as

growing praise team.

October-November 1997
under the protest of the

Winter-Spring

1998

Ginghamsbiu-g's

�

membership

week

course

use

to the

and

has been

myself dealing with questions
be refined in its

Computer installed in church office for the

long-time secretary who,

first time for adult

membership

�

a

in time, leamed to

Vital

it.

Christianity adapted

and used for the

separate confirmation class for youth. This twelve-

lay taught with two

and the

use

first time

vows

for

or

three guest appearances

by

membership. This class has continued to

present time and is required for membership by all

new

members and transfers.
3 May 1998

�

1 led another group of lay persons

director, the church organist, lay leader, the
other

one

including my wife

would become

our

media

key leaders to the Ginghamsburg Change Conference, "Breaking

Box." This conference

was

26 October 1998

the Beeson

^After

�

shaping

our

vision for fiiture

being informed in December

indicating that my application was

began a process

of communication with my

interim pastor, and

Program in

some

tmsted

lay leaders

music

director, and

Out of Your

worship at St.

1997 that my

James.

application to

Program was denied for the 1998-1999 class, I received an e-mail

Beeson Center

Beeson

cmcial to

as

from the

active for the 1999-2000 class. This

family,

district

about the

superintendent,

a

potential

possibility of going through the

context of returning to St. James. In

fact, it was the only way I would
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consider the Beeson Program.

accepted

into the program in

Januarv 1999

The third

The St. James Annual Church Conference endorsed my

Beeson Pastor

throughout the

congregation and
Another

youth coordinator was hired.

�

vyith the guarantee from the
scheduled

answer

Program and the salary package

bishop

late

that I would retum. Informal

winter/early spring to

leaders

including the lay member to

lay

leader

was

the

position was split

communication between committees
area

or

on

the

same

night

of responsibility and

a

team of six

new

key aspect of the new stmcture

Lay

was

to have

called Focus. The

goal

greater

teams, and give them the power

the old adminisfrative council system. All

into

The

to minimize the time taken for administration of church, foster

1996 United Methodist

Program to the

lay leader also

(former Administrative Council).

all administrative committees and teams meet

decisions vyithin their

were

adoption of a new

annual conference. The lead

Team succeeded the former Vision Team. A

(is)

"open fomms"

infroduce the Beeson

key decision of the charge conference

became chair of the Church Cotmcil

was

for the interim pastor

questions.

administrative stmcture for the church. The

lay

was

January 1999.

�

11 January 1999

participation in the

Support was immediate, and I received notice that I

to make

budget without being second-guessed by

restmcturing met the optional criteria of the

Discipline and was approved in advance by the district

superintendent (see Appendix L).
28 Febmary 1999

^Video demonsfration

�

infroduced usmg video to the

video system and

an

within the next year.

congregation.

during the worship

A memorial

ad-hoc media research team

was

service that

given as

seed money for

began to explore installing a system

a
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14 March 1999

�

announced. He had been

appointment of the

The

attending

interim pastor,

St. James at the time and

was

Rusty Thomas,

was

known to the

congregation.

April
retired after

1999

new

�

administrative assistant
This

twenty-five years.

computerized within the
1 Julv 1999

paved the

was

hired after the former secretary

way for the office to be

completely

next year.

^I left for the Beeson

�

Program with my family while the church

made the transition to the interim pastor.

September
the national

1999

�

training in the

Stephen Ministries
surrmier.

was

established

A start-up class of eight

by two laywomen who took

laypersons began the weekly

training to become Stephen Ministers.
29-31 October 1999

I retumed home from the Beeson

�

leaders of the church and the interim pastor, to

congregation

after

preach on Sunday, and to

worship. Controversy started to

temporarily installed in the sanctuary. Long-time
over

the

new

grow

administrative stmcture of the church.

^My family and

�

meet with

the video system then

expressed dissatisfaction

by the new system. They
over

key

meet with the

They felt the Lay Leadership

administrative council system that had power

December 1999

over

members also

had too much power, and many felt disenfranchised

old-style

Program to

Team

wanted the

all decisions.

1 retumed home for the Christmas break to

preach and reconnect with the congregation.
Januarv 2000

^After

�

a new

computer system was mstalled

the finance chair and the administrative assistant started

setting up
was

a

a

year and

completely computerized financial accounting system.

gathering all

m

a

the church

office,

half process of

Part of the process

the little treasuries fi:om the various groups of the church into

one

bank
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account. The church account

now

acts

as a

except for United Methodist Women who
Division to have

3-5 March 2000
meet with

me

for

an

The

�

for

7-9 March 2000

plans

for

team,

permanently

an

major confroversy
the

by the

Team went to

all-day, vision-casting meeting.

from the

lay people

made

mandated

Lay Leadership

and what I had leamed from the Beeson

opportunity

are

national Women's

account.

separate

a

central "bank" for all of the various groups

announced

I shared

some

Program to that point.

congregation to

Without the

�

Kentucky to

knowledge

installation),

or

see

my

of my

growing vision

It also offered the

setting

in the program.

of the tmstees, the

myself, the

visit and to

lay

team

(which had

leader of the ad-hoc media

installed the video system in the sanctuary. This incident caused
among the

congregation. Many long-time members

biggest controversy since the church made the decision to

move

to

a

considered it to be
a new

site in the

late 1950s.
21-23

April 2000

I retumed to

�

preach for Easter Sunday and dealt with fallout

from the video issue.

April-May 2000
Beeson

�

^More families went down to

Kentucky to

visit

us

and share the

experience.
5 June 2000

I retumed to St. James from the Beeson program.

�

The above

chronology summarizes

events that were

transformation of both St. James Church and
Research
What effect will the

key in the long process of the

myself leading to this study.

Question #3

application of church health principles have

congregation in a declining region in the study period between the
the

summer

of 2001?

on

summer

the health of a
of 2000 and
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The results from the first survey

taken in

findings

of the survey

mood of the church, the results

not

as

the

was

bad

survey

received within two weeks after it

August 2000, and I iimnediately shared them with the Lay Leadership

The reaction to the

median

were

as we

thought it might be.

surprise to

with the

general

very much made

sense

to the

"The

national

acceptable to the leadership

on

but

encouragement from the

some

council retreat

Considering the

30

September 2000 to

share

leadership.

Lay Leadership

Team.

According to Schwarz
of passionate

unquestionable prerequisite

groups

(37)

and Schalk' s

spirituality in the

passion that characterizes the life of its leaders" (64). Throughout the

had been

scrambling to

opportunity to be heard.
challenged to

not

Team.

Given the current

factors, passionate spirituality (31) and holistic small

Implementation Guide,
church is the

church

was

challenged.

any of us.

actually took

We

began to plan for a church

The minimum

summer we

came as no

50, St. James' Quality Index of 42

as we

findings

sober and

was

was

move

1

.

2.

things down

At the time of the survey,

ahead. Immediate

priorities

we

set

in the church and
felt

emotionally

give people an

exhausted yet

by the team were,

Increased prayer and mutual support;
Be of one mind in the

(While
and
3.

settle

I

was

presentation of the

survey and its

implications.

away, too many mdividuals and groups had been

doing

saying things without any real central coordination and focus.);

Encourage the Worship

Team to

move

ahead with

plans for

an

early

contemporary worship service in October;
increased

4.

Have

5.

Preaching to
grow

an

as

his

emphasis on small

become

disciples.

more

More

focused

groups;

on

emphasis

Jesus Christ and the need to

was

to be

placed on full devotion
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Christ; and,

to

6.

Plan the Church Council Retreat 30

September.

An initial "treatment" to address the issues of passionate
groups

was

to offer

a new

Blackaby and Claude
small groups,

V.

Bible

study to

the

congregation, Experiencing

King, begiiming 20 September.

Sixteen

participated in this twelve-week experience.

groundwork for the

small group

It laid

training that would take place

The Church Council retreat followed the schedule in
three

spirituality

in

and small

God

by Hemy

people, enough for two
spiritual

and

practical

February 2001.

Appendix M dealing with

key questions:
1

.

2.

What is the health of our church?
What

were

August
3.

The event

was

the results of the Natural Church

Development Survey

in

2000?

Where is God

leading from

here?

well attended. We had animated discussion about the delicate balance of

moving ahead while healing

wounds in the

congregation. Key ideas resulting from the

refreat were,

1

.

Raising spirituality will

raise ALL characteristics;

begins with us (the leadership);

2.

It

3.

We need to be Christ-like
love and

as we move

forward, setting

an

example of

compassion. People are more important than agenda.

4.

We need to demonstrate balance in

5.

More

6.

Short-term conunitment for studies/small groups should be

7.

We need to offer times of refreshment and

fellowship/study choices

leadership to

avoid bumout;

need to be offered;

relaxation;

offered;
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8.

We need to offer

"unintimidating" courses;

9.

We need to

focus

place

on

training leaders

for cell groups;

and,

10. COMMUNICATION.

To

interpret the

held
the

an

survey and its results to the

expanded meeting

at the

congregation at large, the Chiirch

following Focus night

in

inviting anyone

congregation who wanted to get more information conceming the survey's

implications

for the future of the church. Another facet of interpretation

members of the

Team host coffee hours after

Lay Leadership

October and 5 November for
communicate to the

a

time of sharing and

congregation were

was

had

a

to the

service. The 10:55

a.m.

hymns being

Lord's

These efforts to

and

completely

borrowed fi*om Southland Christian

praise band;

By that time,

all three teams

were

the church

committed

keep this service predictable by maintaining one

accompaniment and

Prayer, and Doxology.

some

After not

traditional forms such

as

(except for occasional holidays), I resumed wearing the robe

every week for the

during the

The intended effect

was

changes

m

second service

over

try

new

forms in the first service

time. Little

changed during the

service, giving the long-tune St. James people time

recent years. The video

the

months.

to have the freedom to

gradually fold them into the

year in the second

summer

wearing

a

or

pulpit robe for two

second service except

and

29

a

pastoral prayer.
years

sung vsdth organ

on

blended service continued to be blended; however,

deliberate attempt has been made to
two

we

at 8:30 a.m. on 29 October 2000.

growing media team, praise team,
new

to have

services

answering questions.

the establishment of a

contemporary service called Encounter (a name

Chm-ch, Lexmgton, Kentucky)

worship

was

well received.

A critical part of the "treatment"

the

in November,

Council

to

adjust from

first
all

system has been used extensively in both services
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(hymns

and choruses, announcements, any
The band has

illustrations).

brief chorus time and for

liturgy,

played exclusively

special mmibers

and

sermon

outline. Scripture, and

in the first service. It also has

in the second service. A

played for a

long-range goal

has

been to have identical services in five years. That will be evaluated year to year.
Attention

was

given to

maintain

Christmas Eve and Easter

while,

a

traditional flavor for

at the same

services such

special holiday

time, continue heavy

use

as

of media in all

worship experiences.
Another

training.

The

key

"treatment"

training took place

Wednesday nights

was

the

over a

at 7:00 p.m. The

visioning and planning

four-week

training

series

Small

Group Leaders and adapted from material

pastor

at New

Hope Community

participants received
served

senior

as

additional

high youth to

a

Church at

copy of the Small

resource

for small group leaders'

period in February 2001
was

entitled

written

on

Sessions for

Training

by David D. Durey, teaching

Portland, Oregon (see Appendix N). All

Group

material for the

Book

by

Dale

Galloway.

This book

study. Fifteen people ranging

older adults attended the sessions. Attendance

enthusiastic, and this training spavmed or enhanced the following

was

in age from

consistent and

groups in Table 4.4:

Table 4.4

Small

Groups

Created from Small

Group Training

Sununer2001

Gender/Age
Group Name/Type
Female/senior high
Group
Male/senior high
Youth Small Group
Youth Small Group
Female/middle school
Male/middle school
Youth Small Group
S. O. S (Surviving Our Schedules) Men/all ages
U.M.W. Bible Study
Women/older adult
Adults (all ages)
Swindoll Study Series

Fall 2001

Shepherdess

Fall 2001

Homebuilders Series

Women/middle age
Married couples (all

Winter 2002

Experiencing God

Adult

Date Started

April 2001

March 2001

April 2001

Youth Small

men

and

Status to Date

Active
Active
Active
Active
Lasted 8 weeks

Active
Summer

only

Active

ages)

women

Active

Active

(restart)
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The
year

priorities

and ideas from the retreat

by the Lay Leadership

Team

Church Council, and discussed in

given to

(which also
variety

a

all age groups in the church

�

most of the

helpful development was the

and

was

was

made to anyone else in the

mostly fimded by

in memory

or

cost of the windows.

a

single

of informal

1

.

2.

3.

was a

donation

The

a

was

project was

many

no

Deliberate attention

settings.

and

was

restoring trust with

glass

windows in the

wanted to "donate"

a

The offer

window for

project ended up raising $4,000

above the

waste of money was threefold:

given

for that

expressed purpose;

somewhat of a

"give

back" to those who had endured

changes; and,

Besides, it beautifiiUy darkens the sanctuary for the video screen!

was

Survey was given to thirty lay persons of

moved into the fall to

gather everyone to take it and to give more time

give more time

between surveys

after the

by taking

it

second year after my retum. All but four persons who had taken the survey in

August 2000 took the second
person

the

My argument to the visionaries of the church who thought the

the church. The date of the survey

a

Group),

given for that specific purpose.

On 15 October 2001 the second NCD

well into

my Reflection

project supported by long-time members

in honor of someone. The

The money

so

to

throughout the treatment

installation of stained

congregation who

glass window project was

summer

as

listening, interpreting,

sanctuary (dedicated 6 May 2001). This

stained

served

reviewed

congregation.

One

$1,000

were

longer fit the

survey. Three of the four

criteria of the survey

were

not

(see Appendix J).

fit the criteria of the survey and matched the age group of the
added to maintain

a

pool

of thirty.

available, and the other

Four other persons who

ones

they replaced were
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The lead

completed the
survey

lay

survey

once

again interviewed eight people immediately

(see Appendix O). The

(see Appendix P)
1 : What

Question
om-

leader

went

was

they

following the

follows.

as

the most

significant thing the NCD profiles revealed

about

church?
Most

people

conunented

and the need for small groups.

reaching

place

on

the revelation of the lack of passionate

some

expressed that some

sense

worship

Almost everyone

people

small groups

and

see

Question

was

information about what is

was

improved by having the

the NCD process made in

being

taking

choice

expressed and the

new

what needed to be
3: What

changes

Many expressed that they
part of a small group. Credit

was

individual while another person

our

church?

small groups had been started and that

receiving individual attention.

A clearer

understanding

small groups have had the

getting more of the congregation involved
goals

more

worship

responded that many

seemed to be
was

people was that progress

services.

Question 2: What difference has

more

of the

still need

in the church. One person felt that

between two

spirituality

Many expressed the need for more evangelism and

out to unchurched fiiends. A

made, but

set

responses in the interviews

after

in the

changes.

about

positive effect of

The survey

helped leaders to

improved.

in

yourself do

felt

more

you feel

as a

result of this

coimected to the church

as a

process?

result of being

given more to the congregation than the process by

expressed the desire to

one

go with the flow and wished other

people would be more accepting of change.
Question 4:
the process

or

WTiat other conunents would you like to make about any aspect about

results?
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The survey seemed to be

felt and how

things

could be

involved and active

begiiming to
felt that
were

was

trying

improved

expressed.

was

not

5: How has the

Having two worship

One person noted that the
more

accepting

services

my

was now

more on

was

worship

looked upon

leaming

moving

in

a

positive

was more

congregation was

of some of the

One person

changes.

reveal any real

and

changes,

and

some

as an

preaching than leadership style.

important means
a

hard time

of reaching out to

(feeling awkward)

direction. Most felt that my
I

attuned to small group

was

preaching style had

delegating more responsibility to the

ministry, and the church,

as a

whole,

was

from past mistakes.

Overall, the interviews offered
about the progress in the church
much

people

leadership style while everyone interviewed had the impression that

changed for the better with more confidence,
committees, I

more

pastor's leadership style changed?

The interviewer said that many still had

trying to evaluate
the church

understanding how people

in the church. The need to get

given between sm^veys to

The comments centered

people.

in

to understand the process.

Question

more

helpful, organized step

settle down and become

enough time

still

a

more

over

an

immediate

pulse of what

and

a sense

the past year. Overall, most looked at the NCD process

Figure 4.4

thinking

the past year. The interviewer said responses had

positive tone than the year before

Table 4.5 and

some were

compare the

of healing has been felt

as a

a

over

positive step for the church.

profiles of the two

surveys.
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Table 4.5

St. James Profile of Quality

Quality Characteristic

Characteristics, October 2001

St. James Results
2000

2001

50

57

Change in Quality Index

Empowering Leadership
Gift-Oriented Ministry
Passionate Spirituality

42

37

31

40

Functional Structures

43

49

+6

Service

46

57

+11

Holistic small groups
Need-oriented Evangelism

37

53

+16

41

45

+4

Loving Relationships

48

55

+7

AVERAGE SCORE

42

49

+6.9

Inspiring Worship

(Max)
(Mm)

+7

(Max)
(Min)

-5

+9

(Max)

T

Empowering Leadership
Gift -oriented
Passionate

Ministry

Spirituality

CA

_�

Functional Structures

^

Inspiring Worship

Service

Holistic Small

Groups

b

A

U

^

Need-oriented

Evangelism

s

Loving Relationship s

Average
10

0

20

30

40

50

60

Index

Figure
Comparing

4.3

the Two Profiles of St. James

The second survey revealed that fovir out of the

above the national median

score

of fifty:

eight quality characteristics went

Empowering Leadership (57), Inspiring
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Worship
average

Service

(57), Loving Relationships (55), and

for St. James showed

score

a

Holistic Small

significant rise from 42

national average. The minimum factor for 2000, Passionate
40

showing

Groups

a

significant increase but is

showed the

largest gain from

Empowering Leadership

Inspiring Worship

remained

Service

Empowering Leadership

rose

as a

area

Figure

EL

37 to 53

rising to become

the third

from 31 to

highest factor.

the maximum factor and increased from 50 to 57.

maximum factor. Gift-oriented

going

largest increase matching
ministry actually showed a

from 42 to 37. This is not

a

significant loss, but

that needs the most immediate attention.

4.5 compares the

G-OM

change

PS

in

FS

quality characteristics:

IWS

H S G

N-0

Characteristics

L R
EL

�

G-0 M

�

PS
FS

IWS

Figure

4.4

HSG
N-OE
LR

Chaise

change

rose

still the second lowest factor. Holistic Small

Quality

The

The

to 49 to almost reach the

Spirituality,

from 46 to 57 for the second

decrease between 2000 and 2001
reveals the

as

Groups (53).

in the

in

Quality Index

Mean
Empowering Leadership
Gift-oriented Ministry
^Passionate Spirituality

�

Functional Structures

�

Inspiring Worship Service
Hoiistic Small Groups
^Need-oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships

�

�

�

�

of St. James

quality index reveals that the quality characteristics that were directly
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treated showed

significant gains: Holistic

Small

(+9). Inspiring Worship service (+11) showed
attendance

figures

in Table 4.6 and

Figme

Groups (+16)

an

and Passionate

Spirituality

increase that is also reflected in the

4.6.

Table 4.6

Average Worship Attendance

Attendance

Worship
Percent Change

1995-2001

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

200

191

188

181

194

193

-1.6%

-3.7%

-4.5%

+6.7%

-0.5%

2001
209
+7.7%

225
215

175 4

1995

1996

1997

1998

Figure

1999

2000

2001

4.5

St. James Attendance 1995-2001

An

imderlying question in the third research question was:

"What effect will the

application of church health principles have on the health of a congregation in a declining
region?"

The

question was whether or not real

church showed

improved overall health.

numerical

The numerical

growth would occur even if the

growth revealed a 7.7 percent rise
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m

the

one

the chiu-ch has

project,
Figure

year of treatment. In the

4.2 p,

The

99).

a

forty-one

long history

potential

year

of going

history

of St. James studied in this

against the declining population trend (see

is there for the church to continue to buck the trend in of

declining population.
Another

question relates to

the third research

minimum strategy result in increases in the other
The NCD model

emphasizes

that

a

congregation is

an

terms of biotic

areas

of weakness and also in the stronger

principles of interdependence,

energy

application

of the

characteristics?

eight quality

all parts affect the others. Schwarz often observed that focus
many benefits in

Did the

question:

ecological system

on one area

areas.

would

in which

yield

He describes this in the

transformation, multiusage, and

symbiosis (Natural 66-77).
For St. James, the

mean rose

6.9

during the treatment period,

and all but

one

quality characteristic increased. The only quality characteristic to decline, gift-oriented
ministry (-5), placing people
church

where

they

are

gifted,

pointed out by the Herb Miller consultation in

minimum factors,

people

into

ministry that fits their gifts

community. Chapter
increases in the other

are

issue in the

congregation of St.

and

now

the

challenge is to

and the needs of the church and
as

well

as

the

implications

of

quality characteristics.

gathering and processing of the quantitative data of the two NCD

Surveys and historical research and the qualitative

challenge.

nagging

Grouped with the other

increasing,

5 will address this issue fiirther

In summary, the

definite

1992.

a

passionate spirituality and need-oriented evangelism, the leadership

knows where to focus attention. The mmibers

fimnel

has been

data of the mterviews benefited the

James United Methodist Church. It

was an

encouragement and

The data from the surveys gave concrete direction for the

a

leadership of
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the church
and the

as

well

impetus to

as

invest ourselves in the lives of each other and the

that needs to hear the
the

encouragement to keep pushing forward. Increased accountability

good news

of Jesus Christ took

congregation that the strength upon which to

change

is

a

long process.

the

willingness to give

are

discussed in greater

it

place.

community

at

large

The historical data reminded

build existed and to effect

positive

Some members showed reservations to the process but indicated
a

chance. In

depth.

Chapter

5 the

implications of the

data of Chapter 4
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this dissertation

based

on

the

began with a preliminary

(Dessert Nights)

to

gain a

sense

churches

declining

area

defined

Schwarz and the

by

of Niagara Falls, New York. The

survey and interviews after informal

of the state of the church in the

leader/change agent along with the Lay Leadership

of the first survey while also

as

application of research

from this research would transform the life of St.

James United Methodist Church in the

the

to determine if the

eight central qualities of healthy

implementation of changes stemming

research

was

interchange

summer

of 2000. 1

Team to effect treatment in

exploring the history of change

was

light

in the church and the

population of the City of Niagara Falls over a forty-one year period. The post results
measured

by the

collected in

were

second survey in the fall of 2001 To draw conclusions from the data
.

Chapter 4 was not a process of simply linear,

causal

analysis.

A holistic

approach that describes the interdependence and relatedness of the complex factors is
needed to understand the

significance of the findings

and lessons that

can

be leamed from

them.
The

quantitative data from the NCD Surveys, population and

and historical data and narrative combined with

reestablishing relationships,
that

bring

between the

as an

gatherings all

data from the

show the

St. James to its current state. The Natural Church

church health

paradigm)

and informal

qualitative

emphasizes

a

biotic

paradigm that takes into

organization (technocratic paradigm)

in the life of a church. While

organism cannot.

Schwarz's biotic

an

and the

church

attendance,

interviews,

complexity

of factors

Development approach to

account the interaction

organism (spiritualistic

organization can be manufactured,

paradigm emphasizes the

the church

mteraction between
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the

orgamzation that deals with what is humanly possible

with what is not
conditions to
Schwarz

uses

for

Jesus'

growth automatisms to be

studying the

growth principles

of the

The context of applying the

mainline

congregation to

data of Chapter 4.
the state of being

natural way

kingdom

produce their natural growth.

are

a

real

Schwarz's "65

vibrantly healthy

eight quality characteristics

of God (TSfatural

40).

on a

to

transforming

hypothesis,"

hypothesis"

mean

the

a

65 in any characteristic

(Table

areas

probability that the

place.

1

church

4.5 and

on

all levels. St.

Figure 4.4),

but when

"cultivated the

ground" in

theologically on the data the question is whether transformation has

The events

response to God's

Chapter

all

growth occurred.

As I reflect
taken

close look at the

that every church needs to

congregation placed attention on the minimum factors and

those

a

established

states that whenever

reach 65 in all characteristics to grow; most churches do not reach 65
James has not achieved

an

St. James has not yet reached

scale of 100 the

This does not

in order to

9).

challenge when we take

church. The "65

above 65

will grow is 99.4 percent (Natural

living things develop

principles of NCD

health presents

According to
a

able to

reference, "See the lilies of the field, how they grow" (Matt. 6:28),

in the context of diligently

understand the

need to allow the

humanly possible (Paradigm 252-54). Churches

occur

organism that deals

and the

represented by the historical

leading by me

and the

narrative in

congregation. Greg Ogden' s challenge quoted in

(page 8) of completing the "unfinished business

transforming

church members into believers who

through who

God works to

Transformation is

an

who is the essential

change the world

is

ongoing challenge to stay

player according to

Chapter 4 represent

see

one

of the Reformation" of

themselves

that is

a

(7).

vital channels

work in progress.

in tune with the

Gordon Fee

as

leading of the Holy Spirit
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Synthesizing
To understand the

background leading
to tell the current

the Data

of the total data of Chapter 4, the historical

implications

up to the treatment

period must be

combined with the NCD treatment

story of St. James. The average Quality Index

score rose an

average 6.9

from 42 to 49 in fourteen months. The average attendance jvmiped from 193 in the year
2000 to 209 in 2001. On the surface the treatment seemed to be effective and the biotic

paradigm proved

itself in the fourteen-month time frame,

below the national average and lost

even

if St. James still falls

ground in-gr�\^h-oriented ministry.

surface the real freatment involved years of prayer,

soul-searching,

and

Beneath the

growing

relationships.
The evaluation of what the
the

forty-one

years of data in

study means

in the

Chapter 4. Appendix B

long run begins with a look back to

compares the

of Niagara Falls and the average attendance of the church. After

population

decline in the mid-1960s, the church attendance had

population of the city

bucking the city's

a

steady

decline until

1981 when the frend reversed and

again bucked the trend of the city's ongoing

between 1980 and 1990

Two

1980s: the

by rising.

building of the

new

key factors figured into

more

followed in

succeeding

Wesley congregation fransferred to
years. The church offered

to attract and assimilate them and has maintained

a

compliment paid to
worker" with

no

was

a

busy,

but

was

it

healthy?

dying

Is the church

person involved in the church is that

mention of spiritual

St. James in

enough prograimning

reputation of being

which has continued to draw people from other dead and
The church

growth in the early

sanctuary in 1980 and the closing of Wesley United

Methodist Church in 1982. Much of the

1982, and

the

decline

active to this

day,

churches.

healthy when the highest

they

are a

good "church

growth, not to mention a personal relationship with
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Jesus Christ? That is not to say
all

along.

In

an answer

fact,

my

spiritually growing people were not in the congregation

strong opinion is that any real spiritual growth that has occurred is

to the prayers of the

spiritually growing are

able to receive

faithful. The difference

spiritual

now

material for

study

outside and

para-church opportunities

growth,

enrichment within the church instead of

and I encourage the

How the Natural Church

that

are

congregation to take advantage

biblically

a

a

Development approach helped

catalyst to fiuther spiritual growth

busy church to

preaching
growth.
means

and

a

spiritually healthy

introducing the

It involved

to be

and church

a

disciples

Bible

St. James involves the

of Jesus Christ

by

St. James from

long process of biblical
everyone for

personal

really

health/growth books.

developed as far as
according to

a

parallel joumey of a pastor and a congregation on the
own

This

it has to this pomt. In fact, I could have been

study is
an

sometimes

a

"itch" that would not go away and

key dates and cumulative

but also

events is

a

major roadblock

(i.e. Warren; Slaughter; Maxwell;

story of God's grace and direction to

fought,

road to

personal growth, the church would have not

any number of church health writers

warrior who had

NCD

book to be read

a

stick

through seminars, para-church events, conferences,

transformation and health. Without my

adapted,

measuring

development. Transforming

church has involved

as a

as a

process of introducing individuals and groups to what it

The data indicates

Galloway).

and

of

sound.

long history of developments outlined in Chapter 4. NCD worked
and

is that the

the church. The church is not limited to United Methodist

exclusively going outside
and

spiritually

a

an

often-unwilling

congregation that coped

and

encouraged along the way. The lengthy narrative of

an

abridged timeline

of what led to the

impact of the

Survey and the ability of the congregation to understand its implications.
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This
need for

project is

a case

study conceming the introduction and the application of the

spiritual growth and the time

congregation. Yes,

the treatment

gift-oriented ministry

as

defined

needed to effect
but

helped,

an

by Schwarz.

old

a

large percentage

problem

and past

Attention to this

challenge surfaced,

problem

can

back to the Herb Miller consultation in 1992 and his recommendation 5:
assimilation process

in the church within the first six months"

positive results

encouraging. My
tremendous

a

and

as

or

responsibility

"back door" is

pointed

out

in the

by the

always

for all of us. It

awareness

a

survey.

period between the NCD Surveys

congregation after an eleven-month absence was

leadership challenge

mentoring, vision,

"Strengthen the

of the Data

in the fourteen-month

retum to the

sort of role

(p. 109). Closing the

Implementation

involved

some

and is the issue that needs immediate attention

The

be traced

by which each new member becomes involved in a group

chmch within six weeks after joining and involved in

challenge

of the

are

a

required a mix of leadership skills,

of systems involved.

Being a transformational

leader

long process of personal growth and the transfer of effective power fi*om

myself to lay leadership. Coming

from

a

professional through whom virtually all
point of allowing lay

leaders to

paradigm in which the pastor

decisions

were

is the

paid

filtered, I had to change

to the

actually take leadership and lead their groups to

decisions.

Early in my ministry at

virtually
was

St.

James, I attended every decision-making committee

100 percent of the time. As I grew in my

able to share what I leamed with

key leaders

and started

I

vision/lay leadership teams. I mformally mentored

emphasizing that they,

Encouraging key leaders

understanding of servant leadership,

in tum, must mentor

new

leaders.

to attend the various conferences and events accelerated the
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process of teaching them to take

and teams

meeting

responsibility. Attending

at one time was made

all administrative committees

impossible by the

Focus

new

night

structure.

This, combined with the circumstance of my absence for eleven months, revealed to the

leadership that they could take responsibility
knowing

I

returning

was

and he would be

My biggest leadership role

ministry of the

church without

and work with the

opportunity to

now

leadership

pray,

and lead their groups. The interim pastor,

leaving,

act in a

mentor leaders

care-taking

oversee

the

role.

general

individually or in groups,

strategic planning. Lay leadership meetings provide

brainstorm, and continue

Church council

meetings

vision with the

larger body of leadership.

and

only

is to set the direction and vision,

micro-managing,

in

could

leadership

leadership reflects the fact that this

is

to

retreats

forge

the vision for the

congregation.
fine-tune the

provide the opportunity to

I believe the

high

score

for

an

empowering

happening more consistently in the life of the

church.

Systems theory provided me with insights to

perceptions of the congregation and the effect
conununicated

on

without
at

a

always

take

been to work toward

place when I was away.

broader support of the

leadership

large to process the coming changes.

underlying
were

made and

My leadership style

consensus

and to be solution oriented.

Individuals took action by themselves

and without

giving time

When the video system

plan was to use a temporary system and to
One

of the way decisions

how the information had been received.

throughout my ministry has
That did not

understand the

offer the

was

for the

congregation

installed, the original

options for permanent installation.

difficulty was that the interim pastor did not know how to effectively use the video

system

to enhance sermon

presentation.

with the mstallation became

Another

difficulty was

impatient vsath the process

some

who

of educatmg the

were

involved

congregation.
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congregation did have information

While the

for feedback, the system

opportunity

the trustees and church council.

behind the

scenes

with families who

accommodate the video

screen

Although controversy
remained in

place because

retumed, the video
system

to reach

for them to

was

people

adjust to

it

the system

installed

was

Being

on

sensitive to the

was

the

extensively used,

and I

was

major changes.

a

adjustment.

welcome

The installation of stained

change on the wish list for may years

members accept the other
An
treatment

It

was

planned

verbally

of leading the

and went

from the

pulpit,

consistent information,

people to be heard was
experience we have
of any

to

installed, the video system

option.

When I

congregation.

proved to

be

I also allowed time

right:

the chiirch

Given time, the chmch at

glass windows
and

cmcial

fovmd that

information and

8:30

in the

as a

large has

spring of 2001

was

helped many of the long-time

m

a.m.

Encounter contemporary service.

of approval. The

the buUetm, in the church

starting fovir months

as

congregation was

newsletter, in meetings,

in advance.

following through plans

Reestablishing tmst by

advertised,

and

during the treatment period. Throughout the
perceptions, right or wrong,

change. Wrong perceptions

digested the

cross

congregation through a healthy change during the

through channels

and in individual conversations

offering

central

changes.

period was the establishment of the

well

informed

example

work

able to communicate the need for the

Steinke

family did have restorative powers (How Your 37).
made the

was

of our culture with many in the

any other

moving of the

of

approval

opportunity to

and affordable

only practical

fiill

some

family members.

because of memorials to

surrounded the way it

given

was

permanently without

away, I did not have the

were

and

posted

occur

when teams

or

are a

allowing
entire

factor in the acceptance

the chvirch council have not

people hear different stories

fully

from different leaders. The
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entire

leadership involved in a project or change

consistent in the

presentation of that information.
Keys

The

must understand the facts and be

Implementation

to

study revealed several keys

critical to the

implementation

of the data.

Longevity
One issue that continues to surface from supporters and critics is the issue of

pastoral longevity.
isn't

going to

around

hope the bishop

Leaders of the church often make the statement, "We

move

you this

long enough to

year." The sentiment expressed is the hope

work

my years of ministry critics

through the changes

or

those

and lead them in the ftature.

opposed to changes have often implied,

pointless to make these changes if you are going to move anyway," or,
outlast you." The idea that pastors do not stay at churches,
into the

psyche of United

tension

no

that I will be

long-term,

Methodist Churches, and that issue is

matter how much retissurance I

give to

an

"We

seems

Throughout

"It is

are

going to

to be built

ongoing, imderlying

the contrary.

The United Methodist system is structured

so

that pastors

are

appointed one year

at a

time, and the bishop has the authority to

not

always the practice, it can happen, and congregations know it. I believe the United

Methodist

itinerancy system is

a

worthwhile

would submit that

a

and church health.

Being in my

raises

concem

serious

move

any pastor at any time. While this is

impediment to church growth and health and

project to explore is the whole

issue of UM

fifteenth year at St. James at the time of this

for the church and

itinerancy
writing

myself over the possibility that I could be reappointed

at any time.

I believe very

the foundational

sfrongly that the longevity of my ministry at

credibility and tmst to

lead the church

St. James has

through changes,

given me

go away for

a
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study,

year to

and retum to reestablish my role
in the life of a

as

congregation in attendance

the up and down

cycles

observed

who left the church for various

people

also outlasted nay-sayers and those who

reassurance

them for the
the

that time is

long run,

importance

congregation

active, died,

on

or

my side. Most

even

fully

eventually retumed.

Some

enter the life of the church. I have

put up roadblocks

moved away.

people

and finances. I have

Longevity

have the

sense

change who

to

offers

that I

a

am

have

positive

committed to

if they do not tmst the United Methodist system. I believe in

of a pastor and

and

once

and

reasons

individuals and families sometimes take years to

either grown too old to be

pastor. Longevity has also taught me

conmiunity.

family having the ability to put down roots
I

can

only speak for own family,

been wonderfiil for my children who

are now

grown and

but

pursuing

in

a

establishing roots has

God's call in their

lives.
A

long-term pastorate forces

I entered the Beeson

and fiiture

"when

changes.

pastor to reinvent his/her ministry, the very reason

Program and have been compelled to lead the church through past

When Steinke says that

anxiety is high,

itinerancy.

a

"systems need

resilience is low" (How Your

The constant

45),

I

calm and coherence" and
am

underlying threat of pastoral change

convinced this

creates

a

subtle

applies to

anxiety that

hampers movement towards church health.
The

emotional

longevity of my ministry was

baggage

my

biggest ally while going through the

of returning to the church. I have stated earlier that I

spent from the Beeson Program and the church was
the fact of feeling "weird" to retum

leaving

it for any

reason?),

I

was

at

on

edge when I

was

retumed. When I add

(How many pastors actually retum to
a

very tmeasy state.

economic climate of westem New York after

mentally

a

church after

Coming back to the declining

experiencing the prosperity of growing
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areas

was

extremely

family going through the

and
me

large churches

and

the greatest

willing to give

hope
me a

difficuh. What

thing

same

and

kept me going was having

working through it with them.

in the first weeks of our retum

chance to work with them and

was

the fact that the

a

wife

What gave

people

were

forward because of our

move

established relationships with them.

Returning to ministry, working
what I leamed in the Beeson program
turmoil. I felt
my call to

firmly "back in the

move

gradually applying

forward in

spite

of the inner

by the following Easter, ten months

James

strongly reaffirmed by late

results restored my

credibility

longevity made

possible.

and

a

plan and a process (NCD),

position in the congregation.

and

later. I felt

fall of 2001,

Restoring relationships, sharing positive experiences,

everyday work of ministry, having

all

helped me to

saddle"

long-term ministry at St.

seventeen months later.

toward reconciliation, and

the

a measure

of positive

The firm foundation of

Relationships

Loving relationships scored consistently high in both surveys,
made the

was

also

point that they were
a

and I have

critical to my reassimilation back into the

already

congregation.

It

key that kept many who were working through the upset of so many changes

in the church from

leaving.

When

some

of my leaders encoimtered

accompanied by the threat to leave, they often asked the question,
give up the relationships you have

in the church

over

this

some

families

helped

some

"Are you

particular issue?"

question helped many to rethink what they were saying and
Working through crises with

complaints
willing to
That

gave them pause to reflect.

to realize that far more

important things exist rather than expending energy into complaints.
Care of leadership

was

another critical issue that needed to be addressed when I
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leaders felt tired and beaten after my year away.

already stated that many

retumed. I have

Spending time individually, sharing diimer and having
time for
also

fellowship with

helped my

wife and

leaders and their families not
me

I have

are a

only helped to

a

point that is stronger than ever,

continually emphasized that our relationship

large part of being the

others. Steinke defines

a

committed and intense, but
processes of a

critical

couples, and simply taking
restore them but

felt for the

always

and I do all I

can

to

and encourage them.

reassure

to

as

to reconnect with them. The love I had

congregation was restored to

other

fim

church not
as an

really

as a

effective when

us more

family, which he believes

emotional imit that

family (How Your xi). Forgiveness

key to overcoming the

affect all

church and make

with Christ and with each

difficulties of both

we

reach out

is

more

experiences many of the

same

between

positive

people on all

and

fronts is

a

negative changes that

relationships in the chinch (122-23).

Communication

Communication is

one

issue that

kept surfacing

work in process. Lack of conummication

was one

over

of the main

controversy of various changes, and virtually every problem
Whether
excuse

or

not this

complaint was warranted,

a

and

false

over

again

and is still

a

complaints throughout the

can

perception,

be traced to this
or

simply used

when individuals did not get their way, the lack of communication

key.

as an

can cause

controversy and division. The Dessert Nights, survey interviews, and casual
conversations demonstrated that

"being

heard"

was a

congregation. Listening to the people before moving
process.

Knowing that the basic assumptions

must be worked

or

need of many

people in the

ahead has been leamed

though this

coping mechanisms (Hersey 527) that

through to gain understanding and commitment is cmcial to

movmg
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forward.

for

Explanations

changes must be given in many forms,

repeated many times. Listening
retreats, and

is

a

general presentation to

key to strategic planning
the

on

board

early

in the process,

I believe this is crucial in

superintendent.

Methodist Church.
program, and this

a

important to the study

project in the early stages with my

consciously keeping them up

to

speed,

sense

I have

that

is to get

starting with the district
as

the United

By communicating anticipated changes in the church, the

Denominational officials often need the

years after

at church

lay team,

connectional system such

gain his support and that support carried through to

process to the

with

congregation.

Another aspect of commvmication that has been
denominational officials

in many ways, and

district

superintendent,

the support of the

Beeson

I

was

able to

bishop.

they are part of the process. By

gained their fiill support throughout the

point of gaining a commitment that I would not be moved

returning from the Beeson program.

This may vary

and outlook of denominational officials, but it worked in my

in my first three

depending

on

the

goals

case.

Patience
I cannot

fransformation.

overemphasize the importance of patience in the process
People need tune to comprehend and adjust.

process of hanging in with

new

forms and ideas and

example is the

and

new

Focus

night

meeting was fiiisfrating for me,
being limited to up to
leamed to

use

their time

results have been

individually,

an

a more

at church

I have found that it is often

giving them a chance to work.

chvirch structure. Not

and many leaders

of

were

being

An

able to attend every

firusfrated with the lack of time,

hour and fifteen minutes. We stuck with Focus and teams have
more

efficiently, and I have leamed to

empowered lay leadership,

and

let my leaders lead. The

by keeping up with my leaders

council, and through the lay leadership team, I have

a

firm grasp

a
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of the flow of the church. Time is needed to transform
where there is not the

mainline

a

population growth to replace people who

church; especially

leave.

Worship
second

Worship had the
factors to that

positive result.

highest

The first

increase in the

was

quality index,

the establishment of the contemporary

Encoimter

worship

St. James.

Many were looking for contemporary worship

sense

of stability

or

service.

Worship style

predictability

in

a

choices became

an

who like it, is the number of people who

seven

in the

That is
A

a

rotation of thirteen

praise band,

total of twenty-six

are

people (five

and six

on

newcomers

found St. James.

at

a

time)

involved in

they had been looking

They said no other

Effective biblical

music

who

sing

on

the media team who work in

lay people

to the

more

of a

congregation.

style and the people

involved in the service. At this

worship,

twenty-three year old male, fifty-six year old female,

made the conunent that

in the life of

while others needed

My biggest argument for contemporary worship, beyond the

a

important need

service. Encounter offers the contemporary outlet

and has become the service that has attracted the most

church has

and I attribute two

for

and

a new

church offered what

pairs

a

the

praise team,

in three teams.

and the number is

growing.

sixty-one year old male

church for
we

the

writing,

a

year before

all

they

had.

preachmg that is relevant to everyday life has been a key

element in both services. I

preach the

same sermon

in both services

using the

video

system to enhance the presentation of the message.
The second factor to the

have made few

positive change in the quality

index is that

changes in the order of the later blended service

services. Some traditional forms such

as an

since

we

purposely

going to two

opening hynm accompanied by the

Doxology, and the Lord's Prayer are mixed with

a

organ, the

blend of contemporary choruses led

by
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the

and band.

praise team

Keeping the

order consistent and my retum to

pulpit robe has settled the congregation
the

introduction of other

gradual

I have observed that

people

who have

recently

if they would have

down

changes.

worship style preference

to be

seems

would notice

a

more

of a

spiritual

would reveal the

hand,
who

are

same

general

they like the time

some

matter of age.

of the

music

even

Starting fresh in a different
ways of worship.

one

Worship

of age. The casual observer
look

general

over

the

service at 8:30 and the blended service at 10:55

age distribution in both services. Some

and have

Many older

enjoy the contemporary

new

issue than

a

similar percentage of age groups in both services. A

congregation during the contemporary

because

is not

it at their former churches.

congregation has tended to give them openness to

preference

my

created opeimess for

considerably and has

started to attend St. James

opposed

wearing

come

adapted to the contemporary format.

early

On the other

biggest opponents to changes in worship have been Baby Boomers

long-time members of St.

James.

We have been very deliberate to preserve the church choir in the second service

and have found that

beginning to

some

observe

The choir is not

an

like to

sing both

in the choir and

increasing number of people who prefer the praise

attracting many new people because most who

ministry prefer the style of the praise team vsdth the
involved in
Small

praise team although we

sense

that

are

they

are

team format.

interested in the music
are more

actively

leading worship.

Groups
The

emphasis

increase in the

on

small groups

during the treatment period produced the largest

quality index (see Figure 4.4, p. 130). Table 4.4 (p. 125) indicates

small groups that

were

started

as a

result of the small group

training

the

sessions held in the
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already

winter of 2001. Other small groups
One

the

area

held

surprise

from

of scheduling. I

on a

specific day

at

was

a

experience

our

with the groups in the treatment

always imder the impression that small

specific

agreed upon by the

time

schedules that do not allow them to attend

family

thriving

a

group

regularly

come

to

an

time

on a

but has

Friday

tripled

We may meet three

or a

in

Saturday two

come

to

a row

workers

are

bad work, but it is

one

of the most

group at this

spiritual gifts diagnostic inventory that is given to

does not

area

mean

frequent causes

only thrived

writing.

of gift-oriented

that church

for the

enormous

partially addressed by the use

new

members

as

contact. We have

generally identified their spiritual gifts but have often failed to plug them into
can

exercise those

in sermons, Bible
retreat in the fall.

gifts.

studies, and small

The issue of spiritual

of a

they complete the

Christianity membership class and through deliberate personal

they

a

especially the most engaged members (Implementation 55).

This is very true in the life of St. James and has been

where

from

and then schedule

the last survey is the

ministry. Schwarz and Schalk indicate that this

Vital

couples scheduling

in the Future

challenge according to

work overload of volunteers,

in

multiply the

oriented

doing

specified time.

agreement. For example, my wife and I have

Sunday evenings

Challenges
one

a

to four weeks away. The group has not

size, and the time has

The number

at

or

meeting by having all

led three installations of the Homebuilders series for married

meeting to meeting.

groups should be

group. This has been the way

groups choose the date and time of their next

members compare calendars and

in

period was

However, many people have continually rotating work

most groups have fimctioned.

Three

in existence have continued to fimction.

areas

gifts will receive more attention

groups and will be addressed at the church council
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Another

challenge to

be addressed is to utilize

advertising more effectively to get

the word out about St. James. As issues of assimilation and
the church will have
is

one

of our

faces the

a

best-kept

greater capacity

secrets. To more

challenge of incorporating

shocked that
The

they

declining population trend

markets in other

keep

are

addressed,

visitors. The Encounter service
the church

effectively reach younger generations,

younger

leadership.

Some

Baby

Boomers

are

longer "young."

are no

ongoing challenge

difficult when the

to attract and

spiritual gifts

is to buck the constant downward

caused

of Niagara Falls. Momentum is critical and is

brightest people

regions.

pull

tend to leave the

St. James needs to

community because

effectively

more

by the

extremely
of better job

cormect wdth the

community to accomplish positive change.
Addressing the Challenges
To address the

for and

training

Gumbel in

ongoing challenge

leading the congregation

England.

This

of spiritual
into the

Alpha program inaugvirated by Nicky

growing worldwide program with its emphasis on

intergenerational involvement, leaming and laughter,
meal, helping

one

growth, 1 anticipate taking the

another, and the stated freedom

to

the

fellowship

ask any

of meeting

question is

a

very

over a

logical

step in the life and ministry of St. James. I have been cultivating this idea with my

leadership team
1

in recent months.

anticipate

a more

coordinated effort of keeping frack of small groups

ongoing training, meeting wdth group leaders,
Annual church

plaiming retreats will become

and

having a small

a norm m

through

groups coordinator.

the life of the church to evaluate

ministry, plan for the immediate fiiture, and dream for the long-term future. Having two

Sunday

school sessions

running concurrently with the worship

services is in the

planning
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stages
offer
us

to be

options

more

the

possibly implemented within two
for

Sunday school

ability to move the early

problem

years. The purpose of this

classes and

service to

a

Sunday moming

slightly later time,

of junior church and nursery. A full-time staff person

youth and/or small

groups is in the dream

change

is to

small groups, to

and to solve the

give

nagging

dealing with the

areas

of

stage.

Concluding Thoughts
The

experience

of this entire

worthwhile endeavors I have
the nature of transforming

a

ever

project was

one

of the most

undertaken, both for personal growth and in grasping

congregation to

health. It

was a

vital

experience

James United Methodist Church to understand the absolute need for

change. Many

in the

spiritual growth

our area

minutia is

a

that involve

often starts

constant

temptation. Spiritual growth and discipline

repeating the message

over

and

over

and

over

getting sidetracked by
are

long-term processes

again. Relationships

huge key to winning people to Christ and leading them through the changes

growth.

I have leamed that the very

already in the

can never

church.
and

a

desperation.
Real church health involves commitment and effort, but

role

it is

and

and the number of

people we have lost due to relocation and death, the motivation for change

often

for St.

congregation leamed that change is not just a good idea;

matter of survival. Given the number of dying churches in

fi-om

and

challenging

chxirch

be taken for

Everything

or

resources or

enter the life of the church at

granted,

one

the

of health and

foreword

are

right time. My leadership

but must be shared with the

starts with prayer for

accoimtability to

people needed to move

are a

lay leadership

of the

God's vision for the church and mutual support

another is essential.

The Natural Church

Development model provided a relatively simple, biblical
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model of the church
this

project is

over.

as a

I

discussing church health that will continue long after

base for

anticipate

many

continues. The vision of the church is
statement to invite

knowledge

of having

an

improvements

now

(at this writing)

average

we

area.

I

or we

quality index of 49.

is that it

evaluate what
can

be

was

are

in

survey

again

provides

findings are

study

read for

in the

in

limited to

a

a

James.

Can

study relates

church be

directly with the

a

basis for

declining

our

next area to

is its greatest asset.
other studies and the

existing body of knowledge

of church health in

subject

single, descriptive

a

declining community.

to the

as

case

study of St.

study are

or

what

in the scope that the

James United Methodist

Every congregation is unique

ftom this

by my subjective bias
a

give

better way. The limitations of this

Any generalizations

also limited

in another year to

a

move

glean what can be leamed fi-om that experience

Church in Niagara Falls, New York.

communicated in this

a

insight into the experience of one pastor and congregation to

done to either

accomplished

quality

groimd very quickly, especially because we

a case

project may be

one

must

relationship of this project to

provides

The fact that

we

The focus the NCD

The

still, especially with the

blatant reminder that

anticipate using the

improve.

This

will lose

focused its mission

even more

cannot afford to stand

characteristic went down between surveys is
forward

this process

as

"Come to Jesus, Leam fi-om Jesus, and Go with Jesus." The

people to

of the church realizes that

leadership

in health

more

and much of what is

imique culture, context, and spiritual level of St.

study

should be done wdth great

current

care.

This

study is

pastor and researcher.

transformed in a dying area? Yes, but a congregation must deal

constant downward pressure

numerically,

in

conununity outlook,

and

spiritually. Any real growth in any area starts with prayer and seeking out God's vision.
A

declining community

accentuates the need for prayer and forward

positive thinking and
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vision. The
move.

A

challenge

is to prepare and

provide the natural

congregation must trust that not only does

(John 3:34),

he also

promises to

dare to place any limitations

including

our own.

on

pour out his

God

conditions and let the

give

his

Spirit

without limit

Spirit on all people (Acts 2:17).

the movement of the

Holy Spirit

Spirit

I would not

in any location
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APPENDIX A
Natural Church

Development Survey

Instructions for the Pastor
Who will fill out the

survey?

The "Questionnaire for the Pastor" is to be completed by the senior pastor of the church. If
you are without a senior pastor, It should be completed by the person responsible tor the

1

2.

leadership and direction of the church at this time.
The "Questionnaire for the Lay People Is to be completed
"

meet the

following

by 30 volunteer lay people

who

criteria:

The pastor considers them to be in the center of church life
They are actively involved in a ministry in the church
They are a member of a small group/cell group/home group/or Sunday School class
If you have a leadership team, it ts acceptable for some of them to participate, but do not

1 )
2)
3)

3.

great

a

use

too

percentage of church leaders.

How many will fill out the questionnaires?
1
Please try to have 30 surveys filled out. The closer to 30 the better for the most accurate and
reliable results. (A minimum of 10 is needed to calculate
your scores, but remember that the
results are more reliable, the closer to 30 you get.)
2.
In churches with less than 30 members, all adults should be asked to complete the
questionnaire.
3. Do not send more than 30 surveys! If more are sent they cannot be processed!
.

How do
1

fill out the

questionnaires?
gathering your lay people together, giving a brief explanation of what you hope to
accomplish through this survey, and completing the questionnaire at that time.
If it is not possible to gather together, be sure to establish a deadline for the completion and
return of the questionnaire to the church office.
Remind the survey takers that they should answer every question, but mar*
only one box per
question. (Do not mark half way between 2 boxes. Do not mark more than one box per
question.)
One survey one person. (If a couple chooses to fill out the
survey together, they still must mark
only one box per question.)
Mention to survey takers that if they have any comments to write them on a
separate sheet.
(Note: whoever is administering the questionnaire should then keep these comments. They are
not needed for the scoring of the surveys so
please do not send them in with the surveys.)
we

We recommend

2.

3.

4.

5.

-

How do

we return

the

survey?

If you want the results sent to an address other than the one on the Pastor's
Survey
include a letter with the address. (Note: The results are returned UPS, so
you must
not
a
P.O.
address,
physical
box.)

1

(#2), please

have'a

2

You

can cut out

the label below to

put

on an

envelope for returning

your surveys to ChurchSmart.

When
1

.

can we expect the results?
ChurchSmart Resources will process your
return the results to you via UPS.

Return all

questionnaires

within 48 hours of

questionnaires (pastor and lay people) in

one

ChurchSmart Resources
350 Randy Rd
Suite 5
-

Carol

Stream, IL 60188

receiving

package

to:

them and
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LAY PEOPLE
questionnaire will help us discover Ihe strengths
and weal<nesses In our church. It is important that
you answer allot Ihe questions by marking one of the
When you come lo a
indicated boxes with an X or
question in which none of Ihe responses match your
opinion, please choose the response that corresponds
as closely as possible to your opinion. Ttiink about our
church and how it looks from your point of view at present.
This

The questionnaires are evaluated anonymously Your
answers will be treated absolutely confidentially Do not
name on the questionnaire. Please return the
completed questionnaire to the person from whom you

write your

received It. Thank you very much for your

cooperation.

S. How many
members?

?

l^ss than 1 hour

3

I lo 2 hours

More than S hours

lo

3 hours

cn 1 1 20
[ZI21 30
? More than 30
to

lo

to

to

6. Your

gender?

n Male
long

? Female
have you been

Less dian 1 year

?1
?3
?6

to 2 years
to

months?

r~i

I lime

?

2 to 3 times

4 lo 5 limes

mi More than 5 times

at

1 1 to 20 years

More than 30 years

5 years

to 1 0 years

No indication

8. How many

friendships

ONone
? lto2
izn 3 5
Ob 10

do you have with non-ChristiansV

n 11 20
? 21 30
n More tlian 30
to

to

to
to

3. How often have you invited church members (not rela
tives) for dinner or coffee during Ihe past two months?

? Not all
? I time

Christian?

possible

2. How often have you been Invited by church members
(not relatives) for dinner or coffee during the past two

al all

a

21 to 30 years

2 tu 3 hours

? Not

do you have with other church

? None
n1 2
DsioS
n 6 10

7. How
1. How much lime do you spend per week (excluding
church meetings) with friends from church?

friendships

4 lo 5 times

9. I las your church
another culture?

? Yes

sent out one or more

missionaries into

? No

More than 5 times

lO.Approximalely
each day?

2 to 3 times

how much time do you

spend

46
60 minutes
? Less than 10 minutes
? 10 20 minutes
? 6 I 90 minutes
I
120 minutes
? 21 30 minutes
More than 120
? 3 I 43 minutes
to

4.

Approximately whal percentage of your gross income do
you give in tithes and offerings for church support, mis
sions, elc?

?

Less than 1%

n

1-4%
About 5%

? 6- 9%
o 10%
More lhan 10%

in prayer

to

lo

to

to

to

minutes

TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TRUE?
(For each question, check one

answer

only.)

11

The leuclers of

12

1 knuw my

13

1 know (hat oilier church iiiemt)crs pray for

14

1

15

Attending

16

1

17

1 know llial progriinis exist in

18

1 liiid il easy lo tell other Christians about my

am

church (puslor, ciders, elc.) have

our

splriluul gills.

fully inturined

am a

(he

about

worship

member of

our

church

service is

group in my church where il is

a

our

church which

20

Our church service

21

1 would call

22

riie leaders of

23

1

enjoy

24

1

enjoy reading

25

1 know which

26

1

enjoy listening

27

1

am a

28

New Christians find friends in

29

Ill

30

1

31

1 consider il lo he

32

1�lie leaders of our church concentrate

33
34

appeals primarily

niyseir
our

a

happy

are

for

possible

me.

lo talk about

personal problems.

particularly applicable

to

non-Christians.

feelings.

church

Ihe Bible

goals

church it is

a

on

my

It is my

36

1 feel that Ihe

37

1

impression

our

church

a

w

lo

spare

plan

nie

and

me

and for

me

if needed.

quickly.
people

about

feelings

and

problems.

elc).

the tasks for which

they

are

gifled.

ministry.

influences faith has in ihe different

areas

of my life

time, etc.).

service has

group in

years.

organize spiritual things.

on

In my

coming

service.

hich others will pray wilh

spate time,

that the structure of

worship

ineiiitwr of

worship

to talk with odier

Iransforiiiing

(i.e. profession, family,

35

in Ihe

group in my church in

dangerous

it.

own.

church will pursue in the

jiossible

delegate

fellowship.

(profession, family,

the

non-Christians.

do the work themselves rather lhan

prefer lo

lo the sermons

ineniber of

my life

our

lu

and coiUciUed person.

Ihe tasks 1 do in Ihe church

experience

am a

growth.

is uhen asked for in my church.

1 feel thai my church supports

1

regularly.

inspiring experience

un

My opinion

enjoy

nic

for cliurch

plan

19

our

Inspirinj; opiiniisiii.

an

our

a

our

church hinders church life rather lhan promotes il.

positive influence

church in which

wc

on mc.

talk about

spiritual

issues.
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TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TRUE?
(For each question,
^/

ctieck one

answer

.

only.)

^

38

Il is my

39

'I lierc is

40

1 have many

41

Our

42

Il is my

43

1

44

riie aclivilies of

45

1 feel that the

46

1

47

When

48

file

49

The leaders of

50

1 he tasks 1

51

The Word of God is llie most

52

In

53

In my small group

54

In

55

When

56

Our pastor has loo much work to do.

57

1 feel iny task in Ihe church is

58

Uur (laslor is

59

Very oheii,

60

1 could write down the

61

The music in Ihe church services

62

(Jplinial

63

In my small group

64

1

am

llial the

iiiipivssion
a

lul of joy and
reasons lo

pastor looks for

help

uur

cluircli lack

iinaginalion.

church.

our

happy.
from

thai Ciod

experience

in

lauglUer

be

iiclivilies in

eviingclistic

lay people

obviously

lo

uses

coiiiplcmeni

Ihose

my work for

building

areas

in which he is

not

gifted.

liie church.

eiilhusiaslic about my church.

am a

our

sermon

member of
new

our

come

of

our

our

church Ihe
someone

a

care

is

prefer

new

spend

we

of

reason lo

speaks

we

my

at

and

organi/.alion.

life needs.

home.

approach

influenced

them

openly

by praise

and

and

lovingly.

coinplimenls.

gihs.

in Ihe decisions of my

everyday

life.

things.

lots of lime with

a

Uilngs

which

is discussed al all

evangelism

a

lo my

planning

in accordance with my

good job

are

irrelevant lo

me.

ptissible opporlunilics.

1 tell them.

great challenge.
lo me.

thank Gud for His work in my life.

organizational

lo our

successful

evade conflicls.

are

church does

our

given

enjoy bringing

by

important authority

spiritual example

1 have

service

strongly
lo

in my church

subject

in

worship

church is

often try

we

charactcri/cd

lo church events, wc

church

perform

church

in the

are

small group in which 1 feci

a

people

atmosphere

our

church

structure

helps

children

me

worship

during

show trust towards

friends, colleagues,

God.

church services.

one

or

in my church.

anolher.

relatives (who do iiol yel know Jesus) lo church.
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TO WHAT DEGREE IS THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TRUE?
(For

each

65

question, check

one answer

Wlicii

someone

endanger

lo

.

.

.

only.)

in

cliurcli has

our

dilTerenl

a

opinion

66

Our pasior gives a lol of church members the
die church service.

67

1 know whal value my

68

1

69

1 he

70

I'm olieii bored in die

71

1

72

1 pray for my friends,
come lo faith.

73

1

74

Our pasior

75

1 olien tell other Chrisliaiis when 1 have

76

1 consider

77

1 don't think

78

In

79

IVIy

80

In Ihe groups 1

81

Il is hard for

82

Our church does

83

I'eople

84

1'iines of prayer

85

When a church niember is obviously in the wrong,
this is corrected with love, but Hrinly.

86

Despite

87

1

88

It is Ihc declared

89

1 he various minislries of

90

In

91

1 liy lo

act even more

lay people of our church

can

be

as

aclive

alteiilively

our

in

as

are

trained

be silcnl ralher lhan

seems lo

our

to

help

in

organizing

and

conducting

in

powerfully

our

church in Ihe

coming

years.

frequenlly.

colleagues

and relatives who do not yel know Jesus Christ, that

feel

al

through

home in

they will

the media.

church.

our

experienced something

from God.

church lo be traditional.

(leople

important

should

motive fur
lu il

belong

up in

are

are an

ministry.

attending

is easy for

something

church

in church services.

clap

leader for each

a

ine lo sum

our

opportunity

1 like in my small group.

observe world events

a

few

about

the church service is

newcomers lo

what faith

phrases

hunger

be

a sense

of

duty.

integrated.

means

for

me.

in the world.

motivated to do church work.

highly

inspiring experience

for

me.

(moral misconduci, willful disobedience, elc.)

my church activities, 1 still have sufficient lime for my hobbies.

enjoy l)ringiiig

our

lo

worship service.

church there is

most

prefer

has in Ihe lolal work of Ihe church.

niinlslry

believe dial God will

lirmly

(mm me, 1

[leacc.

worship
deepen

visitors lo

goal

of

services
my

our

our

small groups

our

new

church services.

church

faces

relalionships

are

are a

wilh

to

reproduce

helpful

lor my

themselves

particular

by

cell division.

needs.

rarity.

people

who do not yel know Jesus Christ.
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APPENDIX B
Records of St. James United Methodist Church

Population

of the

City

of Niagara Falls, New York

1960-2001
Sources: 1960-1991 Joumals of the GeneseeAVestem New York Conference of the MethodistAJnited
Methodist Church, Church records, United States Census Bureau for Niagara Falls population

Year

Membership

Average Attendance

1960

682

1961

688

1962

683

1963

647

1964

646

1965

648

202

1966

642

233

1967

618

228

1968

779

215

1969

505

181

1970

601

187

1971

555

178

1972

510

155

1973

501

160

1974

502

167

1975

516

175

1976

512

136

1977

502

155

1978

502

140

1980

495

147

1981

506

165

1982

520

1983

521

187
195

1984

490

201

1985

490

199

1986

504

193

1987

495

193

1988

451

198

1989

452

211

1990

450

211

1991

371

195

1992

368

191

1993

366

210

1994

364

196

1995

372

200

NF

Population
102,394

1996

369

191

1997

375

188

1998

370

181

1999

376

194

2000

385

193

2001

395

209

85,615

71,384

61,840
60,903
60,195
59,736
59,204
58,764
58,357
56,768
55,593
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APPENDIX C

Reentry

1

.

2.

Night Questions (June-July 2000)

change the church has experienced in the past
a positive change?

What is
as

Dessert

What is

one

one area

the church has

helped you to

grow

several years that you view

spiritually over the past several

years?

3

.

What

Falls?

are some

ways the church could minister to you

more

effectively?

To

Niagara
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APPENDIX D
Dessert

Night Participants (June-July 2000)

J\me21
Carol

Jessop

Ken and Ruth Voelker
(All older adults)
June 22

Cynthia Beam
Paul and Yvonne Beam
Bob and Nora Beam

Clarissa

Hyser

Paul and Sharon Moore

(Young aduh to

older middle

age)

June 28
Bruce and Josie Hindle

Debbie McCombs
Bob and Anna Ren

(All middle age)
June 29

Ed and Marie Coram
George and Donna Crawley
Fred and Marge Mess
Bob and

(Middle

Nancy Moody
adult)

age to older

Julv 6
Addison and

Margaret Brainard

Karen Bunce
Mel and

Judy Shahin
Cheryl Tarapczynski
Rev. Ken and Marge Traxler
(young adult to older adult)
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APPENDIX E

Reentry
1

.

of Questions/Answers

change the church has experienced in the past
as a positive change?
�
Younger pastor brought in more young people
�
Long-term pastor's stay
What is

one

�

Celebrative services

�

Music

�
�

2.

Night Summary

Dessert

several years that you view

ministry
Deeper spiritual concem
Better preaching

�

Use of video in the services

�

New

�

Streamlined church administration

�

Part-time

What is

membership

class

longer,

�

more

well

rounded, lay led

youth leader

one area

the church has

helped you to

grow

spiritually over the past several

years?
�

United Methodist

�

Day Adventure Series
Fellowship/friendship with others in the church
Better adult Sunday school teachers
Drama in worship

�
�

�
�

3.

What

Disciple Bible study

50

Small groups
are some

ways the church could minister to you

more

effectively?

To

Niagara

Falls?
�

More small

�

More support and services for older

�

groups/intimacy/ loving relationships/authentic fellowship
people of the congregation/Stephen

Ministry
Crisis ministry

�

Interact with other

�

More

churches/community more
open attitude to change on the part of many

�

To be

more

�

More drama in

�
�
�

in the

invitational to others

worship
ministry opportunities
More training/accountability for Sunday school teachers
Prayer chain
More

congregation
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APPENDIX F
Letter to

St.

Congregation

about the NCD

Survey

James United Methodist Church
4661 PORTER ROAD
NIAGARA FALLS. NEW YORK 14305-3309

(716) 297-6421

DAVID W. KOFAHL
PASTOR

July 11,2000

Dear Members of St. James,

This is

as members of the congregation, of a church health survey
Wednesday, August 23, 2000. The purpose of this survey is to
assess the health of our congregation by measuring characteristics of church health and is
part of the field research for my doctoral dissertation. This will be an important step in
our planning for the fiiture.
a

letter to inform you,

that will be taken

on

The survey, developed by Christian Schwarz who has researched churches around the
world, is limited to diirty participants. A selection team including Will Maggs, Yvonne

Beam, Margaret Brainard, and myself will go through
for selection

as

outlined

by

Survey
2,

3.

a

selection process. The criteria

the survey instrument will be:

limit of 30

participants.

One person from an inunediate family.
A cross-section of the members of the congregation

long-time members, short-time members,
4,

5.

current

and past leadership.
Active involvement in the life of the church.
A member of a Sunday school class, small group,

by age,
leadership,

or a

Bible

study.
If you would like to be considered for selection to

participate in the siurvey please contact
July 30, It would be best if you can be present at the church on
nor required. You will be contacted whether or not you are selected

the church office before

August

23"*, but it is

for the survey.
ChurchSmart Resources in Carol Sueam, Illinois will process the survey and the Church
Council will use the results for planning and visioning for the future at a retreat in the

fall. The

congregation

We ask for your

will be informed of the results in

continuing prayers

In Christ,

Rev. David W. Kofalil

for the

a

future newsletter.

ministry of our church.
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APPENDIX G

Questions for Interviews after

1

.

Do you think that the NCD

What

3

How would you describe the

.

do you

Survey

Survey v^U reveal anything

2.

changes

NCD

anticipate

in the future?

pastor' s leadership style?

4.

How does the

5.

What other comments do you have about the

pastor's leadership style need to change?

survey?

about

2000

our

church?
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APPENDIX H

Questions for Interviews after NCD Survey 2000 (Summary of Answers)
23

August

2000

Do you think that the NCD Survey will reveal anything about
�
The questions would help, they are probing questions.
�

�
�
�
�

�
�

our

church?

Possibly; depends upon whether people answered truthfully.
Some of the questions were a little iffy.
Absolutely: great insight for the health of the church.
Gets right down to basics.
Yes: questions diverse enough.
Touched every aspect of ovir church relationships, growth, etc.
Definitely: had a good cross section of the people.
�

�

Will show

�

Yes, fi-om the questions asked.

�

Yes

some

broad trends.

^would show differences in attitude toward

�

worship

What
�

changes do you anticipate in the fiiture?
Hopeful toward the second service: that it will provide

service.

a

home for the

unchurched.
it satisfies the young people early service for younger
in later service. Hears grumbles from older people.

people,

older

people

�

Hope

�

Hopefully membership will expand.
Possibility of a day care center in here, to go along with expansion of the
building, if we grow.
Growth ^tries to bring people in. Our study in Sunday school was how to bring
people in.

�

�

�

�

�

Growth.

�

A

�
�
�

�

happier church.
Evangelism.
Challenge to each heart (person) in our service.
Changes already done recently are good. Will improve
pushing.
Some new programs starting up.

�

Small group ministries.

�

Growth.

�

Additional service

people;
�

if you

provides growth opportunity

come

�

^more

when Pastor Dave gets

space freed up for

to church and it's filled up, and you have trouble

seat, you will think twice about coming back.
New service looking forward to it.
�

How would you describe the pastor's leadership
�
Style is very good a good manager.
�

style?

more

finding a
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�
�

�

Strong

in what he believes

�

stands up for what he believes.

Not afraid to tell you his beliefs.
Very hopefiil for expansion.

here.

�

Really belongs

�

Believes what he

�

Absolutely great.
His leadership touches everyone, touches people's needs.
A good leader cautious, slow moving (being discerning), delegates well.
Great ^we should follow him, help him along.

�
�
�

preaches.

�

�

need to go.
to do what needs to be done.

to where we

�

Leads

�

He leads

�

Very open.
Willing to take comments and criticisms.
With the Lay Leadership Team, he changed from being a single focus to a broader
base of support. He takes their comments and suggestions and uses them. This is
not a figurehead group.
Impacted (person's) life in a way that is hard to describe.

�
�

�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

us

us

Excellent.

Caring nature.
a good relationship with Christ.
Leads people to know where they need to
Good job.
Has

Does

more

go to accept.

than he has to.

Fair, listens to both sides of the story.
Open to all of us for help when we need it.
If he can't help or doesn't know what to do, he will lead you to

someone

who

can

help.
4.

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�

�

5.

pastor's leadership style need to change?
like his style, like his sermons.
No suggestions
Needs to be more aggressive.
Needs to realize you can not please everyone.
Can not see any need to change.
More leadership fi:om the pulpit ^more evangelical, more challenging.
Leam to become a bit more confirontational (in a good way).
Don't know ^he's aiming for the future, so are we.
Communicate things on a "global" scale.
Find ways to share his rationale with more people.
Hard to say it is continually changmg. Can he do more than he is trying to do?

How does the

�

�

�

�

Don't think it needs to.

What other comments do you have about the
�
Just average very general questions.

survey?

�

�

Good

�

People

covered every aspect of function of our church.
could put opinions into every item and aspect of the church.

�
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�
�
�
�

for everyone in the church.
Well rounded will depict personality of the church.

Somethmg

�

Asked many questions about our small groups are they growing?
Touched on music it allows the Spirit to move and flow.
�

�

Set

�

Will show Dave how to

�

Helps people feel they have a voice.
Helps our mental health.
A good survey
covered everything that pertained to what we are trying to do.
Needed a comment section, even if it couldn't be tabulated. People would have

�
�
�

us

in

direction.

�

good

a

help

us

grow.

�

felt better if conmients could have been written.

6.

Some

�

questions hard to
about fiiendships.

�

None.

answer, due to

nevmess

to

church; specifically questions

Additional comments:
�

People

seem

upset because they feel they do

not have

a

say about what goes

on

the church.
�

There is

�

The

a

lack of conmiunication.

membership class ^Vital Christianity ^was welcomed by this person,
reached a spiritual need he had to leam and study at that particular time.
HOWEVER, he knows of some people that the requirement of the class to join
the church is a sore spot ^they have been Christians all their lives and have
belonged to other churches; why should they have to take a course to join this
�

�

�

church?
�

projects there is a lack of information. The presentation about the
project (specifically the moving of the cross) leaves a lot to be desired.
For

some

in
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APPENDIX I

ChurchSmart Resources

September 7,

Survey

Cover Letter

2000

Dear David:
Ttiank you for

Development
There

are

CfiurctiSmart Resources

letting

serve

you

by processing tfiis Natural Church

survey for your church.

several items enclosed which you will find useful in furtfier

analysis

of your church

situation:

profile of your church and the scores for each quality characteristic. The profile identifies
your minimum and maximum factors In the church as well as outlining general information
about the church, address, attendance, and number of surveys submitted

1.

A

2.

A

3.

graphic printout of your scores which is a helpful visual tool. Note: the lowest score is
your minimum factor and the quality characteristic you should focus on first.
A copy of the Implementation Guide to Natural Church Development will walk you
through an analysis of your minimum factor and the steps you can take to develop a strategy
to address It.

4.

A copy of the ABC's of Natural Church Development This economical booklet can be
used to communicate the principles to a larger number of people in the church family.

5.

A Minimum Factor Manual.

Survey is normed for churches in the USA so that 50 is the median score or "average."
Seventy percent of churches taking the survey will score in the range behveen 35 and 65. The
balance of churches taking the survey show fifteen percent scoring above 65 and fifteen percent
scoring below 35.

The NCD

Please remember

.

.

.

every church has

a

minimum factorl Do not react

emotionally

to the

results, but think them through carefully and pray that the Lord will help you use this information
in a positive way to improve your church and impact your community. Set the tone with your staff
and church leaders by emphasizing the opportunity to focus your energy in a way that you can
become all that God intends for His church.
We pray this information will be a great help to you and your church
community effectively with the Good News in the days ahead

Your Partner in

family

in

reaching

your

Ministry,

David Wetzler

General Manager

35U 1U.N1)Y ROAD, SUllh. 5

�

e.AKrM.SlRI \.M, II

o()l!i8-lii31

�

t-AX ()30.!i7).!i708

�

1.800.253.427b

�

030.871.2598
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APPENDIX J
NCD

Survey Participants

AGE GROUP

NAME fSEX)

Youth

Heather Moir

Philip

Young Adult

Middle

Age

Older Mid.

Age

Older Adult

McCombs

at St. James United Methodist Church

AUGUS
F

X

M

X

OCTOBER 15. 2001
X

Rachel Kofahl

F

Nick

M

X

X

Perry

X

Cindy Beam

F

X

X

Mike Merrill

M

X

X

Karen Bunce

F

X

X

Chris Brosius

M

X

X

Karen Brown

F

Kim Bunce

F

X

Jim Cicero

M

X

Mike Crane

M

X

Victoria Love

F

X

X

Judy Maggs

F

X

X

Jhn Moir

M

BudNeal

M

X

X

Cheryl Olejar
Steve Perry
Brenda Pope

F

X

X

M

X

X

F

X

X

Bob Ren

M

X

X

Pam Stivers

F

X

X

X
X

X

Yvonne Beam

F

X

X

Lee Clark

M

X

X

George Crawley

M

X

X

Keith Fox

M

X

X

Fred Mess

M

X

X

Bob

M

X

X

FX

X

Addison Brainard MX

X

Hyser
Joyce Perry

FX

X

FX

X

MelShahm

MX

X

Moody

Shirley Bathhurst
Clarissa

Elmer Wolcott

M

Helen Zartman

F

X
X
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APPENDIX K
ST. JAMES MISSION STATEMENT

glory and through the leading of the Holy Spirit we invite all to COME TO
JESUS, finding a haven to cultivate a personal, dynamic relationship with Him; LEARN
FROM JESUS, through the study of the Bible, encouragement, worship and prayer; GO
WITH JESUS, empowered together to share His liberating word.
To God's

CORE VALUES
St. James United Methodist Church

Niagara Falls, New York
1

.

The Bible is the Word of God

2.

Prayer is the

3

Since lost

.

on

matter to

The church should be

5.

Life-change happens best

6.

Everyone

7.

Authenticity and growth to

8.

Simple organization

9.

Love for

10.

Building and material resources

Anointed

stand.

God, they should matter to the church.

4.

*

we

lifeline of the church.

people

has

one

which

a

place;

culturally relevant while remaining doctrinally pure.

everyone has

sets

*Excellence in all

is the

ministry.

a

Christian

people

another and

teaching

in small groups.

maturity are the norm, not the exception.

free for

ministry.

unity are the norm.

catalyst

things honors

are

tools for

ministry,

not monuments.

for transformation in individual lives and in the church.

God and

inspires people.
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APPENDIX L

ADMINISRATIVE STRUCTURE
ST. JAMES UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
NIAGARA

FALLS, NEW YORK

Jesus said: "I tell you that

if two ofyou on earth agree about anything you ask for,
It will be done for you by my Father in heaven. For where two or three
Come together in my name, there I am with them. Matthew 18:19,20 (NIV)
"

CHURCH/CHARGE CONFERENCE
�
�
�

District

Superintendent
Pastor(s)
Church Membership

CHURCH COUNCIL

(Lead Lay Leader is also Church Council Chair)
(including Lay Member to Conference)

Team

�

Lay Leadership

�

Team and Committee Chairs

�

Pastors

�

Leadership Staff
Youth representatives
Secretary

�
�

�

Church Treasurer

ADMINISTRATIVE TEAMS
�

Finance

�

Nominations and Personnel

�

Staff-Parish Relations

�

Trustees

MINISTRY TEAMS
�

Education

Age

Level

Ministry

Coordinators

Pre-K
�

Missions

�

Small

�

Son Shine Team

Groups

�

Stephen Ministries

�

Visitation

�

Worship

and Music

Altar Guild

Media team
Ushers
�

Other

FOCUS

emerging ministries

meetings held the

second

Monday

of the month

7:00 P.M. WORSHIP
7:15 P.M. TEAM MEETINGS
8:30 P.M. CHURCH COUNCIL

(if necessary)
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APPENDIX M

St. James United Methodist Church
CHURCH COUNCIL RETREAT
AGENDA

September 30,

2000

Questions for the day;
1

.

2.

3.

What is the health of om- church?
What were the results of the Natural Church
Where is God leading from here?

9:00 AM

Development Survey in August 2000?

WORSHIP

Jesus said, "lam the vine; you are the branches.
If a
he will bear much fruit; apart
me
can
do
from
you

man

remains in

nothing."

me

John 15:5

and I in

him,

(NIV)

Anything significant that happens in our lives (and in the life of our church) will be
activity in our lives.

a

result of God's

What is God's will?
�

John 10:10: "I have

�

John 14:6: "1

am

come

that

they may have life,

and have it to the frill."

the way and the truth and the life. No

one comes

to the Father

except through me."

ST. JAMES MISSION STATEMENT
glory and through the leading of the Holy Spirit we invite all to COME TO
JESUS, finding a haven to cultivate a personal, dynamic relationship with Him; LEARN
FROM JESUS, through the study of the Bible,
and
GO
To God's

WITH JESUS,

empowered together

to

encouragement, worship
share His liberating word.

prayer;

John 5:17, 19-20: "My Father is always at his work to this
very day, and I, too, am
I
tell
the
workmg
truth, the Son can do nothing by himself; he can only do what
you
he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son also does. For the
Father loves the Son and shows him all he does. Yes, to
your amazement he will show
Mm even greater things than these."
...

Where is God
Potter and
1

.

2.

Are

working?

Clay (Jeremiah 18:1-6)

we

moldable?

How do

remain in his hands?
You cannot stay the way you are and
go with God.
we
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�

God is

�

God's

always working around us.
passion is an endless river.

God reveals what he is about to do. That revelation becomes

an

invitation to join him.

When you believe that nothing significant can happen through you, you have said
about your belief in God than you have said about yourself.

Understanduig what God is

about to do where you

what you want to do for him
�
"It is God who works in you to will and to act

Philippians
9;45 AM

are

is

more

important than telling

according to

his

good purpose."

2:13

BREAK

10:00 AM
WHY ALL THE CHANGE?
NATURAL CHURCH DEVELOPMENT
Matthew 6:28: "See how the lilies of the field

grow."

Mark 4:3-20 Parable of the Sower
Mark 4:28: "All

by

itself the soil

produces grain"

Review of 8 NCD Church Health Characteristics
SURVEY RESULTS
�
�
�

Impressions of results
Implications of results
Interpretation of results to congregation

12:00 NOON

LUNCH

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE�WHERE IS GOD LEADING?
�

Implementation Team

BREAK

WHAT ARE WE DOING NOW?
�

What

�

Future

�

What

doing right?
plans underway.

are we

areas can

address

our

greatest needs?

WRAP UP AND CLOSING WORSHIP
3:00 PM

WE ARE FINISHED FOR THE DAY

more

God
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APPENDIX N

TRAINING SESSIONS
For

SMALL GROUP LEADERS
-

Get

Ready

-

Session 1

PLAN FOR A NEW SMALL GROUP
1

.

2.

Determine where the group will meet. A home, restaurant,
church, or elsewhere.
Decide the
a.

b.

3.

day,

time and

length

of the small group.

Will the group meeting last one hour or will it be longer?
Will the group meet for a few weeks, months, or be on going?

Select

study

a.

What

b.

Will

a

materials for the group.

topic(s) or Bible passage(s) will be used?
published study guide be used?

PARTNER WITH OTHERS FOR LEADERSHIP
1.

List the

leadership responsibilities.

To illustrate the need to share

the leadership load of a small group, make a list of all the
that must be taken care of for a group to succeed.
a.
Lesson selection and preparation.
c.

Facilitate Bible lesson discussion.
Lead group in conversational prayer.

d.

Lead group in

e.

Meeting place set up and preparation.
Greeting guests as they arrive.

b.

f.

about their week.

g-

Refreshments coordinated.

h.

Child

i.

Handling phone

jk.

1.
m.

2.

sharing

responsibilities

care.

calls and interruptions.
Phone calls to group between meetings.

Invitations to new people.
Visits to meet the needs of group members.
Other leadership responsibilities.

Share the

leadership responsibilities.

for successful small group

leadership:

Here is

a

simple formula
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One leader doing it all
burnout and end of the small group.
Two people sharing leadership = maintaining the small
group.
Three people sharing leadership = multiplication of small
groups.
=

PROSPECT FOR SMALL GROUP MEMBERS
1

.

Choose the type of people to target.
a.

b.
c.

d.

2.

Will the group be for men, women, or both?
What ages will be represented in the group?
Will the group be for singles, married
couples,
Will it be a neighborhood or
workplace

or

both?

group?

Create

a

prospect list of those you wish to attend the

group.
a.

Build your prospect list.
1)

2)

Generally speaking, there is a 3: 1 ratio between the total
number you are inviting and the average attendance of
your
group. If you want a group attendance of 10 people, you
need to have 30 people on your prospect list.
Use your personal circle of relationships:

friends at work, church, school, clubs,

b.

3)
Pray
1)
2)
3)

family, neighbors,

or

other

organizations

in which you participate.
Have your leadership team add prospects to the list.
your prospect list.
Ask God to lead you in whom you should invite to the
group.
Pray that God will work in the lives of each person on your
list even if they can't or don't come to the
group.
Take spiritual responsibility to pray for these

people

regularly.
c.

Work your prospect list.
Contact each person on your prospect list and invite him
1)
her to participate in the small group.

2)

3)

Realize that you may need to make several additional
contacts with those on your prospect list in order to
gain their

participation.
Keep in regular contact with those on your prospect list
between group meetings, especially when a person has
been unable to attend that week.

Material

or

adapted from David D. Durey,

New

Hope Community Church, Portland, Oregon.

Used

by permission.
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SMALL GROUP LEADER
PLANNING SHEET
Leader:

phone #:

Assistant:

phone #:

Host:

phone

Location of the

#:

meeting:

Address:

Day of meeting:

Starting

Date:

Description

Type

Time:

Ending

Date:

of lesson materials:

of small group:
Men's
Women's
Mixed Adults'

Couples'
Young Adult's
Support/Recovery

Other:

Prospect Invitation list:
(Friends, family, neighbors,

church

members)

Mature Adults'

Single's
Youth
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TRAINING SESSIONS
FOR

SMALL GROUP LEADERS
-

Get Set

-

Session 2

THE SMALL GROUP LEADERSHIP TEAM
There

are

three vital small group leadership positions: the leader, the assistant
leader, and the host. When each person functions in his or her role, it
encourages the others, lightens the load, and makes the group successful.

1

The Leader: This person

.

small group.

They

ensure

or

couple

is

ultimately responsible

for the

what is necessary to fulfill its purpose.

2.

The Assistant Leader: This person may be

3.

The Host: This person or couple is responsible for providing the
location, set-up, refreshments, and positive atmosphere for the small

leading with years of
experience in small group leadership or may be just beginning as an
apprentice leader. Either way, he or she is free to assist in any aspect of
small group responsibility while working with the leadership team.

group

meeting. They

also assist in

greeting

co

attendees.

FOUR GOALS OF THE LEADERSHIP TEAM
1

.

Discipleship.
in the group is

The

leadership team's concern should be that everyone
growing in spiritual maturity through fellowship and

application of God's Word.
2.

Pastoral Care. The leadership
a.

b.
c.

3.

team must

answer

these

questions:

of the needs of the group members?
Are
Are the group members involved in meeting each other's needs?
Are the needs of the group being met adequately?
we aware

Service. The leadership team continually looks for opportunities to
express the love of Jesus by meeting the
members and those in the community.

tangible

needs of group
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4.

Outreach. The leadership team must continue to motivate group
members to bring unchurched friends and family into the group.

BUILDING A LEADERSHIP TEAM
1. Build
a.

b.
c.

d.

2.

a

leadership prospect list.
with

Look for the

following qualities:

heart and vision for ministry.
People
People who demonstrate loyalty and teamwork.
People who have a positive influence on others in group
People who are F.A.T.:
1) Faithful to God and others.
2) Available for ministry assignments.
3) Teachable. Willing to learn.

Prayerfully

a

evaluate your

prospects.

settings.

Look for these characteristics:

c.

Enthusiasm. A positive outlook and a love for God and people.
Clear testimony. A clear Christian testimony of what God has done
and is doing in their life.
Dedication. A clear commitment to the success of the group.

d.

Spirit-directed life. A life submitted to the control and empowerment

e.

of the Holy Spirit.
Time and means. The

a.

b.

to

give

3. Invite your
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

to

leading

and

prospect must have adequate time available
developing the small group.

leadership prospects into service.

Ask your prospect to help lead different parts of the group meeting.
Give your prospect additional opportunities to serve as they prove

responsive and faithful.
Employ "Planned Absence." When you know that you cannot
attend the small group meeting, ask your leadership prospect to
take your place in facilitating the meeting.
Affirm your prospect when they succeed in a ministry task.
Invite your prospect to become part of the leadership team of the
small group.

f.
Material

Continue

adapted from

David D.

offering

counsel and feedback

on

their

Durey, New Hope Community Church, Portland, Oregon.

performance.
Used

by permission.
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SHARING THE LEADERSHIP OF A SMALL GROUP

1

.

Take

inventory

of your small group

leadership

teann.

Leader:
Assistant:
Host:

2.

List the

3.

Divide the

group.

responsibilities

that need to be covered for your group.

responsibilities

among your

leadership

team and
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TRAINING SESSIONS
FOR

SMALL GROUP LEADERS
-

Get

Going

-

Session 3

SEEK TO GAIN EVERYONE'S PARTICIPATION

1

.

The leader is
a.

a

facilitator not the

teacher.

question.

b.
c.

wait for the members to formulate their response to a question.
Cave Exploring. The Bible lesson is the "cave." Don't stand at the

telling the group what you've seen
let them explore for themselves.

cave

Take them in and

How you arrange the
a.

b.
c.

3.

or

You must allow the group members to give their input.
Don't be afraid of silence. Sometimes the leader must be

entrance of the

2.

authority

"Play Dumb." The leader should not respond to every

seating

makes

a

b.

inside.

difference.

Sit in a Circle. This allows everyone to feel included.
Same Eve Level. It is best if the members of the group can sit at
the same eye level.
Only One Extra Chair. Avoid having several empty chairs. A feeling
of closeness is lost if the group's members are seated too far apart.
Add chairs as they are needed.

Everyone is encouraged to participate, but
required to pray, read, or speak.
a.

quiet and

no one

is

Don't Hog Don't Hide. Encourage everyone to share, but no one
is allowed to dominate.
Don't Go around the Circle. Don't make people feel obligated to
�

participate by reading, praying,

or

sharing

around the circle.
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PRESENT A BALANCED SMALL GROUP MEETING
Make it

1

.

a

priority to balance the three necessary elements for

effective

meeting:

Shared Life. The first 15 minutes of the meeting is usually reserved for
the sharing of life. This allows friendships to develop and deepen as
members get better acquainted and find common points of interest or
need. This sharing time may include several of the following components:
a.

Welcome.

b.

Opening prayer.
Introduction of guests.

c.

d.

Fun icebreaker activities

e.

Testimonies

f.

Expressions
Worship through singing.

g.
h.

2.

an

or

questions.

reports of answered prayer.
of appreciation for one another.

or

Announcements.

Conversational

Prayer.

The next 5-10 minutes

are

devoted to

conversational prayer. Conversational prayer is a very effective way to
pray in a small group. It is prayer that unites people in conversation with

God and with each other.
a.

b.
c.

d.

This simply means talking to God in an easy, natural conversation.
Each person should feel free to pray several times using short
sentence prayers.
No one person should dominate the prayer time.
Several people should pray short sentences on each

topic before

to a new prayer focus.
No one should ever feel forced to pray out loud.
It is best not to go around the circle and take prayer requests;
instead have people state their requests as the group is praying.
Conversational prayer is topical prayer. Prayer starters can include
thanking God for what He has done, asking God to do something

changing

e.

f.
g.

for

3.

a

person within the group,

praising God for who He is,

etc.

Bible

Application (30 minutes).

b.

to nice people?"
Read the Bible passage and discuss the lesson. The discussion
guide should have six to eight questions that help the group explore

of the small group is to apply
the Bible to everyday life, learning to live in obedience to God.
a.
Start with an opener question. The discussion guide should begin
with an opener question that will point the conversation in the
direction of the topic. Example: "How do you explain why bad things

happen

One

goal
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the Bible passage or topic.
Some questions should have
1)

answers that only the Bible
Paul confident that God
What
made
provide. Example:
would take care of His people? (Romans 8:31 32)
Some questions should be thought questions that allow

can

,

2)

anyone to offer
c.

an

opinion

or

perspective. Example:

What

gives Christians confidence to face difficult times?
the
Bible lesson to everyday life. The discussion guide
Apply
should have a closing application question that helps group
members think about how they can use the Bible lesson in their
lives this week. Example: What can you do this week to
demonstrate that you are trusting God to work out your

circumstances for good?

4. Close with Conversational

Prayer (5-10 minutes).

The

primary focus

of this

closing prayer is the application of the Bible truths in the lives of group
members. "Lord, help me this week to apply in my life what you have shown
me in your Word today."

Material

adapted from

David D.

Durey,

New

Hope Conmiunity Church, Portland, Oregon. Used by permission.
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TRAINING SESSIONS
FOR

SMALL GROUP LEADERS
-

Keep Going

-

Session 4

PRESERVING GOOD SMALL GROUP DYNAMICS

1.

Be consistent in
total time the

2.

meeting

will last,

As the leader, maintain
a.

b.
c.

and

starting

ending

generally

a

one

relaxed

on

hour

spirit

time. Establish the

weekly.

in the group.

Be honest and open yourself, allowing the Holy Spirit to be the
teacher. You need not have all the answers.
Affirm others when they share their points of view.
Be shockproof and non-judgmental, practicing acceptance while not

necessarily agreeing.
3.

Participation
without

require
4.

b.

to

success.

Encourage participation
participating. Don't

(Romans 14:19).

Seek to build each other up. Affirm one another. We want to build
healthy self-esteem in each member.
Pastoral care is a natural by-product of small groups. The leader,
assistant, and host need to set the example in how they express
love and care for each other.

Encourage

everyone in the group.

a.

Make each person feel important. Let them know that their ideas
and comments are valued.

b.

Avoid
a

6.

key

making anyone feel uncomfortable for not
anyone to speak, read, or pray.

Practice mutual edification
a.

5.

is the

focusing advice
counseling session.

Respond lovingly
a.

to

a

on

just

need

Pray immediately when

a

one

member of the group. This is not

expressed

need is

prayer requests before you start
Is expressed.

�

immediately.

expressed. Don't make a list of
praying. Pray when the first need
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When you as the leader have a need, share it
and ask the group to pray for you.
"The Love Seat." A chair can be placed in the middle of the circle
while people gather around and gently lay their hands on the

b.

Teach

c.

by example.

person in the "love seat" and pray for their need.

HANDLE PROBLEM PEOPLE IN A POSITIVE WAY
1.

Handle
one

problem people away from

on a

one-to-

basis.

a.

b.

No

A disturbed person cannot become the
center of attention. Make it clear that everyone is loved but that "no
dumping is permitted."
Refer troubled people to a support group. A disturbed person may

dumping permitted.

need to be asked to
their needs.

2.

the group

Don't allow

join

a

support group that

can

better address

to confess anyone else's faults but their

people

own.

3.

a.

No

b.

Focus on
for you?"

Gossip. Don't talk about people outside the
helping those in the group by asking,

group.
"How can

Don't allow doctrinal discussion that is divisive

we

pray

or

argumentative. State, "I'll be happy to discuss this with you after the
meeting." Or, "I'll go with you to ask our Pastor about that doctrinal issue
if it is

4.

important to you."

Don't allow anyone to do all the
a.

b.
c.

talking.

Don't give frequent eye contact with the talker.
Have the talker sit next you, not across from you.
Have your assistant help you keep on track without your having to
directly confront the talker. Have them say, "Thank you for your

comments,

now

let's hear from

someone

else." Or, "Let's continue

lesson with the next question."
If the situation persists, confront the "talker"

our

d.

Material

one-on-one away from
the group. Tell them that they must stop dominating the discussions
and explain that everyone needs an opportunity to contribute.

adapted from

David D.

Durey,

New

Hope Community Church, Portland, Oregon.

Used

by permission.
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APPENDIX O

Questions for Interviews after NCD Survey 2001

1

.

What

was

the most

significant thing the NCD profiles revealed

about

our

church?

2.

What difference has the NCD process made in

3.

What

4.

What other comments would you like to make about any aspect about the process
results?

5.

How has the

changes

in

yourself do

you

see or

feel

our

as a

pastor's leadership style changed?

church

so

far?

result of this

process?

or
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APPENDIX P

Questions

for Interviews after NCD

Survey 2001 (Summary

of Answers)

15 October 2001
1

.

What
�
�
�

the most

sigmficant thing the NCD profiles revealed about our church?

Evangelism

�

Lack Passionate

�
�

missing.
Spirituality (last time).
Progressing right along, and will continue

�

outside

people

our

(last time).

church

so

far?

More small groups this past year.
Small groups.

�

More individual oriented

�

More small groups (in second one).
Meet more people through being involved with different small groups.
Helped us as leaders to set goals to meet, and what needed to improve.

�
�
�

in.

.

Taken great strides.
Lack of Passionate Spirituality and small groups

What difference has the NCD process made in
�
A bunch of small groups have started.
�

bring

is

�

�

2.

was

Lacked in small groups, working on that.
Friendships outside of the church; need to attempt to
Worship services improved with the two services.

(individual attention).

For the better. The

changes bring it down to the people
involved in change ^keep reaching out.

congregation getting

�

�

�
�
�

3.

More small groups.
Can make more definitive response based
More clearly defined.

What
"I

�

Don't

�
�

yourself do you see or feel as
of
a small group this summer."
part

changes

�

was

in

on

a

small groups.

result of this

see

any.
Because of small groups, feel more connected.
Worship wise ^more meaning, more involved.
�

church.

�

More

�

Better

�

Give credit to the

�

Person is

�

More involved in small groups.
Goes along with whatever ^wishes others would go
Using the screen helps points sink in.

�

�
�

process?

aware

of what's

happening in the

knowledge of the church.
more

church, rather than the process.
involved, with more of a good feeling about him/herself
�

along and accept change.

Exposure to small groups and to leadership positions.
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4.

What other comments would you like to make about any aspect about the process
results?
�

It's

a

good step to

survey

people to

see

how they feel, to

see

how

we

or

could make

it better.
�

None.

�

None.

�

Need to get more people to be interested and to be active.
"Some questions I had no comprehension about, just put "average."

�
�

Need to exercise

�

It

�
�
�

5.

more

control

over

the administration of it.

really focused in on some needs, and we're working to make them
People have quieted down accepting and going along?
It's organized.
Not enough time for the results to show what they could show.

How has the

pastor's leadership style changed?

�

Hard to

�

We

�

Like the music in the

�

Problem: Don't hear about sick people in the
can be brought up in the small groups.

�

He has

�
�

�
�
�

�
�

better.

�

answer.

now

Get

more

out of his

sermons

have two services that reach out to

early

^message and

�

people. (Happy

delivery very good.
service.)

in each

service.

early

service. However, sick

gained more confidence in his preaching.
delegated more to the people on the committees in the church.
Small groups more attuned to small group ministry.
We've leamed a lot by our mistakes in the past.
Sermons are better improved.
Additional service has spurred more interest by outsiders.
For the better. Everything is going forward.
Seems more comfortable with newer format growing into that.
He has

�

�

�

people
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